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La verdad es demasiado complicada como para
permitir nada más allá de meras aproximaciones

John Von Neumann
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ABSTRACT

One of the tasks that a hardware designer must face up is the balance of conflicting design
goals. This thesis focuses on one of these conflicts of interest between desirable objectives in
High-Performance Out-of-Order processors. 

In particular, we refer to the difficulty that exists between operating at a high frequency and
the ability to expose and exploit instruction level parallelism of the executed code. In
Out-of-Order processors, the issue queue and the scheduler are related to exposure and
exploitation of instruction level parallelism. One of the design parameters of these two
elements is the number of entries (instructions) of issue queue. This parameter is directly
related to the amount of parallelism that the processor will be able to expose. On the other
hand, another design parameter is the number of instructions that can be issued to execution
in parallel, the issue-width. This parameter determines how much instruction level parallelism
the processor can exploit. A high-performance processor requires that the values of these
parameters to be as high as possible. However, the cost (area and delay) of the issue queue
and the scheduler also grow with these parameters, thereby increasing the value of these
parameters may compromise the processor cycle time (for example). 

In this thesis we employ two different techniques that can alleviate the conflict between
frequency and cost (area and delay) of the scheduling stage. On the one hand, pipelining the
scheduling stage. On the other hand, slicing the selection logic. The aim of the first technique
is to increase the number of entries in the instruction queue without increasing cycle time. The
aim of the second technique is to remove the implicit serialization of arbiters in the selection
logic due to issue-ports can handle the same instruction type. Also, this second technique
reduces area and dely of aribters. However, these techniques involve some performance
losses when applied in a straight-forward manner.



ABSTRACT
The problem of pipelining the instruction scheduling-logic lies in the hardware-loop
between the main two elements that constitute it: wakeup and selection logic. On the one
hand, ready instructions start competing for execution in the selection logic. On the other
hand, scheduled instructions must wake their dependent instructions up in the wakeup logic.
When this hardware-loop latency a single cycle, the scheduling logic is able to schedule
dependent instructions in consecutive cycles, and then back-to-back execution is possible. In
contrast, by pipelining the scheduling logic, instructions with an execution latency shorter than
the hardware-loop latency can not wake their dependent instructions up in time for
back-to-back execution. This latency in the hardware-loop, according to our evaluations,
supposes a performance loss of around a 10% on average for an issue queue of 32 entries.

This thesis proposes the idea of Dependence Level Scheduler (DLS), which is able to
tolerate the latency in the wakeup-select hardware-loop. The proposal makes use of the
observation that usually the selection logic schedules all competing for selection instructions
in a single cycle. In DLS, producer instructions (shorter execution-latency than the
hardware-loop latency) can wakeup in advance to their dependent instructions, this is, once
they begin to compete for selection. This manner, the selection phase of producer instructions
and the wakeup phase (in advance) of their consumer instructions are overlapped. Since the
observation, in which DLS relies on, is not met always, it is necessary to manage the situation
in which there are more producer instructions than the ones that can be scheduled in a single
cycle. Therefore, every cycle, DLS checks that all producer instructions have been selected.
In that case, consumer instructions can compete for selection the next cycles. In contrary,
consumer instructions are not allowed to compete for selection. This makes DLS different
from the other previous proposals, since they let consumer instructions compete for selection
speculatively. 

This thesis includes two implementations for the idea of PND. Both of them improve
speculative proposals and they are within a 2.8% and 3.1% of the performance of a
non-pipelined scheduler. In addition, due to the non-speculative nature of our proposals, DLS
speculates less instructions than previous proposals, which results in energy savings.

The second part of this thesis focuses on the selection logic and its “sequential nature”.
When an instruction type can be issued through several issue-ports, the arbiters in charge of
these issue-ports must operate in serie. In contrary, all these arbiters may pick up the same
instruction. One option consists in slicing the issue queue into ranges of consecutive entries.
Issue-queue entries in the same range only compete for the same issue-port in the same
arbiter. We call these ranges, arbitration domains. Thanks to slicing the selection logic into
arbitration domains, arbiters of the selection logic can operate in parallel and also, cost of
each arbiter (reduction in area and delay) is smaller than in a conventional sequential
selection logic (Ideal). On the other hand, this design has a worse performance than an Ideal
selection logic due to the following reasons. First, unbalanced load, when several arbitration
domains lack ready instructions, meanwhile some other has several ready instructions.
Second, limited selection policy, whereas in an Ideal design arbiters choose the highest
vi Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling



ABSTRACT
priority instructions across the entire issue queue, arbiters of the sliced design choose the
highest priority instructions across their-selves arbitration domains. And third, dispatch stalls
due to the lack of free entries in a particular arbitration domain. An instruction may require to
be dispatched to a particular arbitration domain due to their execution requirements.

The proposal of this thesis looks for obtaining the ideal performance of a sequential model,
and the costs (area and delay) of a model sliced into arbitration domains. This proposal uses
the surplus of ready instructions in some arbitration domains with those arbitration domains
that are lack of ready instructions. In order to do this, each arbitration domain attempts to
pre-select several instructions. When an arbitration domain has no ready instruction,
arbitration domains with a surplus of instructions can also issue one instruction through that
issue port. Following this idea, we propose four design alternatives that manage to improve
the performance of the former selection logic sliced into arbitration domains. In addition, with
respect to the sliced selection-logic, our proposals shortly increase its costs (area and delay)
in comparison with the additional costs of an ideal selection logic fully sequential. One of our
models, for a issue-queue size of 128 entries is within the 0.8% of the performance of an ideal
selection logic, with area and delay requirements of only a 25% of that ideal selection logic. 
vii
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RESUMEN

Una de las tareas que debe llevar a cabo un diseñador de hardware es lograr un equilibrio
razonable entre objetivos del diseño que están en conflicto. En esta tesis doctoral, nos
hemos centrado en uno de estos conflictos de intereses entre objetivos deseables para
procesadores fuera de orden de alto rendimiento. 

En concreto, nos referimos a la dificultad que existe entre operar a una alta frecuencia y la
capacidad de exponer y explotar el Paralelismo a Nivel de Instrucción subyacente en el
código ejecutado. En los procesadores fuera de orden, los elementos relacionados con la
exposición y explotación del paralelismo a nivel de instrucción son la cola de instrucciones y
el planificador. Uno de los parámetros de diseño en estos dos elementos es el número de
entradas (instrucciones) de cola de instrucciones. Este parámetro está directamente
relacionado con la cantidad de paralelismo que el procesador será capaz de exponer. Por
otro lado, otro parámetro de diseño es el número de instrucciones que pueden ser iniciadas
en paralelo, ancho de inicio. Este parámetro determina la capacidad del procesador para
explotar el paralelismo a nivel de instrucción. Un procesador de alto rendimiento require que
el valor de estos parámetros sea tan alto como sea posible. Sin embargo, el coste (área y
retardo) de la cola y del planificador también crecen con dichos parámetros, con lo cual,
aumentar el valor de estos parámetros puede comprometer el tiempo de ciclo del procesador. 

En esta tesis doctoral aplicamos dos técnicas diferentes que permiten aliviar este conflicto
entre frecuencia y complejidad de la etapa de planificación de instrucciones.

Por un lado, se segmenta la etapa de planificación de instrucciones. Por otro lado, se
divide la lógica de selección. El objetivo de la primera técnica es poder aumentar el número
de entradas de la cola de instrucciones sin incrementar el tiempo de ciclo. El objetivo de la
segunda técnica es reducir el área de la lógica de selección y la serialización implícita en la
selección de instrucciones para puertos de inicio con el mismo tipo de unidad funcional. En
esta tesis, se proponen mecanismos para minimizar el efecto negativo que tienen en el
rendimiento las técnicas enumeradas si se utilizan sin mas. 



RESUMEN
El problema de segmentar la lógica de planificación de instrucciones radica en el bucle
hardware entre los principales elementos que la conforman: lógica de despertar y
seleccionar. Por un lado, las instrucciones que están preparadas compiten por iniciar su
ejecución en la lógica de selección. Por otro lado, aquellas instrucciones elegidas para iniciar
su ejecución deben marcar en la lógica de despertar que sus operandos destino estarán
disponibles y de este modo la lógica de despertar podrá marcar como preparadas las
instrucciones dependientes. Cuando la latencia de este bucle hardware es sólo un ciclo, la
lógica de planificación es capaz de planificar las instrucciones dependientes de tal modo que
encadenan su ejecución. En cambio, al segmentar, aumentamos la latencia y aquellas
instrucciones con latencia de ejecución menor que la latencia del bucle hardware ya no
pueden despertar a sus dependientes a tiempo para encadenar la ejecución. Esta latencia en
el bucle hardware, según nuestras evaluaciones, conlleva unas pérdidas de rendimiento
entorno al 10% en media para una cola de instrucciones de 32 entradas. 

En esta tesis, proponemos la idea de Planificador por Niveles de Dependencia (PND), el
cual es capaz de tolerar la latencia en el bucle hardware despertar-seleccionar. La propuesta
hace uso de la observación de que normalmente la lógica de selección planifica todas las
instrucciones que compiten por selección en sólo un ciclo. Aprovechando esto, las
instrucciones productoras (de latencia de ejecución menor que la latencia del bucle
hardware) pueden despertar por adelantado a sus instrucciones dependientes, es decir, una
vez que empiezan a competir por selección. Con esta acción, conseguimos solapar la
selección de las instrucciones productoras, con el despertar (adelantado) de sus
consumidoras. Debido a que la observación en la que se basa PND no se cumple en todas
las ocasiones, es necesario gestionar el supuesto en el que hay más instrucciones
productoras de las que pueden ser planificadas en un ciclo. En nuestro caso, cada ciclo,
comprobaremos que todas las instrucciones, que competían por selección, fueron
seleccionadas. En tal caso, las instrucciones consumidoras pueden proceder a competir por
selección el siguiente ciclo. En caso contrario, no se les permite a dichas consumidoras
competir por selección. Esto último es lo que nos diferencia de las propuestas previas, que
permiten a estas consumidoras competir por selección especulativamente. 

En esta tesis proponemos dos implementaciones para la idea de PND. Ambas mejoran
las propuestas especulativas y alcanzan el 97.2% y 96.9% del rendimiento de un planificador
no segmentado. Además, debido a la naturaleza no especulativa de PND nuestras
propuestas ejecutan especulativamente menos instrucciones que las propuestas
especulativas, lo cual se traduce en ahorro energético. 

En la segunda parte de esta tesis, nos centramos en la lógica de selección y su naturaleza
secuencial. Cuando un tipo de instrucción puede iniciar su ejecución por varios puertos, los
árbitros a cargo de esos puertos deben operar en serie. En caso contrario, todos esos
árbitros podrían escoger la misma instrucción. Una alternativa consiste en establecer rangos
disjuntos de entradas de la cola de instrucciones. Todas las entradas de un mismo rango
compiten por el mismo puerto de inicio. A estos rangos los llamamos dominios de arbitraje.
x Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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Gracias a esta división en dominios de arbitraje, los arbitros de la lógica de selección pueden
operar en paralelo y además su tamaño es menor (reducción en área y retardo) que en una
lógica de selección secuencial convencional. En contrapartida, este diseño tiene un peor
rendimiento que un diseño secuencial convencional debido a los siguientes motivos. Primero,
carga desequilibrada, puede darse el caso que no haya instrucciones preparadas en un
dominio de arbitraje mientras que otro tiene varias. Segundo, política de selección limitada,
mientras que en un diseño convencional los árbitros escogen la instrucción más prioritaria de
toda la ventana, en este diseño escogen la más prioritaria de su dominio de arbitraje. Y
tercero, detenciones en la emisión de instrucciones debido a que no hay entradas libres en
un dominio de arbitraje concreto. Una instrucción puede requerir ser emitida en un dominio
de arbitraje si sólo ese dominio puede iniciar instrucciones en un tipo de unidad funcional
especifico (requerido). 

La propuesta pretende obtener el rendimiento de un modelo ideal secuencial, al coste de
un modelo dividido en dominios de arbitraje. Para ello la propuesta consiste en compartir el
excedente de instrucciones de algunos dominios de arbitraje con aquellos dominios de
arbitraje con déficit. Para hacer esto, cada dominio de arbitraje intenta pre-seleccionar más
de una instrucción. Cuando un dominio de arbitraje no tenga instrucciones preparadas,
dominios con excedente de instrucciones pueden iniciar una instrucción también por ese
puerto. Siguiendo esta idea proponemos 4 alternativas de diseño que consiguen mejorar el
rendimiento de la lógica de selección dividida en dominios original. Además, con respecto a
esa lógica de selección dividida original, nuestras propuestas aumentan poco su coste (área
y retardo) si las comparamos con el coste adicional de una lógica de selección ideal
totalmente secuencial. Uno de nuestros modelos, para un tamaño de la cola de instrucciones
de 128 entradas, alcanza el 99.2% del rendimiento de una lógica de selección ideal, con
unos requerimientos de área y retardo de únicamente un 25% de aquélla. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A goal of processor design is achieving maximum performance. In order to deliver

high-performance, processors have been required to exploit as much as possible

available instruction level parallelism (ILP). Additionally to this, increasing operating

clock frequency has been the other battle in high-performance processor design. 

In the race for faster and highly-parallel processors, technological limitations have been

always present as the dissociating factor in processor-design history. Area cost, circuit

delay and power-disspation have become the reasons because fast and highly-parallel

(ILP) processors seem opposite. 

In this thesis, we have focused on the instruction scheduling stage, which is in charge

of exposing and exploiting available ILP in programs. We have tried new approaches to

reconcile exploiting ILP as much as possible and high frequency. 



CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
From one generation to the next, high-performance processors are always required to
shorten execution time of programs. This execution time is determined by the Iron Law that
states the following: 

Assuming a constant number of program instructions (N), reducing cycle time of the
processor (tc) and increasing the number of committed instructions per cycle (IPC) are the
ways to improve execution time (T). 

Cycle time is provided by two factors. First, technologic capacity of circuits to switch faster.
This technologic capacity is usually measured indirectly by gate size. Since 1970, gate size
has experimented a reduction in technology size, from 10 micrometers to 35 nanometers.
Second, designing cleverness to pipeline processor into stages. Since 1970, clock switching
frequency has grown up from 740 kHz (Intel 4004 [FaSh+72]) to 3.20 GHz (Intel Core 2
QX9775 [In07]). A determining factor in this improvement is the number of pipeline stages
which has varied from the single-stage Intel 4004 to the 14-stage Intel Core 2 architecture,
passing through the 20-stage of the Intel Pentium 4 architecture [HiSa+01]. 

The amount of instructions that a processor can commit in parallel every cycle (IPC)
directly depends on the ability of processor to expose and exploit the available instruction
level parallelism (ILP) of the instruction stream. The chance to execute in parallel any two
instructions of the sequential program flow is limited by existing dependencies between them. 

Supposing any two instructions A and B of a program, in which instruction A is older than
instruction B. There are three types of data-dependences that may appear between these two
instructions according to matches in data-storage locations (either memory or registers), that
are read and/or modified by instructions A and B:

• Read-after-Write (RAW) or true dependences, instruction A modifies a storage
location that instruction B reads

• Write-after-Read (WAR) or anti-dependences, instruction A reads a storage location
that instruction B modifies

• Write-after-Write (WAW) or output dependences, instruction A modifies a storage
location that instruction B modifies

T: Program execution time
N: Number of program instructions
IPC: Committed instructions per cycle
tc: Processor cycle time

T N 1
IPC
---------- tc=
2 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling



1.1 Motivation CHAPTER 1
During the execution of a program in a out-of-order processor, data hazards appear
between dependent instructions. These data hazards represent the erroneous executions
when the out-of-order processor executes two dependent instructions out of program order.
Therefore, it is necessary to detect and properly manage the execution of dependent
instructions. In order to execute a program and to manage data hazards, an option consists in
executing the instruction in program order. However, In-Order execution reaches lower
performance than Out-of-Order execution (Section 2.1.1).

WAR and WAW dependences, across a logical register, are produced by the reuse of
register names. By renaming instruction registers, all existing WAR and WAW dependences
between executing instructions are eliminated. Therefore, once instructions are renamed
there is no need to detect and manage data hazards due to WAR and WAW dependences.

RAW dependences are produced by the data program flow, and therefore they can not be
eliminated. It is a must to detect RAW dependences and to serialize execution of RAW
dependent instructions. 

In an out-of-order processor, after rename stage and before execution stage, it is placed
the scheduling stage. In this stage, RAW dependences between instructions are monitored
and the execution of RAW dependent instructions is serialized, meanwhile the rest of
instructions will be issued to execution according to the availability of suitable functional units
and issue-ports. 

In out-of-order processors, after instruction rename, instructions are dispatched into the
scheduling logic or issue-queue (IQ). The issue-queue is a buffer of instructions in which
instructions wait for being scheduled for issue. Issue-queue has two main structures: the
payload and the scheduler. 

Payload consists in a RAM. For each instruction in the issue-queue, Payload stores
information required to process that instruction in stages after issue. Every cycle, the
scheduler carries out two tasks in two phases. Instruction wakeup phase, in which availability
of the source operands of instructions is monitored. Also in wakeup phase, those instructions
with all their source operands available are marked as ready for competing for selection. In
the second phase, selection phase, some ready instructions are chosen according to the
availability of suitable functional units and they will be issued next cycle. Finally, issued
instructions notify the availability of their destination register to the wakeup logic.

The number of issue-queue entries is a key parameter to determine the amount of ILP that
the issue-queue is able to expose (Section 2.2.1). Then, enlarging the issue-queue also rises
the chance to find ready instructions in the issue-queue, which means more exposed ILP and
therefore, probably more performance, also.

Exposing ILP is the first step to deliver high-performance, the scheduler also must be able
to exploit all that ILP. Both the number of functional units in a processor and the issue-ports to
3



CHAPTER 1 Introduction
them, limit the maximum number of instructions that the scheduler can issue in a cycle. So,
the larger ILP is exploited, the higher performance may be delivered. 

The disadvantage of increasing the number of issue-queue entries and the number of
instructions that can be issued in parallel is that complexity of the scheduling logic also
increases [Pa96]. Because of this, these parameters may compromise the cycle time of the
processor, which means a conflict of interests between exposing and/or exploiting more ILP
and staying in a short cycle time. 

1.2 A Little Bit of History of the Scheduling Logic
A first and primitive attempt to execute “out-of-order” instructions can be found in the IBM
7030 machine (1956, Strech project). First G. Amdahl and J. Backus and later J. Cocke and
H. Kolsky worked in the look-ahead unit. The look-ahead unit was able to anticipate to
arithmetic operations some instruction tasks like: address modification, memory references,
modification of the contents of index registers and logical transfers in the program [Bu62]. So
far, machines executed instructions in strict program order.

In the middle sixties, the first out-of-order execution machines appeared. In 1965, K. Zuse
and S. Cray designed the CDC (Central Data Corporation) 6600 [Th63]. This machine used a
scoreboard mechanism to issue out-of-order instructions. In 1968, the IBM 360/91 began
operating. This model was the first one to use the Tomasulo´s Scheduling algorithm [To67]
in its floating-point functional unit. R. Tomasulo noticed the great limitation to out-of-order
execution mechanism that WAR and WAW dependences caused, and he proposed to
rename registers to eliminate these limitations. 

In the seventies, complexity of an out-of-order execution core did not worth performance
benefits. Because of this, many processor producers decided to move to in-order and
pipelined machines (CDC 7600 [Co68], Cray-1 [Cr77], IBM S/S360 [In68], IBM S/370 [In74],
Intel 4004 [FaSh+72]). Industry was more interested in reducing area and cycle time of the
machine in order to obtain a great performance improvement. A reflection of this is the first
microprocessor of the history Intel 4004 manufactured by Integrated Electronics in 1971.

In the eighties, several research efforts easened the way to dynamic scheduling of
instructions. First, the inability to execute instructions further from a conditional branch, that
was a source of instruction-stream serialization. Branch prediction became a must in order to
eliminate these barriers to expose and exploit ILP. In 1981 [Sm81], J. Smith introduced the
simplest prediction mechanism called static branch prediction and, in 1986 [FaHe86], S. Mc
Farling and S. Hennessy noticed the biased behavior of branched across program runs. This
effort to predict accurately the behavior of branches continued in nineties. However, the ability
to execute instructions speculatively must be accompanied by precise mechanisms to
recover from interrupts and misspredictions. In 1985 [SmPl85], J. Smith and A. Pleszkun
described and evaluated solutions to the precise interrupts problem in pipelined processors.
In 1987 [HwPa87], W. Hwu and Y. Patt noticed the problem of branch-missprediction recovery
4 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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in out-of-order processors and they proposed a checkpointing mechanism to rollback to a
previous saved state. In 1993 [MoPi+93], M. Moudgill included register-rename map to saved
information by checkpointing in order to be able to recover rename status in case of interrupt
or missprediction. Second, J. Smith, in 1982 [Sm82], studied the advantages of decoupling
front-end and back-end of the processor. This decoupling allows to separate execution from
a processor inherently “in-order” part, the front-end. Finally, R. Acosta [AcKj+86] remarked the
importance of widening instruction dispatch/issue to achive throughput in a multiple
functional unit processor. In [Jo90], W. Jonhson gathers together studies in superscalar
microprocessor design and he proposes cost-effective techniques for superscalar designs. 

In the nineties, thanks to those research efforts of the eighties, dynamic scheduling and
out-of-order execution became a reality. In the middle nineties, most important processor
producers had an out-of-order execution processor. In 1995, Intel Corporation launched to
market the Pentium Pro [CoSt95] which was the sixth generation of x86 processors. Also in
1995, MIPS Technologies introduced to the market its own out-of-order processor: MIPS
R10000 [Ye96]. Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) introduced the Alpha 21264 [Ke96]
processor in 1999. IBM presented its PowerPC [GaIp+94] in 1993, and later from Power
family (Power 3 [OcWh00]), in 1998, will start executing instructions out-of-order. Advanced
Micro Devices (AMD) also presented their own Out-of-Order architecture K5 [Ch96] in 1995.

From 2000 to now, trends concerning out-of-order execution and dynamic scheduling of
instructions have been maintained. In the fight for the most performant processor, Intel
(Nehalem [Ca09]) and AMD (K10, Istanbul) still rely on out-of-order execution and dynamic
scheduling of instructions. However, some architecture proposals like IBM POWER6
[LeSt+07] and Intel Itaniums (Itanium [ShAr00] and Itanium 2 [NaSo03]) that are relying on
In-Order execution. 

1.3 Related Work
Researchers have addressed complexity of instruction schedulers using different techniques.
This section presents a brief summary of works related with complexity in the scheduling
logic. 

Pre-scheduling allows shortening or even eliminating the wakeup phase of scheduling
logic [Pa96], [CaGo00], [CaGo01], [MiSe01], [RaBi+02] and [ErHa+03]. Wakeup latency is
addressed by reducing the load capacitance of the wakeup tag bus [ErAu02], [HrJo+02] and
[KiLi03b] of by using a index-based wakeup logic [WeSm84], [OnGu98], [CaGo00], [CaGo01],
[SaNa01], [GoNi+01], [BrRu+02] and [HsCh05]. In several works, the issue queue is
partitioned or segmented in order to reduce the scheduling-loop latency [StBr+00], [BrSt+01],
[HrJo+02] and [KiLi03a]. Other proposals narrow the implementation of the issue queue
taking into account that the distance between producer and consumer instructions is short
[GoNi+01] or that some producers do not have consumer instructions in the issue queue at
issue time [SaRu+07]. In the context of pipelined schedulers, some proposals hide the
5
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scheduling-loop latency by grouping instructions because grouping increases the scheduling
granularity [KiLi03a], [BrPr+04], [SaWi04], [HuKi+06] and [SaKo+06]. 

So far, all the mentioned works are focused on either the Wakeup Logic or the Scheduling
Logic as a whole. As far as we know, few studies [Pa96], [LePi+01], [BuMo+02], [ZhMa06],
[SaRu+07] and [BeSa08] have addressed complexity in the selection logic. However, in wide
out-of-order superscalar processors, it is a must for Selection Logic to select several
instructions for the same functional-unit type in order to make the most of the available
issue-width. In [Pa96], Palacharla et al. highlighted the very sequential nature of the Selection
Logic. Arbiters in the Selection Logic, which select instructions for the same functional-unit
type, must work sequentially in case arbiters apply the same selection policy. Otherwise, all of
them would select the same instruction. Specifically, some proposals [BuMo+02], [SaRu+07]
and [BeSa08] focus on the arbiters, that compose the Selection Logic, in an individual
manner. Some other proposals [LePi+01], [Pa96] and [ZhMa06] introduce the idea of slicing
the Selection Logic which reduces its complexity. 

1.3.1 Pre-Scheduling
Pre-Scheduling is a technique that allows shortening or even eliminating the wake-up phase
of the scheduler. The idea of pre-scheduling consists into reordering the sequential program
flow of instructions in a buffer (pre-scheduling buffer). New order prioritizes to those
instructions that will be ready for execution, earlier. Only the most priority entries of this
pre-scheduling buffer are taken into account for issue by the scheduler. In fact, the number of
entries taken into account should be closer to the issue-width of the processor. 

To calculate the priority in which a instruction is inserted in the pre-scheduling buffer,
pre-scheduler calculates how far is that instruction of becoming ready, time to readiness. To
calculate time to readiness of an instruction, the pre-scheduler sums up, for each source
operand, the execution latency and the estimated time to readiness of producer instruction.
The maxim of these two calculations, one for each operand, is the time to readiness of the
pre-scheduled instruction. After instruction rename, the pre-scheduler is able to precisely
calculate the cycle in which an instruction will become ready, provided that execution latency
of producer instructions are precisely known. 

In the Pre-Scheduling buffer, each position corresponds to the time to readiness, in cycles,
of the instruction that contains. The Pre-Scheduler places new instructions into this buffer
according to the calculated time to readiness. Every cycle, instructions in the pre-scheduler
buffer can promote to more priority positions (closer position to buffer head) in the buffer. The
pace at which instructions are promoted can be fixed, static pre-scheduling ([Pa96], [CaGo00]
and [MiSe01]) or variable, dynamic pre-scheduling ([CaGo01], [RaBi+02] and [ErHa+03]).
Added to this, instructions in the same chain of dependent instructions can advance at the
same pace ([Pa96] and [RaBi+02]) or independently ([CaGo00], [MiSe01], [CaGo01] and
6 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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[ErHa+03]). Finally, only instructions in the head of this buffer are taken into account by the
scheduler. 

FIGURE 1-1 Pre-scheduling designs. a) [Pa96], b) [MiSe01], c) [CaGo00], d) [CaGo01], e) [RaBi+02] and f) [ErHa+03]. 

A first attempt of pre-scheduling instructions is [Pa96] (Figure 1-1.a). S. Palacharla et al.
proposed dispatching chains of dependent instructions into FIFO queues; the only
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instructions considered to be issued are the head instruction of each FIFO queue. On load
miss, only the FIFO queue with load dependent instructions is stalled. However, in this
approach, problems of load balancing appears, which degrades performance. 

The difficulty of pre-scheduling are those instructions, mainly load instructions, with an
unknown execution latency at decode stage. In [MiSe01] (Figure 1-1.b), P. Michaud and A.
Seznec use a static pre-scheduler, in which instructions promote a position into the
Pre-Scheduling Buffer every cycle. Instructions in the head of the pre-scheduling buffer are
dispatched into a small scheduling logic (few entries). To address the problem with load
instructions, they proposed predicting the execution latency of load instruction as L1 hit. In
case of L1 miss, dependent instructions on failed load collapse the small scheduling logic. 

In [CaGo00] (Figure 1-1.c), R. Canal and A. Gonzalez statically pre-schedule instructions
to the pre-scheduling buffer according to their time to readiness. In case of instructions
dependent on a load, whose time to readiness is not certain, they are dispatched in a small
waiting buffer instead (similar complexity to a small scheduling logic). When load data is
available, time to readiness of dependent instructions are well known and instructions
dependent on load are moved from the small waiting buffer to the pre-scheduling buffer.

In [CaGo01] (Figure 1-1.d), R. Canal and A. Gonzalez propose that instructions issue from
both the pre-scheduling buffer and the small scheduling logic. Formerly, all instructions are
pre-scheduled and issued from the head of the pre-scheduling buffer. Only instructions that
depend on a L1 miss are moved to the small scheduling logic once they reach the head of the
pre-scheduling buffer. This manner issueing from the pre-scheduling buffer do not stall. When
L1 miss is resolved, dependent instructions are issued from the small scheduling logic.

To avoid collapsing the scheduling logic, S. Raash et al. [RaBi+02] (Figure 1-1.e) propose
a dynamic pre-scheduling mechanism. They group instructions into dependent instruction
chains. An instruction chain starts with an unknown execution-latency instruction (load
instruction) and it groups instructions that directly or indirectly depend on that head
instruction. Time to readiness of an instruction is calculated relative to the time to readiness of
its head instruction. When a head instruction promotes in the pre-scheduling buffer, it
broadcasts to its instruction chain, and therefore, they can also promote. In this proposal, a
load instruction can stop its instructions chains on L1miss. 

Previous proposals still rely on a small scheduling-logic to issue instructions to execution.
In [ErHa+03] (Figure 1-1.f), the scheduling logic is replaced by a scoreboard bit vector and a
mechanism to re-schedule instructions. Instructions in the head of the pre-scheduling buffer
check the availability of their source operands in this scoreboard, before proceeding to
execution. In case of unavailable source operands, instructions are re-scheduled.
Additionally, any kind of broadcasting operation like in [RaBi+02] is eliminated, instructions
that reach the head of the pre-scheduling buffer and their source operands are not available,
are re-introduced into the pre-scheduling buffer with a new estimation of its time to readiness.
8 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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1.3.2 Reducing Complexity of CAM-Based Wakeup Logics
CAM-based Wakeup Logic designs are unaffordable for large and wide issue-queues.
Researchers have looked for reducing complexity of CAM-based scheduling-logics from
different points of view.

The observation that many instructions already have one or two ready source operands at
dispatch time has been used to reduce the load capacitance of the wakeup tag bus in
schedulers that use CAM schemes to wakeup instructions; consequently, the wakeup latency
may be reduced. 

FIGURE 1-2 Shortening Result Tag Buses. a) [ErAu02], b) [KiLi03b], c)[HrJo+02].

D. Ernst and T. Austin, in [ErAu02] (Figure 1-2.a), classify instructions according to the
number of available source operands, at dispatch time. The proposed scheduling logic is
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
composed by two different CAM-based scheduling-logics designs. They differ in the number
(1 or 0) of tag comparators per issue-queue entry. At dispatch time, an instruction is
dispatched into one or another scheduling logic depending on the number of source operands
available. In the least common case of an instruction with two unavailable source operands, it
is speculatively dispatched into 1-tag comparator scheduling logic entry. A prediction of the
last-arriving input operand is made to only wait for it. Because of this, a source operand
availability checking mechanism is required to assure execution correctness. 

In [KiLi03b] (Figure 1-2.b), I. Kim and M. Lipasti propose a staggered wakeup mechanism.
They propose a two-source operand-tagged CAM-based scheduling logic, in which one tag of
each entry is called fast-wakeup tag and the other slow-wakeup tag. In dispatch time, while
the predicted last-arriving operand is placed into a fast-wakeup tag, the other operand is
placed into a slow-wakeup tag. In selection phase, each selected instruction notifies the
availability of its result to the fast-wakeup tags and, on next cycle, to the slow-wakeup tags. 

Finally, Hrishikesh et al. in [HrJo+02] (Figure 1-2.c) proposed a segmented wakeup logic
to reduce capacitance of results buses through the Wakeup logic. Therefore, wakeup logic
divides its delay into the number of segments. Only instructions in the first segment can
wakeup their dependent instructions (also in the first segment) in time for back-to-back
execution. Instructions are dispatched in the upper segments of the issue-queue, and cycle
by cycle, issue-queue entries are compacted to the bottom segments. Therefore, oldest
instructions always wakes up first. Since bottom segment contains the oldest instructions of
the issue-queue, selection logic is biased to select more ready instructions from bottom
segments than upper segments. 

1.3.3 Indexed Scheduling Logics
Some proposals exploit the fact that most register-writing instructions have, at most, one
dependent instruction currently in the issue-queue. They profit this observation to wakeup
instructions by an indexing mechanism instead of an associative search. Based on this,
proposed designs have structures that keep track of one ([WeSm84], [CaGo00]) or several
([OnGu98], [CaGo01], [SaNa01], [GoNi+01], [BrRu+02], [HsCh05]) instructions that consume
a produced register value. And depending on how they treat corner case of several
consumers they have to stall dispatch ([WeSm84]) or not ([CaGo00], [OnGu98], [CaGo01],
[SaNa01], [GoNi+01], [BrRu+02], [HsCh05]). 

S. Weiss and J. Smith [WeSm84] (Figure 1-3.a) proposed, in a single-issue processor, a
scheme named Direct Tag Search where each instruction has a pointer to its dependent
instruction (in this case a pointer to consumer´s reservation station) in order to waking it up
directly without broadcasting. The basic scheme can not implement direct wakeup in case of
instructions with several consumers, in such a case, stall is needed and then there is a
performance lost. 
10 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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Several alternatives have been proposed to overcome that restriction if several consumer
instructions depend on the same producer instruction. Next, we comment proposals in which
consumers are referred with tags, and later, we comment proposals that use a bit vector to
index dependent instructions. 

In [OnGu98], three labels (oplets) are allocated for each instruction, these labels represent
the two source and the result operands. Each one of these oplets can index to another oplets.
When an instruction finishes its execution, its result label indexes to the N-first consumer
instructions. If there exists more than N consumers, the corresponding source oplet of the last
one indexes to the N-following consumers and so on. When a producer instruction has
several consumer instructions, the producer instruction points only to the first consumer. 

In [CaGo00] (Figure 1-3.b), for each physical register, a RAM (First-use table) stores a
consumer instruction pointer and an index to the other instruction source operand. When an
instruction finishes, it looks up this RAM to retrieve its consumer instruction. After lookup,
ready instructions proceed to Ready Queue in which they bid for selection. If an instruction
can not place its pointer in any of the entries of the First-use table corresponding to its source
operands, then the instruction is placed in a small issue-queue to avoid stalling. An
improvements to this proposal was presented in [CaGo01]. Producer instructions uses a
N-associative First-use table to keep track of the N-first consumer instructions. Despite of this,
a small issue-queue is still required to avoid stalling. 

In [SaNa01], instructions that can not be linked with their producer instructions rely on a
scoreboard mechanism to check source operand availability. In any case, all these
techniques require additional hardware support for branch-missprediction recovery unless the
recovery is initiated only when the branch instruction becomes the oldest instruction in flight. 

Goshima et al. used two RAM bitmap arrays (Figure 1-3.c), bit matrices, one for each
source operand, to identify all the successors of each instruction in the issue queue
[GoNi+01]. This mechanism supports indexing-based wakeup for all instructions regardless of
their number of dependent instructions. Each row and column of both matrices are mapped to
a position of the issue-queue. This mechanism does not store for each physical register the
instruction tags of consumer instructions. Instead of this, for both bit matrices, each instruction
in the issue-queue codifies/maps in its column bit vector, row positions in the bit matrix that
correspond to all its consumer instructions in the issue-queue. Every cycle, executed
instructions activate its column in both matrices to wakeup their consumer instructions. A new
design that reduces the area cost of bit matrices for large issue queues was proposed by K.
Hsiao and C. Chen in [HsCh05]. 

In [RaCr+05], a Mapping Table and a Multiple Wake-up Table are used for storing multiple
dependent information. The Mapping Table contains first-dependent instruction pointer for
each instruction that produces source operands for other instructions, and also, it contains a
pointer to an entry of the Multiple Wakeup Table. If necessary, this pointer to the Multiple
Wake-up Table indicates which are the remaining dependent instructions. This Multiple
11
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Wake-up Table is a MxE bit matrix, where E is the equal to the number of issue-queue entries.
As in [GoNi+01], each one of the M-entries contains a E-bit vector that masks the
issue-queue positions of dependent instructions. 

FIGURE 1-3 Index-based wakeup logics. a) [WeSm84], b) [CaGo00], c)[GoNi+01].

E. Brekelbaum et al. proposed a hierarchical scheduling window [BrRu+02]. The objective
of this proposal is to provide back-to-back execution for short-execution-latency instructions
(critical instructions) while the complexity of CAM issue-queue remains low. Critical
instructions are placed in a small CAM-based issue-queue, meanwhile, latency-tolerant
instructions are placed in a buffer that wakes up instructions with a index-based paradigm.
This saves energy compared to monolithic CAM-based design since indexed scheme is not
so eager with power as CAM-based scheme is. 

1.3.4 Instruction Grouping
An specific manner of indexing consists on grouping instructions. Chains of dependent

instructions are grouped, this group of instructions is managed by the scheduling-logic as it
were only one instruction. This may let reducing the number of issue-queue entries
([BrPr+04], [SaWi04] and [SaKo+06]) and shrinking the scheduler size at no performance
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cost. Also, fusion let collapse dependent instructions to be executed back-to-back despite of
the latency of the scheduling-logic ([KiLi03a], [SaKo+06] and [HuKi+06], Figure 1-4).

I. Kim and M. Lipasti proposed a hardware mechanism that dynamically detects
dependent pairs of instructions and fuses them in order to be scheduled together [KiLi03a].
So, the scheduling-loop latency (two cycles) is hidden because the scheduling granularity has
been increased. A later work removes complexity from hardware and enables more
sophisticated fusing heuristics using dynamic-translation software that becomes part of the
processor design [HuKi+06]. Other related works use intensive hardware to group chains of
dependent operations (strands, [SaWi04]) that are issued speculatively or need static
compiler support [BrPr+04]. Since these techniques group instructions of different
basic-blocks, additional hardware support is required to manage branch-missprediction
recovery. As an alternative, a misspredicted branch must wait until becoming the oldest
instruction in-flight to flush younger instructions. 

In the search for energy-consumption reductions, H. Sasaki et al. [SaKo+06] propose a
cheap and simple fusing mechanism which allows to reduce the number of issue-queue
entries (at same performance) and also to reduce the number of issue-queue dispatch ports.
They group instructions into pairs. To avoid complex dependence analysis of dynamic stream,
one instruction only can fuse with its producer if only if, at issue time, that instruction depends
only on that producer. Moreover in order to avoid complexity in branch-missprediction
recovery, fused instructions are not allowed to belong to different basic-blocks. 

FIGURE 1-4 Instruction pairing, fusion of two instructions ([KiLi03a], [SaKo+06] and [HuKi+06]). 

1.3.5 Speculative Pipelined Scheduling Logics
In order to relieve the pressure of the scheduling logic over the cycle time, some approaches
propose to pipeline the scheduling logic. However, by pipelining the wakeup-select
hardware-loop [BoTu+02], it takes several cycles since a result operand becomes available
and instructions, that wait for it, issue to execution. In other words, this latency in the
wakeup-select hardware-loop impedes to execute some instructions back-to-back, which
causes a performance loss. Approaches to a pipelined scheduling-logic differ in the manner
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that they tolerate this latency in the wakeup-select hardware-loop. So far, we have presented
proposals [KiLi03a] and [HuKi+06], in which they managed to tolerate latency through
instruction grouping. In this section, we present two proposals [StBr+00] and [BrSt+01] that
tolerate latency through the speculative scheduling of instructions.

J. Stark et al. [StBr+00] proposed a scheduling logic pipelined over two-cycles. In order to
tolerate latency in the hardware-loop, instructions are speculatively waken up by their
grandparents. This speculative wakeup of an instruction is confirmed after their parents are
selected. On miss, instruction must be re-scheduled. 

In this approach, wakeup logic also monitors dependences of instructions on their
grandparents. In a CAM-based wakeup logic (Figure 1-5), four additional tags represent
grandparent dependences for each instruction in the issue-queue. These tags requires
replicating hardware to compare tags with result tag buses. 

FIGURE 1-5 Detail of a CAM-based wakeup-logic entry for the proposal in [StBr+00].

M. Brown et al. [BrSt+01] proposed a speculative technique (Select-Free) which moves
the selection logic off the critical loop (Figure 1-6), this allows the wakeup logic to take just
one cycle. The technique allows all woken-up instructions broadcasting the tags into the issue
queue in the following cycle, even though some of them may have not been selected for
execution, yet. Meanwhile selection logic chooses producer instructions, consumer
instructions wakeup in Wakeup Logic in parallel. Then, back-to-back execution of dependent
instructions is possible. 

As instructions are speculatively scheduled, some recovery mechanism is needed to
detect and deal with misscheduled instructions. This recovery mechanism consists in a
scoreboard table before execution stage. There, each instruction looks up availability status of
its source operands. Also, each destination operand set as available its entry in the
scoreboard table.
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FIGURE 1-6 Basic scheme of Select-Free proposal [BrSt+01]. 

1.3.6 Cost-Effective Arbiters
In Out-of-Order Superscalar processors, arbiters are the fundamental elements of the
Selection Logic. Each issue port is managed by an arbiter which decides which one of the
requesting instructions in the issue queue will be granted for issue. Parameters like the
selection policy and the number of inputs (request signals) to arbiters determine complexity of
the Selection Logic. In this section, we present different arbiter designs classified according to
the two main selection policies: position-IQ and oldest-first. 

S. Palacharla, in [Pa96], presented a simple position-IQ arbiter based on priority encoders
(Figure 1-7.a) and processor MIPS R10000 made use of it [Ye96]. This naive arbiter design
has a direct dependence on the number of inputs. They proposed a tree based position-IQ
arbiter which reduces dependence on the number of inputs from linear to logarithmic. In this
tree-scheme, elements in a tree-level operate in parallel. This tree-design operates in two
phases. First, requests signals proceed from leafs to the root of the tree. Second, root
generates a grant signal that propagates downwards to the leafs. 

T. Bennet and R. Sangireddy, in [BeSa08], take an step further in the improvement of
position-IQ arbiters. They demonstrate the feasibility of a position-IQ arbiter which grants two
instructions instead of only one. This manner, they almost halve delay and area cost of
conventional position-IQ arbiters.

A drawback of position-IQ selection policy is its lack of shrewdness. The idea behind
oldest-first policy is that the oldest instruction in the issue queue is likely to have many
dependent instructions. Therefore, if that instruction is scheduled, then a lot of ILP would be
exposed. In order to implement an oldest-first policy, instructions must be kept in age order in
the IQ. Some proposals ([FaFi98], [HeKu+00], [LePi+01], [BuMo+02] and [ZhMa06]) maintain
related instruction position in IQ with instruction age and then, they use a position-IQ arbiter.
Other proposals ([PrBa+02] and [SaRu+07]) label instructions with its age, then arbiters use
this label to select the oldest instruction. 

As [FaFi98][HeKu+00][BuMo+02] state, in order to maintain instructions ordered by their
age in the issue-queue entries, instructions must be dispatched in the IQ entry just below of
the last dispatched instruction. In order to provide free entries in the issue queue, gaps left by
issued instructions must be occupied with the instruction just below. This is, issue queue must
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
be compacting (Alpha 21264, [FaFi98]). This compaction in IQ is very expensive in power,
area and delay terms, therefore this approach becomes unfeasible. D. Henry [HeKu+00] and
J. Leenstra [LePi+01] manage to remove this compacting operation. 

In [HeKu+00], D. Henry et al. make use of a Cyclic Segmented Prefix (CSP) circuit to
implement an arbiter (Figure 1-7.b). This CSP circuit is similar to a priority encoder but most
priority position changes to the IQ entry of the oldest instruction in the IQ. The IQ is handled
like a circular FIFO buffer; two pointers, head and tail, delimit which entries of the IQ are busy.
Tail points to the IQ entry of the last dispatched instruction and head points to the IQ entry of
the last non-issued entry, which is the oldest instruction in the IQ. The CSP-arbiter circuit
looks for a ready instruction from the head to the tail pointer of the issue queue. In order to
reduce delay of this CSP circuit, they propose a tree based design of this CSP circuit similar
to the one in [Pa96]. 

In [LePi+01], J. Leenstra et al. still rely on a static position-IQ arbiter for a FIFO IQ (circular
buffer). However, when tail pointer warps around the issue queue, then new dispatched
instructions will be priority over older instruction in the IQ. As we can observe in Figure 1-7.c,
Leenstra proposes mapping requesting signals of IQ to inputs of a position-IQ arbiter which
has twice the number of entries of a conventional approach. If the tail points to a lower
position than the head pointer, then mapping is straight forward. In contrary, from head to
bottom IQ entry instructions are mapped straight forward but instruction from top IQ entry to
tail pointer are mapped to second half of the priority encoder. This manner, instruction age is
observed. 

In [BuMo+02], A. Buyuktosunoglu et al. benefit from the order that in-flight instructions
keep in the Reorder-Buffer (ROB, circular queue). The position of an instruction in ROB is a
label that sets its relative age with respect of the remaining instructions. Assuming that head
and tail pointers initially are in the highest ROB position, then the highest means the oldest.
Arbiters perform a bit-wise comparison operation over labels of requesting instructions
(Figure 1-7.d). Labels of requesting instructions are sequentially compared from left to right.
For each bit of the label, instructions with a ‘1’ set in that bit are allowed to proceed to the next
bit of the label. In case of no instruction has that bit set, all instructions that passed the
previous bit comparison proceed to compare the next bit. At the end, only one instruction
remains which will be the one granted for execution. In order to manage the wraparound of
the tail pointer, a sorting bit is added to the left of the label. In tail pointer wraparound, this bit,
initially set to ‘0’, is set to ‘1’ for all busy entries in the ROB. 

In [PrBa+02], R. Preston et al. propose another approach to label instructions in IQ
according to its age. For each dispatching instruction in the IQ, its label indicates that is
younger than any instruction in IQ. Instruction labels are stored in a bit matrix (Figure 1-7.e)
similar to dependence bit matrices of [GoNi+01]. This age matrix operate similarly to a
dependence matrix, each ready non-selected (ready but not selected yet) instruction kills
younger instruction by activating their matrix columns. At the end, the oldest instruction in IQ
is the only one that has not been killed by any other instruction. 
16 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling



1.3 Related Work CHAPTER 1
FIGURE 1-7 Cost effective arbiter proposals. a) [Pa96], b) [HeKu+00], c) [LePi+01], d) [BuMo+02], e) [PrBa+02] and f) [SaRu+07].
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
In [SaRu+07] and [BuMo+02], P. Sassone et al. and A. Buyuktosunoglu notice that the
comparison of entire labels in either a matrix based design or an index-Rob design has a long
delay. They propose grouping instruction requests. These groups compete for selection as a
whole instead of individually, which is less costly for the arbitration logic. Since the winning
group can have several ready instructions, a simple priority encoder is required to untie this
scenario. In [BuMo+02], left-most bits of the label are not compared, therefore instructions
placed in stride positions of the ROB have the same age. In [SaRu+07], consecutive
instructions in the program stream are associated to the same label and matrix column
(Figure 1-7.f). This let the matrix narrow, which shortens matrix delay. 

1.3.7 Reducing Complexity of the Overall Selection Logic
In this section, we focus on works that study the Selection Logic as a whole
[Pa96][LePi+01][ZhMa06]. Actually, not many authors have addressed problems of the
Selection Logic from this point of view. 

One of the first attempts to reduce complexity of the selection logic was made by
Subbarao Palacharla in [Pa96]. He proposed slicing the IQ into a pool of FIFO queues (Figure
1-8.a). Only instructions at the top of these FIFO queues were considered for selection which
dramatically decreased complexity of Selection Logic. However, this restrictive Selection
Logic model, added to the problem of dispatching instructions to FIFOS, seriously reduces
performance. 

FIGURE 1-8 Proposals for the overall selection logic. a) [Pa96], b) [LePi+01] and c) [ZhMa06].

In [LePi+01], J. Leenstra et al. slice the IQ into four partitions (Figure 1-8.b), one for each
instruction execution unit (IEU): three for fixed-point and address-calculation instructions, and
the remaining one for floating-point, branches and special instructions. Three of these
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1.4 Thesis Purpose CHAPTER 1
partitions have separate sets of IQ entries and hold the same type of instructions. The fourth
partition includes all IQ entries but it holds instructions for the last IEU. Although wakeup logic
calculates dependences of instructions of the overall IQ, instructions belonging to a partition
compete for selection independently from instructions in another partition. So that, arbiters
can operate in parallel, even more number of inputs to first three arbiters has been reduced
which also reduces delay and area of arbiters. By limiting dispatch to only one instruction per
partition, they achieve a reduction in the number of write ports to the IQ from four to two. 

In [ZhMa06], similarly to [LePi+01], J. Zhou and A. Mason slice the issue queue into
separate groups (Figure 1-8.c). Selection Logic operates in two phases. In the first phase, for
each partition, an individual CSP circuit [HeKu+00] chooses several instructions. Previously
to the second phase, outputs of these CSP circuits are meshed, in such a manner that oldest
instructions are assured to issue. In the second phase, an array of priority encoders select the
granted instructions from its input of re-arranged requests. 

1.4 Thesis Purpose
This thesis is aimed to reduce or relieve the complexity in the scheduling logic with low
degradation in performance. Main efforts of this thesis were focused on:

• Non-speculative techniques to tolerate the latency in the scheduling logic.
According to our experimental results, pipelining the scheduling logic over two cycles
supposes a performance degradation of a 10%. To address the inability of a pipelined
scheduler to issue back-to-back dependent instructions, we advance the wakeup of
dependent instructions. However, source operand availability in select phase is
conservatively guaranteed. In comparison with previous speculative pipelined
schedulers, our proposals do not waste energy in issuing instructions with unavailable
source operands. 

• Dynamic balancing techniques for a sliced selection logic. An option to avoid the
sequential nature of arbiters in the selection logic is to slice the selection logic into
arbitration domains. In the overall, the sum of the logic required for each arbitration
domain is much smaller that in a conventional design, moreover logic in different
arbitration domains can work in parallel. The problem of this approach is the load
unbalance among arbitration domain, which degrades performance up to a 13.8%. In
this thesis, we propose a mechanism to share ready instructions among arbitration
domains. This capacity to share instructions, let our proposal to mitigate the
performance degradation because of load unbalance. 
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1.5 Thesis Overview
The rest of the document is organized in the following manner:

• Chapter 2. This chapter presents an overview or summary of the scheduling logic. We
study the two alternatives in instruction scheduling: in-order and out-of-order. Also, we
introduce the very important role of superscalability in order to squeeze available ILP
when out-of-order instruction scheduling is adopted. We go in depth into an
out-of-order scheduling logic and we present different implementation alternatives for
the wakeup logic and selection logic. We estimate an asymptotic analysis of their
costs (area and delay) and we experiment with different scheduling logic parameters
like: number of issue-queue entries, issue width and selection policy adopted. These
parameters shows a direct impact on performance but also, the asymptotic analysis
reveals that complexity of wakeup logic and selection logic directly depends on these
parameters. Finally, we present several options to soften or even break up the relation
among scheduling-logic complexity and these parameters. In this thesis, we have
followed two alternatives: pipelining the scheduler and slicing the selection logic into
arbitration domains 

• Chapter 3. This chapter presents processor model and parameters of our
experiments. We also present simulation environment and benchmark suite used 

• Chapter 4. We present the idea of the Dependency Level Scheduler (DLS) that
overcomes the limitation of a pipelined scheduling logic. DLS is able to schedule
back-to-back dependent instructions independently of the execution-latency of the
producer instructions. In this chapter, we also present the first implementation
approach for DLS which is named Two-Matrix DLS. Results show that it performs
better than previous proposals and that it manages to misspeculate less instruction
than them. Moreover, we present three enhancements that boost performance without
misspeculating more instructions 

• Chapter 5. In this chapter, we present the second implementation proposal,
Single-Matrix DLS. This proposal reduces hardware requirements with respect to
Two-Matrix DLS and it manages to maintain similar performance and misspeculation.
Moreover, we also improved Single-Matrix DLS with the three previous enhancements
with similar results. 

• Chapter 6. In this chapter, we present an idea to overcome one of the problems that
presents slicing the selection logic into arbitration domains: the load unbalance. The
idea consists in sharing surplus of ready instructions of an arbitration domain among
deficient arbitration domains. The aim of our proposed schemes is having a selection
logic cost similar to the baseline sliced design but a similar performance to a
non-sliced selection logic. 
20 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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• Chapter 7. In this chapter, we present conclusions of this thesis and future work 

1.6 Summary
In Section 1.1, Iron Law states that execution time of a program can be improved by three
ways: by reducing number of executed instructions, by reducing cycle time of the processor or
increasing the throughput or IPC of the processor. In this thesis, we focus in the third way to
improve execution time. 

Available ILP in a program is limited only by the dependences among program
instructions. The IPC reached with a processor directly depends on the amount of ILP that the
processor is able to exploit from the executed program. 

In the race for exploiting more and more ILP, throughout the computer-architecture history
many advances have been carried out: dynamic scheduling, prediction mechanism (branch
prediction, latency prediction,...), rename,.... Cost of most of these mechanisms directly
depends on the same processor parameters that limit processor exploitation of ILP. So much
so that cost becomes the limiting factor for exploiting ILP. 

In this thesis, like others before, we pipeline the scheduler without loosing the ability to
execute one-cycle execution-latency instructions back-to-back with their dependent
instructions. In difference with previous proposals, our schedulers do not confide in
speculation to schedule back-to-back one-cycle execution-latency instructions. 

We also study the selection logic as an individual element inside of the Scheduling Logic.
Although not many previous works have focused on it, modern wide-issue processors
strongly rely on the selection logic to achieve high-performance. We slice the selection logic
into several arbitration domains. Each one of these arbitration domains manages a separate
range of issue-queue entries, which let these arbitration domains work in parallel. However, a
drawback is the load unbalance among arbitration domains. In this thesis, we propose
sharing ready instruction among arbitration domains to overcome this load unbalance. 
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CHAPTER 2

INSTRUCTION SCHEDULING

In this chapter, we focus on the instruction-scheduling stage. This stage is in charge

of exposing and exploiting the available ILP from the dynamic instruction stream. To

show the importance of this stage in High-Performance processors, several analysis

are carried out in this chapter. 

First, we introduce the instruction-scheduling stage in the processor. Also, we justify

the importance of the task developed by this scheduling stage, which goal is

maximizing the utilization of execution resources by selecting the next instructions to

execute. We also present the two main trends in instruction scheduling, in-order and

out-of-order, as well as a performance analysis of both policies and the performance

impact of superscalability in instruction-scheduling stage. 

Going in depth with scheduling-stage analysis, we present conventional logic designs

used in the two main phases of the scheduling stage. Moreover, we study the impact on

performance of several parameters of the instruction-scheduling stage that directly

affect to complexity of these designs.

After that, we present the trade-off between enlarging the issue queue (more ILP

exposed) and the complexity of the instruction-scheduling stage. As an option to

overcome this trade-off, we will pipeline the scheduling stage. However, pipelining the

scheduling logic has a drawback that will be faced by two of the proposals of this thesis

in Chapter 4 y Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 2 Instruction Scheduling
Finally, we focus on the selection logic. We slice the selection logic into arbitration

domains as an alternative to the conventional stacked design. As a consequence, load

unbalance among arbitration domains appears, that we will try to mitigate in Chapter 6. 
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2.1 Introduction
High-performance processors must expose and exploit a great amount of instruction level
parallelism, moreover, this task must be totally transparent to the programer. Limiting factors
in this effort for exploiting ILP are area cost and circuit delay since they have become limiting
factors in circuit design. 

Since an instruction is fetched from the instruction cache, until the instruction and its result
are committed, every instruction flows sequentially by different phases. These phases are
identified as the tasks that must be performed to process the instruction. In Figure 2-1, these
phases are shown. In a pipelined processor, each one of these phases can take one or
several stages of the processor pipeline. 

FIGURE 2-1 Processor pipeline phases.

The initial processor stages, from fetch until scheduling stage, is called the Front-End of
the processor. The remaining stages are called the Back-End. 

In the first phase, Fetch, the next instruction according to the dynamic instruction stream is
read from the instruction cache. The next phase is Decode, where information about the
instruction starts to be retrieved: information about source operands (immediate or register),
destination operand, operation code, addressing mode and execution-resource requirements.
In the following phase, Rename, register false dependencies are removed from the sequential
dynamic instruction stream. To end up with the front-end of the processor, in Dispatch, the
instruction is placed into an entry of the Issue-Queue (IQ).

Once the instruction is in the IQ, it can be issued to execution in the Schedule phase. After
being scheduled, in the Payload phase, information like operation, source and destination
register tags of issued instructions are read to be used later. In the Register Read phase,
source-operand values are retrieved from the register file. In Execution phase, the operation
specified by the instruction is performed and, if necessary, result is written in the register file in
the WriteBack phase. In Commit phase, instruction waits until its result is committed, after that
instruction leaves the processor. 

For the rest of this thesis, in the timelines of the figures, stages for each one of the just
above described phases will be labelled as follows: Fetch (F), Decode (De), Rename (Re),
Dispatch (D), Schedule (I), Payload (P); Register File Read (R), Execution (E), Write Back
(Wr) and Commit (C). Wakeup and Select phases of Schedule stage are labelled as W and S,
respectively. 

FETCH DECODE DISPATCHRENAME SCHEDULE REGISTER R EXECUTE WRITEBACK COMMIT

Front-End Back-End

PAYLOAD
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This thesis is focused in the instruction-scheduling stage. The scheduling logic decides
which instructions are going to be issued to execution. In high-performance processors, all
execution resources are required to be exploited as much as possible. The scheduling logic is
the responsible for exposing and exploiting ILP to reach the maximum utilization of execution
resources. 

From the point of view of the program code, in the search for maximum exploitation of ILP,
scheduling logic must always observe true dependences (Section 1.1) among the instructions
in the dynamic instruction-stream. This assures that any schedule performed by the
scheduling logic is accurate to the program semantic. 

There are two kind of instruction schedulers. In-order, where instruction program order is
strictly observed. Out-of-Order, instructions can be executed in an order different from the one
specified by the programmer. 

2.1.1 In-Order Scheduling
An in-order scheduler issues instructions to execution in the same order specified by the
program. An instruction can issue only after all previous instructions have been issued, when
their source operands are available. Otherwise, this instruction and the following instructions
stall in the processor pipeline until the instruction is finally issued. 

In Figure 2-2, it is shown the scheme of an in-order multi-cycle processor. After being
fetched, an instruction proceeds from one stage to the next, cycle by cycle. In the scheduling
logic source operand availability is monitored, when source operands of an instruction are
not available, instruction stream from the Front-End of the processor stops. This is, processor
stalls. 

FIGURE 2-2 Data-path scheme of the In-Order back-end of a multicycle processor. @: address calculation unit. $p: port to mem-
ory hierarchy

There is only an issue-port through any instruction can reach a suitable functional unit in
execution stage. In this case, for simplicity, we only represent one ALU and one memory
access for the issue-port (address calculation: @, memory port: $p). 

In Figure 2-2 is shown the detail of a simple scheduling logic for a 1-way In-Order
processor in the scheduling stage. The instruction in the scheduling stage can issue if its
source operands and required functional unit are available. 
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2.1 Introduction CHAPTER 2
Source operands are checked against a scoreboard table. The scoreboard consists in a bit
vector with one entry per physical register. Each position of the scoreboard is set when result
is available to be used by the instruction in the scheduling stage. Every time a destination
register is renamed, its availability is unset. 

Since decode stage, it is known the operation code of the instruction and which functional
unit will require. Initiation latency of that functional unit determines the frequency, in cycles,
that an instruction can issue to that functional unit. To deal with initiation latency greater than
one cycle, each functional unit has a countdown shifter. Each issued instruction sets the
countdown shifter with the initiation latency of its operation in the functional unit. This
countdown shifter is checked previous to issuing a new instruction to that functional unit. 

Either if source operands are not available or if functional unit is busy, then instruction can
not issue and front-end stalls. 

Once execution latency of an issued instruction elapses, its destination register tag is sent
to the scheduling stage to set up register availability in the scoreboard, and therefore
back-to-back execution with dependent instruction is possible. Tag broadcasting can be
managed with a countdown shifter set to the execution latency of the functional unit at issue
time. 

Figure 2-3 shows a portion of dyadic code in sequential program order and the cycle
timeline of its execution in a multicycle processor. This processor is an in-order multicycle
processor. 

FIGURE 2-3 Cycle time line of a sequence of instructions in a multicycle In-Order processor. Instruction I1 and I3 can be executed

in parallel, meanwhile instruction I2 must wait for the execution of I1. An In-Order processor is not able to dynamically

schedule I1 and I3 in parallel. 

In this code, rightmost operand is the destination operand of the instruction. Because of
the long execution latency of the multiplication instruction (3cycles), instruction I2 must wait

several cycles for the availability of its source operand r3.

Because of instructions are scheduled in-order, instruction I3 must wait for scheduling until

cycle 9, despite of their source operands are available. If instruction I3 could have been

scheduled before than instruction I2, more ILP would have been exploited. For an in-order

scheduler, the unique manner to exploit this parallelism is to re-order these instructions at
compile-time. However, at compile-time, available information about dependences is not so

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 I R E E E Wr C

I2 add r3, r1, r4 I I I R E Wr C

I3 add r1, r2, r5 I R E Wr C

RAW
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CHAPTER 2 Instruction Scheduling
comprehensive (memory addresses, branch decisions) as at execution-time, and therefore it
is not always possible to safely expose this ILP without modifying program semantic. 

2.1.2 Out-of-Order Scheduling
Out-of-Order scheduling is the scheduling model in which instructions can be issued in an
order different from the specified by programmer. Despite of this disorder, data dependences
of the dynamic instruction stream must be observed. 

The amount of exploited ILP of a program is determined by the number of instructions that
can be executed simultaneously in the processor. The condition to execute two instructions in
parallel is the existence of no dependences among them. 

An Out-of-Order Scheduler is in charge of re-ordering the sequential program flow in the
search of the maximum utilization of execution resources. Additionally to this, the dynamic
scheduler must observe data dependences that establish restrictions in the scheduling order
of instructions. After renaming, the only remaining dependences in the instruction flow are
true data dependences (RAW). 

Out-of-Order scheduling-logic (issue-queue, IQ), required to issue instructions
out-of-order, is more complex than the required by in-order scheduler. In Figure 2-4, we show
the scheme of a 1-way processor with an out-of-order scheduler. In the Scheduling Logic,
two main structures are distinguished the Payload and the Scheduler: wakeup and select.
Each one has its own stage in the pipeline. 

FIGURE 2-4 Data-path scheme of the Out-of-Order back-end of a multicycle processor. @: address calculation unit. $p: port to
memory hierarchy

The IQ is a buffer of N instructions, that stores instructions coming from dispatch, in
sequential program order. Instructions are maintained in the IQ until they are scheduled. Only
when the IQ is full of instructions, the Front-End stalls. 

The scheduler is in charge of determining in which order instructions in the IQ will be
issued to execution. Instructions can be scheduled in any order, provided true data
dependences are always observed on behalf of correctness. In the scheduler there are two
phases: wakeup phase and select phase. In the wakeup phase it is determined which
instructions in the IQ have their source operands available. These instructions are called
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2.1 Introduction CHAPTER 2
ready instructions, and they set to 1 their request bit (req0, req1, ..., reqN-1). In select phase,

according to the availability of free execution resources, one of these ready instructions is
chosen to be issued. Then, the selection logic sets to 1 the grant bit (grant0, grant1, ...,

grantN-1) of the winner instruction.

In the wakeup logic, it is maintained information about availability of source operands of
instructions that are in the IQ. This information is retrieved in rename stage at the same time
that are identified the physical registers that will provide source operands. Every cycle, the
wakeup logic must update the availability of source operands with the information of
instructions that are finishing in the execution stage. As it will be shown later, different designs
can be used to implement wakeup logic. (Section 2.2.1)

Since the number of available issue-ports is limited, a select phase is needed in order to
chose winner instructions of available issue-ports. Selection logic applies a selection policy
that orders ready instruction according to a criterion (age, position, ...). In Section 2.2.2,
different design approaches are explained. 

In Figure 2-5, we show the same code as in Figure 2-3. We show cycle timeline in a
out-of-order processor. Given that operands r1 and r2 are available in cycle 5, in contrast to
the in-order scheduler, the dynamic scheduler can exploit ILP further of I2. Therefore, I3 is

scheduled in cycle 7 rather than in cycle 9. In this case, the out-of-order processor is able to
expose and exploit the existing ILP of the code. 

FIGURE 2-5 Cycle time line of a sequence of instructions in a multicycle Out-of-Order processor. .The same sequence of instruc-
tions than in Figure 2-3. Out-of-Order processor is able to execute in parallel I1 and I3. 

2.1.3 Superscalability and Scheduling
Superscalability is a technique that allows to further exploit ILP of the instruction flow
[AcKj+86], and it was firstly used in Intel 960 (1988) and AMD 29000 (1990). In an scalar
processor, only one instruction could stay in a stage of the processor. Superscalability
consists in replicating or widening structures of the pipeline in order to be able to process
several instructions in the same stage simultaneously. The width of the processor is called to
the number of instructions that can be processed in parallel into each one of the pipeline
stages.

In order to exploit the ability of a superscalar processor to process several instructions in
parallel, the scheduling logic should be able to issue as many instructions as the width of the
processor. In a cycle, the number of instructions that the scheduling-logic can issue is called

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 I P R E E E WR

I2 add r3, r1, r4 I I I P R E

I3 add r1, r2, r5 I P R E WR

RAW
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Issue-Width (IW). In Figure 2-6, we show the scheme of an 4-wide processor. In the
scheduling, there are two options: an in-order and an out-of-order scheduling logic. Although
superscalability requires of modifications all over the processor, the scheme is only focused in
the schedule stage and execution stage. 

FIGURE 2-6 Data-path scheme of the In-Order // Out-of-Order back-end of a 4-way processor. @: address calculation unit. $p:
port to memory hierarchy 

In case of In-Order scheduler, up to IW instructions must check their source-operand
availability, at least IW result tags can update scoreboard status bit, and also, up to IW
instructions are renamed, in parallel. Therefore, number of read and write ports of scoreboard
is 2*IW and IW at least, respectively. Every cycle, the four oldest non-issued instructions of
the dynamic instruction flow check their source operands for issue. Since scheduling is
in-order, once one of the four instructions can not issue, younger instruction than it can not
issue, too. 

In case of the Out-of-Order scheduler, the selection logic has to select as many
instructions as the IW of the processor, then an arbiter per issue-port is needed (IW). In
wakeup logic, at least IW tags are broadcast, which adds complexity as we will show in
Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2. Since up to IW instructions can be dispatched into the IQ,
then payload and scheduler must have IW write ports, at least. Every cycle, up to IW
instructions are issued to execution out-of-order, then payload needs IW read ports. 
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In Figure 2-6, in the execution stage, several functional units are provided in order to be
able to exploit ILP, these functional units are accessed through four issue-ports (IP1, IP2, IP3
and IP4, Figure 2-6). In this scheme, issue ports are heterogeneous that means that each
issue-port admits a different subset of the instruction set.

2.1.4 Performance Overview
In following graph (Figure 2-7), it is shown two harmonic means (with and without mcf, we

exclude mcf because of its biased behaviour) of processor performance for SPECInt 2000
benchmarks. The first model, In-order-w1, is a processor with an in-order scheduler and a
processor width of 1. Models In-order-2w, In-order-4w and In-order-8w also schedule
instructions in order but have a processor width of 2, 4 and 8, respectively. Models
Out-of-Order-1w, Out-of-Order-2w, Out-of-Order-4w and Out-of-Order-8w have an
out-of-order scheduler and processor widths: 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively. In case of
issue-width equal to 4, the description of accesible functional-units for each issue port can be
found in Table 3-1. Details in case of the other issue-widths are obtained by doubling or
halving the number of integer issue-ports. The number of entries of the issue-queue
(IQentries) is 32 entries. Other processor parameters for 32-IQentries can be found in Table
3-2 (IQint32). More details about the processor for results shown in this chapter are largely
described in Chapter 3. 

FIGURE 2-7 IPC comparison of In-Order and Out-of-Order schedulers with different processor issue-widths. HM and HM-mcf
stand for harmonic means of SpecInt2000 with and without mcf. Processor parameters described Section 3.5
(IQint32).

In Figure 2-7, we can observe that behavior throughout all benchmarks is quite regular. A
wider processor always performs better for the same scheduling model. In case of the
In-Order scheduler model, 2-way, 4-way and 8-way models speedup (HM-mcf) a 30.1%,
53.5% and a 60.6% with respect to a 1 way in-order processor. In case of the Out-of-Order
scheduler model, 2-way, 4-way and 8-way models speedup a 43.0%, 101.4% and 130.8%,
respectively. Comparing processor models with same issue-width, the best performant
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processor is always the one with an out-of-order scheduler, which means a speedup of
13.3%, 23.9%, 48.6% and 62.9% of the Out-of-Order processor models over the 1-way,
2-way, 4-way and 8-way In-Order processors models, respectively. 

Out-of-order scheduling and widening processor are techniques that must go together in
order to fully exploit them. By comparing In-Order-1w and Out-of-Order-1w models, we
conclude that is worthless to schedule instructions out-of-order without a wide processor. And
similarly, by comparing In-Order-w1 and In-Order-8w, we conclude that is worthless to widen
processor without out-of-order scheduling. 

By comparing processor models with a width of 4 and 8, we observe that performance
impact is lesser than by comparing 1 and 4 processor widths. In other words, available ILP to
be exploited saturates and the effort to widen the processor may not be worth while. 

Finally, we conclude that out-of-order scheduling and widening the processor noticeably
improve processor performance. Therefore, high-performance processors are due to use
them in order to archive the best performance results. 

In Figure 2-8, we plot IPC for different IQentries (16, 24, 32, 64 and 128 entries) in a 4-way
Out-of-Order processor. 

FIGURE 2-8 Performance impact of IQentries on processor performance. 4-way processor with an Out-of-Order scheduler. Pro-

cessor parameters described in Section 3.5.

As expected IPC increases with IQentries. Comparing results we obtain a 6.5%, 13.6%,
18.0% and a 20.1% of speedup over OOO-4w-16e in models OOO-4w-24e, OOO-4w-32e,
OOO-4w-64e and OOO-4w-128e, respectively. In case of cache miss, small IQ easily gets
stuck with instructions depending on missed load. A large IQ increases the chance to find out
load-independent instructions, because a large IQ can explore ILP further from the missed
load.
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Finally, we observe that ILP saturates with IQentries and therefore a larger IQ manage to
expose and exploit ILP until a certain extent. 

2.2 Scheduling-Loop Design
In this section, we study conventional out-of-order scheduler designs. First, we focus on the
wakeup logic and later on arbiters of the selection logic. We show that design decisions like
increasing the number of issue-queue entries, widening issue-width and improving selection
policy boost processor performance. However, we also show that complexity in the
scheduling logic also increases. 

The sequential nature of the selection Logic and an exploration of different design
alternatives can be found in Section 2.4. 

2.2.1 Wakeup Logic
The wakeup logic is in charge of monitorizing source-operand availability of instructions that
are in IQ. For instructions whose source operands are available, Wakeup logic sets as ready
those instructions. Every cycle, instructions labeled as ready by the wakeup logic compete for
an issue-port in the selection logic.

At dispatch, every dispatched instruction marks its source-operand availability in the
wakeup logic. Information about source operand availability is retrieved in rename stage. 

The cycle after finishiung the execution of an instruction, instructions dependent on that
instruction can start its execution and bypass network will provide their source operand in the
input of functional units. The execution of an instruction and its dependent instruction in
consecutive cycles is called back-to-back execution (Figure 2-9). 

FIGURE 2-9 Availability notification of instruction result operand to the wakeup logic in order to perform back-to-back execution.
Result operand r3 is set as available in Wakeup logic before I1 completes execution. This allows to execute I1 and I2
in consecutive cycles. 

In order to achieve back-to-back execution with dependent instructions, the destination
register tag of the issued producer instruction must be set up as available in the wakeup logic
before producer´s execution finishes, like in Figure 2-9. Therefore, wakeup logic sets as ready
dependent instructions in time for back-to-back execution. When an instruction issues, it must
wakeup their dependent instructions after a number of cycles equal to the execution latency

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 I P R E E E WR

I2 add r3, r1, r4 D I I I P R E
back-to-backr3 available {

producer’s execution latency - 1
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of the producer minus one. In Section 2.3, the importance of back-to-back execution from the
point of view of performance will be shown. 

In next sections, we will study two design approaches to the wakeup logic. The first one
based in a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) and the second in a matrix of bits. 

2.2.1.1 CAM-Based Wakeup Logic Design

Main element of this design is a CAM with as many entries as the number of entries of the
Issue-Queue (IQentries). Every dispatched instruction allocates an entry of this CAM and
each entry stores two source register tags (SrcTag) and two availability bits (Ab). Each source
tag identifies the physical register to which the logical register of the instruction was renamed.
Each availability bit tracks the availability status of one of the source operands of the
instruction. At dispatch time, available operands set their availability bit in CAM. In Figure
2-10, it is shown a CAM-entry.

Register tags of available operands are broadcast in CAM through the result tag buses.
Every entry in CAM compares its source operand tags against tags broadcast in each result
tag bus. If match, the corresponding availability bit is set. When all availability bits are set,
then the instruction is ready. 

FIGURE 2-10 Entry of a CAM-based Wakeup Logic. 

The number of result tag buses needed to wakeup dependent instructions depends on the
timing for sending destination tags to CAM. If destination register tags wait for latency
expiration (execution latency - 1) in order to be broadcast, then as many latencies (result tags
broadcast) as functional units may expire. This is an unaffordable design decision from the
CAM complexity point of view. On the other hand, contention for result tag buses may carry
out serious performance loses. 
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To cope with this problem, an option consists in broadcasting instruction destination
register tag the cycle after instruction has been issued. However, to support result tag
broadcasting at issue time some modifications are needed. In CAM, it is added a shift-counter
per source operand. This operand shift-counter is pre-charged with the execution latency
(execution latency - 1) of the instruction that will calculate that source operand. A shift-counter
starts counting down when the tag of the producer instruction is broadcast in result tag buses
at issue time. When the countdown reaches zero, availability bit (Ab) of source operand is set
which means that the source operand is available. In case producer instruction has 1 cycle of
execution latency, shifter is initialized to 0. Shifter states that countdown is over the same
cycle that the srcTag matches with one of the resultTags. 

Next, we estimate area cost and delay of a CAM-Based wakeup logic through an
asymptotic analysis. Although area cost and delay depend on fabrication technology, we are
not interested in a precise number more than in expressing area and delay in terms of the
number of physical registers (R) and issue-queue parameters like IQentries and issue-width
(IW) .

Area cost depends on gates area cost and wires area cost. To estimate gate area cost,
first we estimate gate area cost of an entry in the CAM-based wakeup logic. Tag comparators
are the main structure for each entry in the issue queue. In Figure 2-11, it is detailed design of
a tag comparator. OR gate (Figure 2-10) that checks if any comparator has found a match, is
also implemented in a tree-shaped design like the tree-shaped and-gate in Figure 2-11. 

FIGURE 2-11 Detail of a comparator in a CAM-based Wakeup logic. Two tags (source and destination) are bitwise XNORed and a
AND tree-shaped circuit calculates equality of both tags. R stands for the number physical registers. 

Then gate area cost of an entry is equal to:
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There still lefts accounting memory bitcells per entry: 

O(EntryBitcells) = 2 x SrcTags + 2 x AB + 2 x Shifters = 

2 x log2R + 2 x 1+ 2 x MaxFunctionalUnitLatency = 

log2R

Therefore sum of gates and memory bitcells, per IQ entry, is:

O(EntryGateArea) = [log2R + log2R -1) + O(log2R =

log2R

To estimate wire area in a CAM-based wakeup logic, we account for the area expended by
the grid of result tag buses and crossing wires to comparators per entry. Width of this grid is
proportional to IW and the width of a result tag bus (log2 R bitlines), and height is proportional

to IQentries and the height per issue-queue entry. Height needed per entry is the same than
width, since the IW tag buses cross perpendicular to vertical buses. 

Since each bus has log R bitlines (Figure 2-10, 1 and 2), area expended in wires is, per
entry:

O(EntryWireArea) = WidthBuses(1) x IQentries x HeightEntry(2) = 

IW x log2 R x IQentries x IW x log2 R = 

IQentries x [IW x log2 R]2

As area cost of a CAM-based wakeup design, we take the maximum between gates area
cost and wires area cost multiplied by IQentries:

O(Area) = IQentries x [IW x log2 R]2

Delay of CAM-based Wakeup Logic depends on the gate levels and wire length of critical
path. Critical path corresponds to broadcasting results to all IQ entries, comparing them to
source tags of each entry and finally calculating readiness of each entry.

Gate levels covered by the critical path mainly corresponds to comparison logic (Figure
2-11):

O(GateLevels) = Comparator Xnor + Comparator And + OrComparisons =

xnor + log2 log2 R + log2 IW + or + and = 
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log2 log2 R + log2 IW 

Signal delay in a wire scales quadratically with the length of the wire. In a CAM-based
wakeup logic, result tags broadcast along all the height of the CAM and after that, result tags
cover the width of the result-tag buses to reach tag comparators. After comparison,
source-operand availability broadcast to one of the sides of the CAM to calculate (AND-gate,
Figure 2-10) readiness of the instruction. Therefore total wire length covered by signal is:

O(CAMWireLength) = 2x CAMWidth + CAMHeight =

2 x [IW x log2 R ] + IQentries x [IW x log2 R ] =

[IQentries + 2] x log2 R 

Therefore, delay of a CAM-based approach is the sum of Gate levels and Wire length: 

O(Delay) = log2 log2 R + log2 IW ) + O([IQentries + 2] x log2 R =

log2 IW + [IQentries + 2] x log2 R

In [Pa96], Subbarao Palacharla also studied area cost and circuit delay of CAM-Based
Wakeup logic design and he achieved similar results. 

2.2.1.2 Matrix-Based Design

Matrix-based dependence tracking design was firstly used in Alpha 21264 [Ke96]. In this
bit-matrix, each row is associated to an IQ-entry. Each row is a bit vector, in which each
position in this vector stores a 0 or a 1. This bit vector codifies dependences on the instruction
in the corresponding IQ-entry. Each bit-vector position represents the dependence of
row-instruction on the availability of one of its source operands. 

For example, in Alpha 21264, dimension of the bit matrix is IQentries x
NumPhysicalRegisters. Each row bit-vector encodes the dependence of row-instruction on
their renamed source registers. Since the number of physical registers is greater than the
number of IQentries, a wiser approach consists in a bit-matrix of dimension IQentries x
IQentries. In this case, each column of the bit-matrix also corresponds with an IQ-entry. A row
bit-vector represents the dependences of the row-instruction on the destination registers
produced by the column instructions, which are the producers of each one of its source
operands. 

At rename stage, it is retrieved the producer instruction of each physical source operand.
According to these dependences, it is created the bit-vector that will be stored on the
corresponding row of the bit-matrix in dispatch stage. 
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In Figure 2-12, it is shown the design of a row of a bit-matrix (IQentries x IQentries). All
rows are crossed by column bit-lines, each one of these column bit-lines is activated when the
result of column instruction is available (shifter counter similarly to CAM). Every cycle, each
row calculates readiness state of row-instruction by ORing the availability of all instructions
result registers in IQ. Each bitcell of the row-instruction-vector calculate if the dependence (if
it exists) on the column-instruction has been satisfied. 

FIGURE 2-12 Wakeup-matrix row design. Column bit-lines are activated by execution-latency counters similar by shifter in
CAM-based Wakeup logic. NOR gate that calculates readyi is implemented with a wired-OR. 

To estimate area cost and delay of a Matrix-based wakeup logic, we will only focus on
wires, since gates and memory bitcells are coupled with wires in this such regular circuit. 

Previously to the asymptotic analysis,we must clear two points. First, NOR gate (Figure
2-12) that calculates readiness of an instruction is implemented with a wired-or gate. Second,
activation of columns is driven by grant signals coming from selection logic (Figure 2-13). In
fact, each grant signal crosses the matrix until it reaches the transposed column of the
row-instruction to which the grant signal corresponds to. From there, the activation of the
column takes place. 

FIGURE 2-13 Detail of a Matrix-based Wakeup logic with the Selection Logic. Both designs are tightly coupled since both logics are
pitch-matched through grant signals and request signals. In position (i, i) of the Wakeup Matrix grant signals are sum.

Area is equal to the multiplication of the height by the width of the bit matrix. In Figure
2-13, the Width of the bit matrix is proportional to the number of columns (IQentries). The
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Height of the bit matrix is proportional to the number of rows (IQentries), and also to height of
each row. In each row, there are several horizontal wires: the wired-or-gate wire and the IW
grant wires from arbiters in Selection Logic that activate the column.

Then, total area is: 

O(area) = MatrixWidth x MatrixHeight = 

IQentries x IQentries x [IW +1] =

O(Area) = IQentries2 x [IW + 1]

Delay of the Matrix-based Wakeup logic is dominated by signal propagation in wires. In
the worst case, every cycle, it must horizontally broadcast grant signal all the width of the
matrix, after that, column activation broadcasts destination operand availability all the height
of the matrix and finally, wired-and gate calculate readiness. Therefore, total delay is:

O(Delay) = Grants + ColumnBroadcastHeight + WiredAndWidth =

IQentries + IQentries x [IW + 1] + IQentries = 

O(Delay) = IQentries x [IW + 3]

As we have seen, in both CAM-based and matrix designs, complexity of wakeup logic
increases with the IQentries. However, IQentries and Issue-width (IW are determining factors
in the amount of exposed and exploited ILP by the scheduling logic (Figure 2-7 and Figure
2-8). 

2.2.2 The Selection Logic: Arbiters
To support a high-grade of superscalability, high-performance processors provide a pool of
functional units (FUs) to execute instructions. An instruction accesses the required FU
through an issue-port which it is selected for. Selection logic provides an arbiter per
issue-port, which is in charge of selecting the instruction that will be issued through that
issue-port. 

Previously to let request signals bid for an issue-port in an arbiter, it is needed to check the
suitability of accessible FUs. Each issue-port provides access to several functional units, as a
consequence several types of instructions suit for the same issue-port. Even more, in order to
exploit ILP, several issue-ports replicate the same FU, so that, several issue-ports are suitable
for issuing the same instruction type. This manner, selection logic can pick up a wide range of
instruction combinations which is beneficial for ILP exploitation.

In selection phase, each arbiter looks for a ready instruction for its issue-port. When the
number of ready instructions is greater than the number of suitable issue-ports available then
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a prioritization criterion is needed. Each arbiter applies this prioritization criterion (selection
policy) in order to choose a winner instruction of the issue-port among all ready candidates for
selection. Most common selection policies are: oldest-first and position-based. 

Following, we will detail implementation of the two most common selection policies with
different arbiter-design approaches.

2.2.2.1 Priority Encoder Based Arbiters

An encoder is a combinational circuit that has 2N inputs and N outputs. The output of the
encoder corresponds to the binary codification of the input position activated. In a priority
encoder, each position has a weight. In case of several inputs are set, output only codifies the
weightest input position. Following, it will be used priority encoders in which the output is also

decoded in a hot bit-vector, then the number of inputs and outputs are equal to 2N (Figure
2-14.a). 

FIGURE 2-14 Priority-encoder arbiter (a) and tree-based arbiter (b) designs for a N-entry IQ. ena signal let the priority encoder (PE)
operate. ena signal of an arbiter enables grant signals of the arbiter. any signal indicates that there is one request sig-
nal set, at least. 

A priority-encoder arbiter (Figure 2-14.a) consists in a priority-encoder with as many
entries as entries in the IQ. The ready instruction which request signal has the most weight
position in the priority-encoder will be granted by the arbiter. For a large IQentries, this
solution can become unaffordable in delay-cost terms, as already stated S. Palacharla in
[Pa96]. To reduce delay, an alternative consists in an tree-based organization of
priority-encoders, like in Figure 2-14.b. Each level of this tree works in parallel and then delay
is reduced. Delay of this last approach increases logarithmically with the number of IQentries.
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Both oldest-first and position selection policies can be implemented with a
priority-encoder. A position selection policy is straight forward, meanwhile a oldest-first policy
requires support from the dispatch policy and/or the issue-queue. There are two approaches
to implement oldest-first policy with priority encoders:

• Compacting issue-queue. Issue-queue works like a FIFO queue. Instructions are
dispatched in the bottom entry of the queue, which corresponds with the least priority
position of the instruction-queue from the point of view of arbiters. Once an instruction
lefts the issue-queue, then the hole is occupied by the instruction in a just lower
position in the issue-queue. This promoted instruction may be found in either the just
following entry or several entries below. This compacting operation provides free
entries to dispatch new instructions. However, the drawback of compacting is its high
cost, specially power consumption [SaWi04].

• Non-compacting issue-queue. To avoid compaction costs, it can be used a circular
issue-queue with a head and a tail pointer to the most and to the least priority entry of
the issue-queue, respectively ([BuMo+02] and [LePi+01]). An instruction is dispatched
in tail position and after tail position moves forward to the next entry in the IQ. Head
pointer only moves forward when the instruction in head-entry lefts the IQ. Since the
most priority entry in the IQ dynamically changes, arbiter must be able to update
priority in equal terms. In this mechanism, unused entries appear between the head
and tail entries that reduces the effective number of issue-queue entries and therefore
performance is degraded. 

Area of Selection Logic is tightly coupled with Wakeup Logic and vice versa. Then, since
selection logic is pitch matched to the wakeup logic (Figure 2-13), height of arbiters must be
at least the same as the Wakeup logic height. Supposing a matrix-based wakeup logic, height
of the priority-encoder-based selection logic is IQentries. Width of the three-shaped selection
logic is proportional to the depth of the tree: logBaseIQentries, where Base is the number of

entries of priority encoders in the tree (PE, Figure 2-14). As it is tree-shaped design, total area
is a half of the square. Then total area is: 

O(Area) = 1/2 x Height x Width = 1/2 x IQentries x (IW + 1) x log2 IQentries 

Delay of a tree-shaped Selection Logic is proportional to the depth and the height of the
tree. In this tree-shaped selection logic, request signals cover from leaf to the root of the tree
and back, crossing the gates of priority encoders levels. At the same time, signal goes from
top to bottom in wires that propagate signals between priority encoders (PE, Figure 2-14.b). 

O(Delay) = From left to right (gates in PE) + From top to bottom (wires) =

2 x log2 IQentries + IQentries x IW x log2 R 

log2 IQentries + IQentries x IW x log2 R 
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2.2.2.2 Matrix-Based Selection Logic

The main element of a matrix-based selection logic is a bit matrix of dimension IQentries x
IQentries. Similarly to matrix-based wakeup logic (Figure 2-12), each row of the matrix
encodes priority of an instruction in IQ relative to the rest of instructions in the IQ. A zero in
column-row instruction stands for higher priority than column-instruction. A one means that
the row instruction is less priority than column-instruction. Each column indicates if the
column-instruction is requesting for execution. 

The evaluation of this bit matrix has 3 phases. First, right-coming row-request signals
(Figure 2-12) are propagated horizontally, in parallel, until they reach their transposed
columns. Second, request signals are propagated vertically, in parallel, in order to inhibit
younger requesting instructions. Third, for each row, granti signal is evaluated by checking its

priority against all requesting columns. 

Both oldest-first and position-based selection policies can be implemented with bit-matrix
based arbiters. To achieve this, it is only needed to properly change bit-matrix contents:

• Oldest-first. On dispatch, each instruction updates its corresponding row in the
bit-matrix. Each position of the row bit-vector is set to one except for columns
corresponding to free IQ-entries. When an instruction leaves the IQ, its corresponding
column is set to 0. 

• Position. Considering first IQ entry the most priority, bit-matrix contents the lower
triangle set to one. That is, each IQ-entry is less priority than all previous IQ-entries. In
case of an IQ-entry priority does not change, then content of bit-matrix is constant.
Therefore, a half of the matrix area can be saved and matrix evaluation only has two
phases.

Since a Matrix-based arbiter is equal to the Matrix-based Wakeup logic of Section 2.2.1.2,
area cost and delay are dominated by the same expressions than for the Matrix-based
wakeup logic design. 

2.2.2.3 Performance Considerations about Selection Policy

In this subsection, it is shown the impact on performance of selection policy. In Figure 2-15, it
is shown performance of several 4-way Out-of-Order processor with different number of
IQentries (16, 24, 32, 64 and 128 entries) and selection policies (oldest-first Oldest and
position Position).

Oldest-first policy outperforms position-based policy for all number of IQentries. Also, the
larger the IQ , the larger perfromance difference between selection policies. Oldest-first
speedups over Position-based are 0.7%, 1.6%, 3.5% and 4.7% for 16-entries, 24-entries,
32-entries, 64-entries and 128-entries, respectively. Results show that Position-IQ
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2.2 Scheduling-Loop Design CHAPTER 2
performance does not scale well with the number of issue-queue entries. As the number of
entries increases, the number of ready instructions also increases and therefore, the
probability of delaying an old instruction in favor of a younger instruction also increases. As a
consequence, either the recovery of misspeculations or detection of cache misses may be
delayed. Authors in [SaWi04] also noticed this trend. 

FIGURE 2-15 IPC comparison of position and oldest-first selection policies in a 4-way out-of-order processor. Processor parame-

ters described in Section 3.5.

2.2.3 Area Cost and Delay of Implementations for Wakeup and Selection Logic
In this section, we plot several graphs (Figure 2-16) that show asymptotic trends of area and
delay of the design approaches discussed previously as a function of the number of IQentries. 

There are shown costs graphs for Wakeup Logic and Selection Logic, with different
implementation approaches Matrix-based or CAM-based Wakeup Logic and Matrix-based or
tree-based Selection Logic.

In Figure 2-16, Matrix-based approaches, either Wakeup Logic and Selection Logic, are
labeled as M; CAM-based Wakeup Logic is labeled as CAM and tree-shaped Selection Logic is
labeled as T. Labels with subscripts: 2xIW or 2xR mean that parameters issue-width or
number of physical register have been doubled to show their impact in area costs and delay.
Character “|” means that both implementations has the same cost.

Focusing on Figure 2-16.a, for area, Matrix-based approach is independent of R
parameter, but CAM-based approach is not. By comparing Matrix and CAM-based
approaches, it is clear that Matrix is quite better for smaller IQentries, however, because of
the quadratic nature of Matrix-based approach area cost becomes prohibitive for larger
IQentries. For Delay, Matrix and CAM-based are independent of R, however CAM-based is
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CHAPTER 2 Instruction Scheduling
much more sensitive to IW that Matrix-based is. Matrix based approach is much more
attractive than CAM-based in terms of Delay. 

FIGURE 2-16 O(area) and O(delay) as a function of the number of IQentries for: a) Matrix (M) and CAM(CAM) based wakeup logic
and b) Matrix (M) and Tree-Shaped (T) based selection logic. Series labeled with subscript 2xIW have doubled the
issue-width and similar with series labeled with subscript 2xR but in this cases the number of registers has been dou-
bled. “|” means that both implementations have the same cost

Focusing on Figure 2-16.b, for area, Matrix-based selection logic behaves equal than
Matrix-based wakeup logic. Tree-shaped approach is independent of IW but not of R, which
makes to Tree-shaped approach much better from the Area point of view. From the point of
view of Delay, Tree-shaped approach shows a great dependence on IW parameter. However,
in terms of delay, Matrix-based is more attractive. 

Only lefts to remark that asymptotic analysis gives an idea of how costs evolve. It must be
kept in mind that there are many factors that have been scorned. For example, different circuit
implementation make some function faster than other of eager in area cost, which can make
the difference. 

2.3 Scheduling-Loop Latency
From the high-performance point of view, the best performant scheduler configuration is an
out-of-order, oldest-first scheduler. Another key parameter in out-of-order processor is the
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number of IQentries which determines the amount of ILP that our scheduler is able to expose
and then chances of exploiting more ILP increases. 

We have also shown the relationship between scheduling-logic delay and IQentries.
Moreover, enlarging the IQ may compromise processor cycle-time, and therefore total
execution time could be negatively affected. 

In order to support a large instruction-queue and also not to compromise cycle-time, an
option is to pipeline the scheduling-logic over two cycles (wakeup and select). By pipelining
the scheduling-logic, the number of IQentries can be enlarged without compromising
processor cycle-time. 

Following, in Figure 2-16, we show the pipeline time line of three dependent instructions.
There are two time lines: the first one corresponds to a non-pipelined scheduling-logic and the
second one to a two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic. 

The problem with pipelining the scheduling-logic is that some dependent instructions can
not be executed back-to-back (I2 and I3). Because of the scheduling logic takes two cycles to

issue a dependent instruction, then instructions dependent on I2 can not be issued in time for

back-to-back execution. From the point of view of the scheduler, some ILP (I3, cycle 9)

vanishes due to latency in the scheduling-loop. If there is not enough ILP to replace vanished
ILP, then performance degradation appears. 

FIGURE 2-17 Cycle Time line of a sequence of instructions with different latencies in the scheduling-loop. W and S stand for the
new pipeline stages wakeup and select.

As a general rule, producer instructions with an execution latency shorter than the latency
of scheduling-loop will not be able to wakeup their dependent instruction in time for

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 W/S P R E E E WR C

I2 add r3, r1, r4 D W/S W/S W/S P R E WR C

I3 add r4, r7, r5 Re D W/S W/S W/S P R E WR C

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 W S P R E E E WR C

I2 add r3, r1, r4 Re D W W S P R E WR C

I3 add r4, r7, r5 De Re D W W W S P R E WR C

back-to-backr3 available

back-to-backr4 available

back-to-backr3 available

no back-to-backr4 available

one-cycle scheduling-logic

two-cycle scheduling-logic
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CHAPTER 2 Instruction Scheduling
back-to-back execution. Next, we show that the amount of short execution-latency
instructions is large, specially in integer workloads.

In executed programs the amount of one-cycle execution-latency instructions is notable,
and then performance may be seriously downgraded. Table 2-1 shows the distribution of
committed instructions in the SPEC-2000 benchmarks considering their execution latency
and if they update the register file. We observe that integer benchmarks double the amount of
one-cycle instructions with respect to floating-point benchmarks consequently, integer
benchmarks will be more sensitive to the scheduling-loop latency than floating-point
benchmarks. 

TABLE 2-1 Distribution of committed instructions considering their execution latency, in SPEC-2000 benchmarks. Classified into
instructions that do not update the register file and do update the register file, these last ones are also classified into
one-cycle and multi-cycle execution-latency instructions.

Following, in Figure 2-17, we show performance for different benchmarks in a 4-way
processor. In this graph, we compare IPC of a pipelined and non-pipelined scheduling-logic
processors with different IQentries (16, 24, 32, 64 and 128). Branch penalty of non-pipelined
scheduling logic has been offset with respect to the pipelined one. 

FIGURE 2-18 Performance impact, in a 4-way out-of-order processor, of latency in the scheduling logic for different IQentries. Pro-
cessor parameters described in Section 3.5. Branch penalty has been offset.

In all IQentries, non-pipelined scheduling logic performs better than two-cycle pipelined
scheduling logic. On average, a 19.3%, 13.3%, 10.1%, 8.4% and 8.2% of speedup over the
scheduling logic pipelined over two-cycles for IQentries: 16, 32, 64 and 128, respectively.
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2.3 Scheduling-Loop Latency CHAPTER 2
Since a pipelined scheduling-loop is not able to schedule back-to-back dependent
instructions on a one-cycle execution-latency instruction, then performance loses arise in two
different ways: 

• There is not enough ILP to fulfill the issue bandwidth of the processor apart from the
ILP wasted because of the latency of the scheduling loop. 

• Since processor pipeline has been enlarged, then performance impact of
misspredicted instructions, whose speculation window has been enlarged, also
increases. 

Also, it should be noted that the more ILP is exposed by the IQ, the less performance
degradation because of latency in the scheduling logic.

Since in this thesis, they are proposed two mechanisms that tolerate the latency in the
scheduling-loop (CAPITULO 4). Following we present two previous mechanisms that also
tolerate the latency in the scheduling-loop by “waking up in advance” instructions. 

2.3.1 Previous Latency-Tolerant Schedulers
In this subsection we will relate two proposals to tolerate the latency in the scheduling logic
[StBr+00][BrSt+01].

The main idea of these proposals to tolerate the latency in the scheduling-loop is to
wakeup in advance instructions despite their producers instructions have not been selected,
yet. In a two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic, one-cycle execution latency instruction wakeup
to their dependent instruction once they are ready. The aim of this advanced wakeup is to
overlap selection stage of producer instructions with the Wakeup phase of their dependent
instructions. In the example of the Figure 2-19, although dependent instructions were waken
up despite their source operand were not ready, at the beginning of select stage their source
operand are really ready. 

FIGURE 2-19 Advanced wakeup of instructions.

The hope of these techniques is that, all instructions that beCAMe ready, next cycle are
going to be selected. Therefore, producer´s select stage and consumer´s wakeup stage
always overlap. However, because of contention on issue-ports, all producer instructions are
not selected the cycle after becoming ready and Waken up in advance instructions compete

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I1 add r1, r2, r3 W S P R E WR C

I2 mul r3, r1, r4 D W S P R E E E WR C

I3 add r4, r7, r5 R D W/S W/S W/S P BR E WR C

advanced wakeup

overlapping
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for selection with their producers at the same time. Then, if both producer and consumer
issue in dis-order or even in the same cycle source operands of consumer instruction may be
not available at execution time. It is needed a operand-availability checking mechanism to
recover from this scenario.

2.3.1.1 On Pipelining Dynamic Instruction-Scheduling Logic

This technique was proposed by Jared Star, Mary D. Brown and Yale Patt in 2000 [StBr+00].

In this mechanism, to wakeup in advance instructions, each instruction (grandparent) not
only wakesup to their own dependent instruction (parents), but also it wakeup in advance to
the dependent instructions (children) of their own dependent instructions. In the time line
shown in Figure 2-20, instruction I3 is waken up in advance by instruction I1, which is the

producer of operand r3 for the instruction I2, which is a parent instruction of I3. This way

back-to-back execution of dependent instructions is performed in spite of the parent execution
latency. 

FIGURE 2-20 Cycle time line of instruction-scheduling with the technique proposed in [StBr+00]. Parent’s issue confirmation lasts
one cycle to inform children availability or not of operands. Wgp stands for wakeup of dependent instructions because

of grandparents issue. And Wp stands for wakeup of dependent instructions because of parents issue.

For each instruction in the issue-queue, Wakeup logic must monitor availability status of
parents source operands and also the availability of their own source operands. When
grandparent´s destination operands are available, children instruction is waken up in advance
(Wgp, Figure 2-20) and next cycle it will compete for selection. 

To provide execution correctness, once the instruction is selected, before it is issued to
execution, advanced wakeup must be confirmed by the issue of parent instructions (Wp,

Figure 2-20). In case of positive check, this means that parent instructions were already
issued the previous cycle, and the source operands will be really available at execution time.
On the contrary, instruction do not proceed to issue. This cancelled instruction is called a
false-selection. 

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I1 sub r1, r2, r3 Wp S P R E WR C

I2 add r3, r1, r4 D Wp S P R E WR C

I3 sub r4, r7, r5 Re D Wgp S P R E WR C

Wp

grandparent

advanced wakeup

children

parent’s issue confirms

overlapping

parent
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False-selections may produce a performance loss, in case a false selected instruction is
selected instead of a instruction that would have passed the source-operand availability
check. 

This mechanism has an area cost due to the necessity of monitoring the source operand
availability of grandparent instructions. In a CAM-based wakeup design, it is needed to
additionally save up to four tag operands (2 parent + 2 grandparent) per IQ-entry. Also, in
every IQ-entry, for each result tag bus, 4x2 tag comparators are added. Finally, one
execution-latency shifter per grandparent instruction must be added per IQ-entry.

In a matrix based wakeup logic design, an additional wakeup matrix is added. In this new
matrix, each row bit-vector encodes dependences of each instruction in IQ with their four
grandparents. In rename phase, additional cost is also incurred in the rename table. In every
entry of this table, added to producer-instruction identifier, it is needed to add two more
instruction identifiers. These new identifiers corresponds to two of the four grandparent
instructions of renaming instruction. 

On register rename, it must be retrieved not only the identifier of the register´s producer
instruction but also the identifiers of the producers of register´s producer instruction. This may
enlarge rename phase delay.

In case that there exist inter-dependences in a group of renaming instructions,
dependence analysis logic must be able to retrieve to each instruction: parents identifier and
grandparent identifiers

2.3.1.2 Select-Free Instruction-scheduling Logic

Select-Free is a mechanism that was proposed by Mary D. Brown, J.Stark and Yale Patt in
2001 [BrSt+01].

In this mechanism, wakeup phase and select phase are decoupled. Instructions wakeup in
advance to their dependent instructions once they become ready. In time line of Figure 2-21,
instruction I1 wakeup to its dependent instruction after becoming ready. Then, selection phase

of producer instruction and wakeup phase of consumer instruction are overlapped. 

FIGURE 2-21 Cycle time line of instruction-scheduling with the technique proposed in [BrSt+01].

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I1 sub r1, r2, r3 W S P R E WR C

I2 add r3, r1, r4 D W S P R E WR C

I3 sub r4, r7, r5 R D W S P BR E WR C

scoreboard checking

overlapping

wakeup in advance
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Similarly to previous mechanism, an instruction can compete for selection at the same
time that its producer instruction. Source operand availability must be checked for every
issued instruction. On failed check, instruction must be re-scheduled to assure producer
instruction really feed their dependent instructions. 

To check source-operand availability it is used a scoreboard table in register file read
stage. Each scoreboard entry corresponds to a physical register. Each instruction reads their
source operand availability in the scoreboard. In case all their source operands are available,
then destination register is set as available in the scoreboard. On register rename,
corresponding entry in the scoreboard is cleared.

Re-scheduled instructions may bring performance degradation because other instructions,
that were really ready, could have been scheduled instead. 

Performance results and comparative analysis with respect to our proposal is provided in
Chapter 4. 

2.4 The Sequential Nature of the Selection Logic
Typically, in a wide-issue Out-of-Order processor, each issue-port has different functional
units and a functional unit may be replicated for several issue-ports (Section 2.2.2).
Therefore, an issue-port can issue different instruction types but also an instruction type can
be issued through different issue-ports. In this scenario, in case all arbiters have the same
selection policy and the most priority instruction can be issued through any of them, then this
instruction will be the chosen one for all of them. An option to avoid this is to organize arbiters
in a stacked manner and make them operate in serie (Figure 2-22). 

FIGURE 2-22 Dark grey box represents wakeup logic which produces the request bit vector (black arrow). Each white box repre-
sents an arbiter which produces a grant bit vector (slash pattern line). Once an instruction has been selected by an
arbiter, its request signal must be cleared in order not to be selected by subsequent arbiters. The IW arbiters can
select any type of instruction. 

In Figure 2-22, we show the scheduling logic composed by the wakeup logic, grey box,
and the selection logic. White boxes represents arbiters which conforms the selection logic.
Input signals to each arbiter are obtained by masking the request bit vector with the grant bit
vector of previous arbiters. Also, the request bit vector is masked with the instruction type to

manage non-homogenous1 issue-ports (not shown in Figure 2-22). Since each arbiter

1. non-homogenous issue-ports: we mean that issue ports differ in the type of accesible execution resources and there-
fore not all issue-ports are suitable for some instructions. 

requests
grant0 grant1 grantIW-1

request
bit vector
grant
bit vector

ip0 ip1 ipIW-2 ipIW-1

ipx: to issue-port

...
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monitors the request (readiness) status of all issue-queue entries, thus we say that the
arbitration domain of each arbiter is the entire IQ (all IQ entries). We call this model Baseline.

2.4.1 Selection-Logic Delay Reduction
An approach to remove the sequential nature in a stacked design of the selection-logic is to
assign each instruction to only one arbiter (issue-port), at dispatch time (Figure 2-23.a). We
name this model Parallel Arbiters (PA). Although the arbitration domain of each arbiter is still
the entire IQ, the set of instructions that request to an arbiter is separate from the set of
instructions that are requesting to any other arbiter. Therefore, arbiters can operate in parallel. 

FIGURE 2-23 Dispatcher chooses to which arbiter each instruction requests. Thick black arrows represent request bit vectors, dif-
ferent arrows mean that ready instructions in each bit vector are different and separate from the others. a) an instruc-
tion only requests to an arbiter. All arbiters operate in parallel. b) an instruction requests to a group of stacked
arbiters. Groups of stacked arbiters operate in parallel but arbiters in a group work sequentially. 

An intermediate approach between the two previous designs is to group arbiters (Figure
2-23.b). Arbiters in a group operate sequentially, meanwhile groups of arbiters operate in
parallel. Dispatcher assigns each instruction to one group of arbiters. This approach is similar
to the Integer Issue-queue in the Alpha 21264 [FaFi98]. We name this model Grouped
Parallel Arbiters (GPA). 

Although the number of instructions assigned to each arbiter were approximately the
same, an arbiter could not have ready instructions assigned to it. Therefore, its corresponding
issue-port does not issue any instruction, meanwhile several ready instructions may still be
waiting for selection in the other arbiters. We name this fact as load unbalance.

Selection policy is applied locally by each arbiter since each arbiter only observes a subset
of the ready instructions in the entire IQ (local selection policy). Some selection policies, like

requests

grant1grant0grant2 grant3

requests
grant0grant2

b) Grouped Parallel Arbiters (GPA)

a) Parallel Arbiters (PA)

Group of stacked arbiters

request
bit vector

grant
bit vector

ipIW-2 ip0 ip1 ipIW-1

ipIW-2
ip0...

grant0 grant2

Group of stacked arbiters

ipIW-1
ip1 ...

... ...
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oldest-first, are specially sensitive to this biased view of ready instruction which may degrade
performance. 

So far, in selection logics of Figure 2-23, the arbitration domain of each arbiter was the
entire issue-queue like in Figure 2-22. In Figure 2-24, we show an approach in which
issue-queue is sliced into separate equally-sized arbitration domains. That is, each
issue-queue entry belongs to only one arbitration domain, and then an instruction in that entry
can be only issued through the corresponding issue-port. Some processors like Power 4
[TeDo+02] and Power5 [SiKa+05] have implemented a similar scheme. 

FIGURE 2-24 Instruction position in the IQ determines the arbiter which the instruction requests for execution to. Dispatcher
chooses to which arbiter each instruction requests. There are IW arbitration domains. Each IQ entry only requests to
a single arbiter. Arbiters operate in parallel. 

Added to load unbalance and local selection policy, this approach has another drawback
due to its separate arbitration domains. In a scenario in which issue-ports are
non-homogenous, instructions require to be dispatched to a suitable arbitration domain. This
fact may limit dispatch task and then it may produce dispatch stalls. 

Some considerations can be done relating to delay, area and number of dispatch ports.
Concerning to delay, selection logic models: PA, GPA and C1 reduce delay in comparison to a
Baseline design since arbiters are operating in parallel. Because the number of entries of an
arbiter determines its area (Section 2.2.2), C1 model is smaller than Baseline, PA and GPA
models. Number of dispatch (write ports) of scheduling logic elements is another sizing factor.
Meanwhile wakeup and select logics in Baseline model require as many write ports (at least)
as dispatch bandwidth, models: C1, PA and GPA can reduce the number of write ports in
wakeup and select logics [LePi+01]. 

In Figure 2-25, we show performance of selection logics presented in this section for an
issue width of 4. All models, except C1-1p, have 4 dispatch ports (write ports) to either the
wakeup logic and arbiters of selection logic. In C1-1p model, we make use of a design similar
to [LePi+01] and then we reduce this 4 write ports to only one.

On average, model GPA is in almost the same performance (1.3%) of Baseline model.
However, meanwhile PA model is within the 2.1% of Baseline performance, C1 model, which
is the most moderate in terms of area and delay, is within 3.5% of Baseline performance.
Moreover, by limiting the number of write ports, C1-1p model degrades performance of

Cluster (C1)
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Baseline a 13.8%. In Chapter 6, we present a several selection models that performs similar
to Baseline but they add some costs to C1-1p model.  

FIGURE 2-25 Performance result of several selection models: Baseline (Figure 2-22), PA Figure 2-23.a, GPA Figure 2-23.b, GC2
Figure 2-24.b, C1 and C1-1p Figure 2-24.a. Processor model: 4 issue-width, 32 IQint-entries. Processor parameters

described in Section 3.5. 

2.5 Conclusions
In dynamic-scheduled processors, the scheduling logic becomes important since it is in
charge of exposing and exploiting the ILP available in program flow. 

In the race for exploiting ILP, processors based in an out-of-order scheduling scheme have
shown to be the best performant. Their capacity to look for available ILP allows them to
achieve high-performance. However, many problems in terms of complexity of the
scheduling-logic appear with exposing and exploiting ILP until the extent. 

Pipelining is a technique that can halve delay of scheduling logic. However, pipelining the
scheduling-logic supposes an impact in performance. The reason of this performance
degradation consists in the unability of some instructions to wakeup their dependent
instructions in time for back-to-back exection. Specifically, instructions that has an
execution-latency shorter than the scheduling loop latency can not wakeup their dependent
instructions in time for back-to-back execution in a convetionally pipelined scheduling-logic. In
SpecInt 2000, on average a 44.3% are unable to wakeup their dependent instructions in time
in a two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic. In this case, for a 32 IQentries scheduling logic,
performance degradation reaches a 10.1%. This In this thesis, we propose techniques to
reduce this performance degradation. 

By slicing the selection logic into arbitration domains, we can face the sequential nature of
selection logic. However, the most aggresive slicing-proposal that slices the issue-queue into
separate arbitration domains (C1) it is also the one that shows the greatest performance
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degradation, a 13.8% with respect a Baseline design of 32 IQentries. In this thesis, we
propose techniques to raise performance of C1 close to Baseline performance at a some area
and delay costs. 
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND
FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, we present the working Methodology and Framework that we have

applied in this thesis. 

We present the processor model simulated: memory and pipeline organization as well

as the different speculation mechanisms that boost processor performance. In addition

to this, important processor parameters about buffers and structures are given: sizes,

bandwidth, latency , ....

Finally, we present the benchmark suite that we have used to obtain the results

presented in this thesis. 



CHAPTER 3 Methodology and Framework
3.1 Introduction
All the proposals and auxiliary measures presented in this thesis have been obtained with a
processor simulation tool (SimpleScalar 3.0d, [BuAu97]). We have simulated cycle by cycle
an out-of-order processor pipeline. In this thesis, experiments have been performed with
different processor configurations over the same benchmark suite (programs + input data
sets). 

In Section 3.2, we present simulation tool and in Section 3.3, we present the simulated
processor-pipeline stages. On behalf of obtaining more precise results, some actual
processor mechanims have been added to the original simulation tool, that are detailed in
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we show processor configurations simulated in our experiments.
Finally, in Section 3.6, we present the benchmark suite used in the experiments. 

3.2 Simulation Tool
In this thesis, we use a modified version of the SimpleScalar 3.0d [BuAu97]. SimpleScalar is a
toolset of execution-driven simulation tools. We have deeply modified the Sim-Outorder tool
that models cycle by cycle an out-of-order superscalar processor. This simulation tool let
modify a wide range of processor parameters to control different aspects of the processor.

3.3 Processor Pipeline
In Figure 3-1, we show processor pipeline with its different phases, each one of this phases
can take one or several cycles specified into brackets except for execution stage (variable
latency, Table 3-1). Processor front-end has 8 stages, in which instructions proceed in strict
program order from one stage to the next. After Scheduling stage, this is processor back-end,
instructions proceed out-of-order until Commit stage where instructions recover original
program order before committing. 

To commit instructions in order, instruction program order is saved in a structure called the
Reorder Buffer (ROB), that operates like a fifo queue. Instructions allocate an entry at the
bottom of this buffer at dispatch time, otherwise processor pipeline stalls. Completed
instructions in ROB head leave the processor in strict program order at Commit stage. 

FIGURE 3-1 Simulated processor pipeline. 

At fetch phase, a next instruction-pointer generator predicts the new instruction to be
fetched from the instruction cache. This next instruction-pointer generator consists in a

FETCH(3c) DECODE(2c) DISPATCHRENAME(2c) SCHEDULE REGISTER R EXECUTE WRITEBACK COMMIT

Front-End Back-End

PAYLOAD
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branch predictor for branch instructions and a return address stack (RAS) predictor for call
and return instructions. 

To predict branch direction, we use a combinational branch predictor (bimodal+gshare)
like the one proposed by McFarling in [Fa96]. Either bimodal meta-predictor and bimodal
predictor are indexed with the lower 16 bits of predicted branch program counter. On the other
hand, gshare predictor is indexed with 16 bits of global history and 16 bits of predicted-branch
program counter. The branch target buffer (BTB) is in charge of predicting target address of
taken branches. It consists in a 4-associative cache of 1024 entries. Each branch indexes this
cache with its PC to retrieve a cache line. In one of the four ways of the set may be found the
destination address of the predicted branch. 

Target addresses of return instructions are predicted with the aid of the RAS. On fetch
phase, program counter of instruction next to a call instruction is stacked on the RAS. When a
return instruction arrives to the fetch unit, program flow must continue through the program
counter that is on the top of the stack. In our processor, RAS has 64 entries. 

After Fetch phase, there is a buffer of instructions called Instruction Fetch Queue (IFQ).
This buffer decouples the task of fetching instructions form memory with the rest of the
processor pipeline. 

Decode phase extracts from each fetched instruction, information about its processing
needings: executions resources, register files, execution latency, .... Also, entries in the ROB,
LSQ and Register File (floating-point or integer) are reserved. 

Rename phase removes false dependences of the program flow by renaming destination
register of instructions. There are two Register Alias Table (RAT), one for integer instructions
and the other for floating-point instructions. These RATs maintain current translations from
logical register number to physical register number. 

At dispatch phase, instructions look for a free issue-queue entry to be allocated into.
Depending on the type of functional unit required, instructions dispatch into the floating-point
or the integer issue-queue. Also during this phase, instructions proceed to be inserted into an
entry of the ROB and the LSQ (only for memory instructions). 

Scheduling phase issues dispatched instructions to the execution resources through the
issue-ports according to source-operand and functional-unit availability. To issue these
instructions, this stage has the wakeup logic and selection logic. A matrix of bits represents
data dependences in the Wakeup logic. In difference with respect to design of Section 2.2.1.2,
this matrix represents instruction dependences on another instructions in the issue-queue
[GoNi+01]. Selection logic implements an oldest-first selection policy based onbit matrices
(Section 2.2.2.2). Selection logic can chose up to 2 instructions from the floating-point issue-
queue and up to 4 instructions from the integer issue queue. However, the 4 issue-ports of the
integer issue-queue are not homogeneous and; consequentely, only up to 2 memory
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instructions issue per cycle. Finally, Instructions leave the issue-queue once its destination
operand is available.

The cycle after being selected, instructions wakeup their dependent instructions and the
payload of issued instructions is read. At Read phase, instructions read their source operands
from the corresponding Register File (floating-point or integer). In case of back-to-back
execution with its producer instruction, source operands are provided from the bypass
network instead.

In the execution phase, instructions proceed to functional units to be executed. Table 3-1
shows issue ports and exection latency and initiation latency of possible operations for each
issue-port. 

TABLE 3-1 Operation latency, execution latency and initiation latency, of floating point and integer functional units. 

Access of a load instruction to a memory port, not only launches a data request to the
memory hierarchy but also looks for a hypothetical supplier store instruction in the LSQ. A
store instruction does not send data to the memory hierarchy until it commits. Once that store
instruction is validated for commitment, data is sent to the memory hierarchy. Until then, data
is kept in the LSQ to preserve memory dependences. 

In the Writeback phase, results are written into the register files. These results are also
available in the bypass network to feed dependent instructions that were scheduled back-to-
back. 

Finally, at Commit phase, instructions check that there is no pending exception, and after
that, they commit their result. Additionally, all resources still allocated to the committing
instruction are released (ROB, LSQ, RAT, ...). 

Type Issue Port Operation of Functional Unit Execution latency Initiation Latency

Floating 
Point

ipfpu1 +, - 4c 1c

ipfpu2 +, - 4c 1c

/ 15c 15c

Sqrt 23c 23c

Integer ipiu1 +, -, logical, comparison, shift 1c 1c

* 10c 10c

/ 10c 10c

ipiu2 +, -, logical, comparison, shift 1c 1c

ipiu3 +, -, logical, comparison, shift 1c 1c

Mem L1: 2c, L2: 12c 1c

MEM: 100c inter-chunk: 2c

ipiu4 +, -, logical, comparison, shift 1c 1c

Mem L1: 2c, L2: 12c 1c

MEM: 100c inter-chunk: 2c
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3.4 Modifications to original Sim-Outorder 3.0d
Several modifications to the original Sim-outorder simulator have been necessary on behalf of
archiving more precise results. In next subsections, we describe some of the most important. 

3.4.1 Issue-Queue and the Reorder Buffer
Sim-outorder does not have a separate issue-queue, instructions are issued from an RUU,
instead. Similarly to ROB, the RUU is a circular queue in which in-flight instructions are kept in
program order, but also intructions are issued from thesen structures. This unified structure
impedes to set a number of entries for the instruction-queue different from the number of
entries of the ROB.

The RUU must be separated into two structures: the ROB and the issue-queue. This
issue-queue separates instructions into two issue-queues: one of these issue-queues only
allocates arithmetic floating-point instructions (floating-point issue-queue), and the other
issue-queue allocates arithmetic integer and both floating-point and integer memory accesses
(integer issue-queue). At dispatch stage, instructions are allocated to a free-entry of one of
this issue-queues according to the operation type. 

To implement the scheduling logic (wakeup logic and selection logic), we adopted a model
based on bit matrices, as it is explained in Section 2.2.1.2 and in Section 2.2.2.2, respectively.
In the wakeup logic, in difference with design of Section 2.2.1.2, wakeup matrix represents
instruction dependences on another instructions in the issue-queue [GoNi+01]. It must be
noted that arbiters of floating-point issue-queue and integer issue-queue separately work over
the two issue-queues. However, wakeup logic must take care of instruction dependences
among instruction of different issue-queues. To represent these dependences, there exist two
crossed bit matrices that represent inter-dependences of one queue to the other and
viceversa. 

3.4.2 Execution-Latency Prediction
In Sim-Outorder, execution latency of an instruction is well-known at issue time, therefore,
scheduling of instructions is performed in such a way that dependent instructions are
executed back-to-back. However, in real processors, execution latency of some instructions
(i.e. load instructions) are not known until they are executed. So that, we have modified Sim-
Outorder to model load-latency prediction, as it follows.

Latency of most functional units is fixed, therefore, at decode stage, once each instruction
knows which operation must perform, execution latency of that instruction is well-known.
Variable-latency functional units (in our case, memory ports) can not precise its latency and
then instructions do not known their execution latency until they are completely executed.
However, in order to execute back-to-back an instruction dependent on a load instruction,
execution latency is predicted for every load instruction. Since L1 cache hit ratio is high (avg -
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95%), we have chosen to blindly predict execution latency of all load instruction as L1 hit
(Table 3-1).

Since load instructions do not always hit on L1, it is needed a mechanism to identify
(check speculation) and stop, or invalidate, execution of load dependent instructions, in case
of load miss. Misspeculation checking mechanism consists in a scoreboard placed at the end
of the “Register Read” stage. Before proceeding to execution, instructions must check their
source-operand availability against this scoreboard. If all source operands are available,
instruction can proceed to execution and later, when its destination register had been
calculated, its destination register is set as available in the scoreboard to let dependent
instructions proceed.

On L1 miss, dependent instructions on that missed load are selectively rescheduled. First,
destination register of missed load is not set as available in the scoreboard. As a
consequence of this, issued instructions dependent on missed load do not confirm their
source-operand availability and they try to be rescheduled. Second, wakeup-matrix column
bitline corresponding to missed load instruction is deactivated. As a consequence of this,
dependent instructions are not allowed to compete for selection and they will wait for
rescheduling. And finally, when missed block reaches L1 cache, missed load is issued to
execution again which activates the re-scheduling of its dependent instructions. 

3.4.3 Memory-dependence prediction
In a processor, the same as register dependences, memory dependences must be also
observed. These memory dependences can be easily represented in the dependence bit
matrix of the wakeup logic [GoNi+01]. 

In case of memory dependences, in difference with register dependences, data-data
storage location may be not still known at dispatch time. In case of store instructions, a
consevative alternative consists in stablishing a RAW dependence with any younger memory
instruction. This alternative may serialize execution and then it may degrade performance. 

An option to minimize serialization consists in a memory-dependence prediction
mechanism. In our simulator, we have implemented a memory-dependence prediction
mechanism based on store sets [ChEm98]. 

At dispatch, store-set mechanism predicts memory dependences on previous store
instructions. At scheduling stage, memory instructions only wait for execution of previous
predicted stores. Therefore, independent memory instructions can be issued out-of-order, and
more ILP is exploited. 

At commit stage, store-set prediction is checked. An arriving store to the head of the ROB,
and previously to commit, checks if there exists any load instruction, with matching address,
that reads from memory before than store instruction wrotes its result in LSQ. In such a case,
a recovery mechanism starts re-execution from the offending load instruction.
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To reduce some penalty, instructions are re-executed from dispatch stage with a non-
selective mechanism [MoLl+01]. There, a buffer of instructions (RIB) contains all instructions
from dispatch to commit in-flight. On store set missprediction, instructions stop being
dispatched from the front-end and RIB starts feeding IQ from the offending load. When RIB
becomes empty, instructions from the front-end continue being dispatched in the IQ. 

Originally, in sim-outorder, both load and store instructions were composed by two
instructions: address calculation and memory access. To perform this store set mechanism
both load and store instruction has been unified. 

3.5 Processor parameters and configurations
In Table 3-2, we show main processor and memory parameters that are used in the

experiments of this thesis. There are five configurations for processors with different IQ sizes. 

TABLE 3-2 Processor and memory parameters

Nevertheless, some experiments need for different parameter values than the ones
specified in this section. In such a case, detailed description of new parameter values will be
given. Next, we describe the most important: 

Processor parameters Value for configuration

IQint 16 IQint 24 IQint 32 IQint 64 IQint 128

Fetch and Decode Width 4

IFQ size 16 16 32 64 64

Combinational Branch Predictor

Bimodal (decition) 64K entries

Bimodal 64K entries

Gshare 64K entries (16b)

Store Set Predicor 1024/128

ROB/LSQ 64/32 64/32 128/64 256/128 512/256

Integer/Memory Issue Width 4

Floating-Point Issue Width 2

Integer units 4

Memory ports 2

Floating point units 2

Integer/Floating-Point IQentries 16/20 24/20 32/20 64/20 128/20

Memory hierachy parameters Values

Data L1 and Instruction L1 32KB, 4-way, 2 cycles (each one)

L1 line size 32 B

Unified L2 256KB,8-way, 12-cycles

L2 line size 32B

L2 to Memory bus 8B / 2cycles

Memory Latency 100 cycles
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• In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we compare schedulers with one-cycle and two-cycle
scheduling-loop latency. In order to offset the performance impact of this addictional
cycle in branch misspredictions, we add one cycle to the branch penalization of the
one-cycle latency schedulers.

• In Chapter 6, the experiments explore different IQ sizes. However, because we want
to focus on relationship between IQ size and performance, we maintain ROB and LSQ
sizes constant and equal to 256 and 128 entries, respectively.

3.6 Benchmarks and Simpoints
Along this thesis, all the experiments use the integer benchmarks of the SPEC2000 suite.
Results are focused in integer benchmarks because of our proposals aim to improve the
integer scheduling-logic. Table 3-3 lists these benchmarks and their input data. 

TABLE 3-3 Simulated benchmarks and their input data sata.

We have created execution traces (.eio) for Sim-Outorder and we simulate a contiguous
run of 100Million instruction from SimPoints [ShPe02] proposed by Sherwood et. al.
SimPoints establishes an starting simulation-point into the program-exection. According to
Sherwood et. al., from that point, executed code is supposed to be representative of the
whole benchmark. Previously to these starting-points, caches and predictors are warmed-up
during 100 million instructions. 

Bench. Data set Bench. Data set Bench. Data set

bzip2 program-ref gzip program-ref twolf ref

crafty ref mcf ref vortex one-ref

eon rushmeier-ref parser ref vpr route-ref

gcc 166-ref perl diffmail-ref
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CHAPTER 4

TWO-MATRIX
DEPENDENCE-LEVEL SCHEDULER

In Chapter 2, we introduced the problem of the scheduling-loop latency. When the

scheduling-loop latency is larger than one-cycle, instructions with an execution-latency

shorter than the scheduling-loop latency can not wakeup their dependent instructions

in time for executing these dependent instructions back-to-back with their producers.

Therefore, the processor performance drops. 

In this chapter, we introduce the idea of Dependence-Level Scheduler (DLS). This idea

makes use of the observation that a significative number of times all ready instructions

in the issue-queue are scheduled in one cycle. In that scenario, back-to-back execution

of dependent instructions is possible if dependent instructions have been woken up in

advance. Thus, the idea of the DLS is to take benefit of that scenario. Because of this,

in DLS, the selection phase of a group of instructions is overlapped with the wakeup

phase of its dependent instructions. Since DLS is not speculative, woken in advance

instruction are not allowed to compete for selection until their producers have been

scheduled. 

As a first implementation approach of DLS, we propose adding a wakeup logic to a

conventional two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. This added wakeup logic wakes up

in advance instructions dependent on one-cycle execution-latency instructions that are

competing for selection. This added wakeup logic prepares (wakes up in advance)

dependent instructions for the opportunities of scheduling back-to-back these prepared

instructions with their producers. We call this proposal Two-Matrix DLS. 



CHAPTER 4 Two-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
We evaluate Two-Matrix DLS and compare it against the two previous speculative

proposals that also tolerate the scheduling-loop latency. Two-Matrix DLS outperforms

both previous proposals. Moreover, we present three enhancements to Two-Matrix

DLS which improve performance and the best one of these enhancements performs

within the 1.6% of the ideal (non-pipelined) scheduling-loop performance. 

Other aspect that we have evaluated is the number of misspeculated instructions by

each model. This measurement can be considered as an indirect power measurement

that supposes that wasted work. Results show that our proposal and its enhancements

misspeculate less instructions than any of the speculative proposals for the same

workload. This supposes a reduction of the wasted work despite our proposals even

improve performance of speculative proposals. 
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4.1 Introduction
In Section 2.3, we introduced the problem of pipelining the scheduling logic and the
performance impact that it supposes. 

In this chapter, we present the first of two techniques to tolerate the latency in the
scheduling loop (2-cycles pipelined scheduling-loop) in a non-speculative manner. In
comparison with two previous speculative proposals of Mary D. Brown et al. [BrSt+01] and
Jared Stark et al. [StBr+00], we also tolerate the latency but we misspeculate less instructions
than them. 

In the Section 4.2, we introduce the main idea of the two techniques that are presented in
this chapter and Chapter 5. After that, in Section 4.3, we introduce the idea and an
implementation of Two-Matrix DLS. In Section 4.4, we present performance results compared
to the two previous proposals of Mary D. Brown et al. [BrSt+01] and Jared Stark et al.
[StBr+00]. In Section 4.5, we propose several enhancements to our base proposals and we
show results. Finally, in Section 4.7, we conclude this chapter. 

4.2 Idea of Dependence-Level Schedulers 
Before introducing the idea of Dependence-Level Scheduler (DLS), we present some
terminology: level of producer instructions and level of consumer instructions. The level of
producer instructions is the group of instructions that are competing for selection. This
producer level of one-cycle execution-latency instructions, because of the latency of the
scheduling loop, can not wakeup dependent instructions up in time for back-to-back
execution. The level of consumer instructions is the group of instructions in the issue-queue
that depend on the actual level of producer instructions. 

The idea of DLS makes use of the observation that a significative number of times (Avg on
SPECInt 2000: 89.9%) all ready instructions in the issue-queue are scheduled. In that
scenario, despite of scheduling-loop latency, back-to-back execution of dependent
instructions is possible if dependent instructions have been woken up in advance (Figure 4-
1). Thus, the idea of the DLS is to take benefit of those opportunities. 

FIGURE 4-1 Idea of Dependence-Level Scheduler (DLS). 

Producer Level 

Consumer Level

Wakeup

Advanced

Selection

Selection

Wakeup

Cycle n-1 Cycle n Cycle n+1

OVERLAPPED

it completely schedules

the producer level 
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In DLS, the selection phase of a group of instructions is overlapped with the wakeup phase
of its dependent instruction. We name wakeup in advance to this kind of wakeup. These
woken in advance instructions do not compete for selection until it is sure that producer
instructions has been selected. This manner, DLS does not schedule instructions
speculatively.

In case of the execution-latency of an instruction is larger than or equal to the scheduling-
loop latency, this execution latency hides the scheduling-loop latency, as it is shown in Figure
4-2. Therefore, they can be executed back-to-back with their dependent instructions despite
of the scheduling-loop latency. 

FIGURE 4-2 Back-to-Back execution when execution-latency of producer instruction hides the scheduling-loop latency. r3 avail-
ability can be notified in time for back-to-back execution. 

DLS scheduling behavior is equal to one-cycle scheduling-loop scheduling behavior if,
every cycle, all producer-level instructions are scheduled. In this scenario, back-to-back
execution is performed and oldest-first selection policy is observed. Otherwise, if producer-
level instructions require several cycles to be scheduled, some performance degradation may
be experimented. 

4.3 Two Matrices Dependence-Level Scheduler
This approach was presented in IEEE International Conference on Computer Design 2006
[GrMo+06]. From now on, we name to this approach as Two-Matrix DLS (TMDLS). 

4.3.1 Idea of the Two-Matrix DLS proposal
The idea is operating like a conventional two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop and remain
prepared to perform the back-to-back scheduling of the consumer level with their one-cycle
execution-latency producer instructions.

To that end, we add a new wakeup logic (WLb) to a conventional two-cycle pipelined

scheduling-loop, with a wakeup logic (WLa) and a selection logic. This wakeup logic WLb is

used to wake dependent instruction up in advance. We assume that WLb keep the same

instructions than WLa. 

In Figure 4-3, we show the three hardware loops of our proposed scheduler, Two-Matrix
DLS. When a producer level starts competing for selection, each instruction in the producer

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I1 mul r1, r2, r3 W S P R E E E WR

I2 add r3, r1, r4 IQ IQ IQ W S P R E{
producer’s execution latency ≥ 2

back-to-backr3 available
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level with an execution-latency shorter than the scheduling-loop latency wakes up in advance
to its dependent instructions in the consumer level in the WLb (blue arrow, Figure 4-3). This

consumer level, at the output of the WLb, will not compete for selection until the producer

level, at the input of selection logic, has been scheduled. Instructions with an execution-
latency equal or greater than the scheduling-loop latency wakeup their dependent instruction
in WLb, once they have been selected (red arrow, Figure 4-3). 

FIGURE 4-3 Three hardware loops in Two-Matrix DLS proposal. Each arrow represents a hardware loop. Black arrow is used to
wake up any dependent instruction in WLa. Instructions with a latency shorter than the scheduling-loop latency use

the blue arrow. Instructions with an execution latency greater or equal to the scheduling-loop latency use the red
arrow to wake up in WLb. 

Like in a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop, any scheduled instruction wakes up to their
dependent instructions in the WLa (black arrow, Figure 4-3). Any ready instruction in WLa

proceeds to selection the cycle after becoming ready. Since a woken in advance instruction
becomes ready in both WLa and WLb, it is only taken into account the first ready signal

arriving to the input of select logic. 

In Figure 4-4, we show two cycle timelines of a sequence of one-cycle execution-latency
instructions, in a 2-way processor. Cycle timeline a) corresponds to the scheduling of a two-
cycle pipelined scheduling logic and cycle timeline b) corresponds to the scheduling of our
proposal. Label Wa means that instruction has been waken up in the WLa of the two-cycle

pipelined scheduling-loop for both Figure 4-4.a and Figure 4-4.b. Label Wb means that
instruction has been waken up in the WLb. We also show a diagram of how instructions are

grouped into instruction levels (producer and consumer) and dependences between
instructions. Each level is represented with a different color from another. A thick mark
between cycle numbers means that the producer level has been completely scheduled. 

In Figure 4-4.a, we show that the two-cycle pipelined scheduler is not able to schedule
back-to-back dependent instructions with their producer instructions. Since the execution
latency of the producer instructions is always smaller than the scheduling-loop latency, then
source-operand availability status of dependent instructions is not set as ready in time for
scheduling dependent instructions back-to-back with their producer instructions. 

In Figure 4-4.b, we show that Two-Matrix DLS is able to schedule dependent instructions
back-to-back with their producer instructions. First cycle, all instructions are in the issue-
queue but only I1 and I2 become ready at the end of the cycle. Both I1 and I2 conform the

producer level that starts competing for selection in cycle 2. In parallel with their selection,

to WLa

wakeup selection
to WLb

all instructions

one-cycle

multi-cycle
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they wakeup in the WLb to instructions in consumer level, this is, I3 and I4. At the end of cycle

2, all instructions in the producer level have been selected, therefore I3 and I4 can compete

for selection in cycle 3. In cycle 3, the producer level (I3 and I4) compete for selection and

also, the consumer level (I5) is woken up in advance by the WLb. In cycle 4, I5 competes for

selection. Since all the producer levels were scheduled in a single cycle, back-to-back
execution was always performed. In comparison with Figure 4-4.a, it takes two cycles less to
schedule the same code. 

FIGURE 4-4 Two cycle timelines of the scheduling with a 2-way processor. (a) corresponds to two-cycle pipelined scheduler and
(b) corresponds to Two-Matrix DLS scheduling. Wa stands for wakeup in the wakeup logic of the WLa in both (a) and

(b). Wb stands for wakeup in the WLb. An arrow stands for the waking-up action of producer instruction to consumer

instruction in any of the two wakeup logic (WLa or WLb). A thick mark between cycle numbers means that the pro-

ducer level has been completely scheduled. 

In Figure 4-5, we show two cycle timelines of the scheduling of two-cycle execution-
latency instruction sequence for a 2-way processor. Cycle timeline a) corresponds to the
scheduling of a two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic and cycle timeline b) corresponds to the
scheduling of our proposal. 

In Figure 4-5.a and Figure 4-5.b, we show that both the two-cycle pipelined scheduler and
Two-Matrix DLS are able to execute dependent instructions back-to-back with their producer
instructions. Since execution latency of producers is two cycles, both schedulers are waking
dependent instruction up in the WLa once the producer has been selected. As we showed in

Figure 4-2, execution-latency of producer instruction, which is larger than the scheduling-loop
latency, hides the latency in the scheduling loop. This time, both schedulers last the same
number of cycles to schedule the instruction sequence. 

I1  I2

I4  I3

I5

a) two-cycle pipelined scheduler

b) our proposal

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 Wa S P R E Wr
I2 Wa S P R E Wr
I3 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I4 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S

Cycle
1 2 3 4

I1 Wa S P R
I2 Wa S P R
I3 IQ Wb Wa/S P
I4 IQ Wb Wa/S P
I5 IQ IQ Wb Wa/S
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FIGURE 4-5 Two cycle timelines of the scheduling with a 2-way processor of a sequence of two-cycle execution-latency instruc-
tions. (a) corresponds to two-cycle pipelined scheduler and (a) corresponds to Two-Matrix DLS scheduling. Wa
stands for wakeup in the wakeup logic of the WLa in both (a) and (b). 

In Figure 4-6, we show two cycle timelines of the scheduling of the same sample of code:
a) with a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop and b) with our proposal. We assume a 1-way
processor, oldest-first selection-policy and all instructions are one-cycle execution-latency. 

In Figure 4-6.a, we show that in case of back-to-back execution is not possible, two-cycle
pipelined scheduler relies on available ILP to not to waste issue bandwidth. First cycle of
scheduling, instructions I1, I3 and I4 wakeup in the WLa. In cycle 2, instruction I1 is selected. In

cycle 3, instruction I1 wakes instruction I2 up. Although back-to-back scheduling among those

instructions is not possible, available ILP (I3 and I4) allows to not to waste issue bandwidth. In

cycle 4, both instructions I2 and I4 are ready and therefore instruction I2 (oldest) is selected. In

cycle 5, instruction I4 is selected and after that, in cycle 5, it wakes instruction I5 up. This time,

since back-to-back can not be performed and also there is not ILP, then issue bandwidth is
wasted. Finally, instruction I6 is woken up in cycle 8 and the next cycle it is selected.

In Figure 4-6.b, we show the case in which the producer level takes several cycles to be
scheduled in our proposal. In this scenario, a woken in advance (WLb) instruction can be also

woken in selection (WLa) before it starts competing for selection. Therefore, back-to-back

execution is not accomplished. However, since WLb wakes up in advance instructions in the

consumer level, back-to-back scheduling may be possible between the last scheduled
instruction of the producer level and its consumer instruction in the consumer level. In Figure

I1  I2

I4  I3

I5

a) two-cycle pipelined scheduler

b) our proposal

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 Wa S P R E E
I2 Wa S P R E E
I3 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I4 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 Wa S P R E E
I2 Wa S P R E E
I3 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I4 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S
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4-6.a, First cycle, I1, I3 and I4 wakeup in the WLa. In cycle 2, this producer level (I1, I3 and I4)

wakes up in advance in the WLb to the consumer level meanwhile instruction I1 of the

producer level is selected. In cycle 3, in the WLa, instruction I1 wakes its dependent

instruction (I2) up meanwhile the producer level still competes for selection. In the beginning

of cycle 4, instruction I2 becomes part of the producer level. As a consequence, during this

cycle 4, instruction I2 wakes its dependent instruction up in advance in the WLb, but there is

not any instruction dependent on I2. Also, in this cycle 4, since instruction I2 is older than

instruction I4, it becomes selected. In cycle 5, last instruction (I4) of the producer level is

selected and then instructions in the consumer level (I5) will start competing for selection in

cycle 6. Finally, in cycle 6, the producer level (I5) is completely scheduled and also, instruction

in the consumer level (I6) is waken up in advance in the WLb. Next cycle 7, instruction I6 is

selected and then it is executed back-to-back with its producer instruction I5. 

FIGURE 4-6 Cycle timeline of the scheduling of the same sample of code. a) a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. b) Our pro-
posal. Producer level takes several cycles to be scheduled. RI label stands for instruction at the input of selection
logic but it has not been selected. ARI stands for an instruction is ready in the WLb.

In comparison with a two-cycle pipelined scheduling loop (Figure 4-4.a), our proposal
manages to schedule the same instruction sequence in two cycles less. Focusing on
scheduling cycles between 1 and 5, scheduling behavior of both schedulers is exactly the
same. When back-to-back is not possible Two-Matrix DLS behaves like a two-cycle pipelined
scheduling-loop, at least. 

As it showed Figure 4-4.b, if the level of producer instructions takes one-cycle to be
scheduled, then back-to-back execution of instructions in the producer level and instruction in

I1  I3  I4

I2  I5

I6

a) Two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop

b) our proposal

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I1 Wa S P R E Wr
I2 IQ IQ Wa S P R E Wr
I3 Wa RI S P R E Wr
I4 Wa RI RI RI S P R E Wr
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S P R
I6 IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I1 Wa S P R E Wr
I2 IQ Wb Wa S P R E
I3 Wa RI S P R E Wr
I4 Wa RI RI RI S P R
I5 IQ Wb ARI ARI ARI Wa/S P
I6 IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ Wb Wa/S
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the consumer level is accomplished. In contrary, if the producer level takes several cycles to
be scheduled, instructions in the consumer level may be executed back-to-back only with
instructions scheduled in the last cycle of the scheduling period (shown in Figure 4-6.b). 

As a brief summary of Two-Matrix DLS behavior, we state the following. First, in case the
producer level is completely scheduled in one cycle, Two-Matrix DLS behaves like an ideal
scheduler (not-pipelined). This is, producer-level instructions and consumer-level instructions
are scheduled back-to-back. Second, in case the producer-level scheduling takes two cycles,
our proposal behaves like a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. Third, in case the producer-
level scheduling takes more than two cycles, since each instruction is woken up at the latest
on its producer selection, then our proposal continues behaving like a two-cycle pipelined
scheduling-loop. 

So far, we have showed examples which instruction were either one-cycle (Figure 4-4 and
Figure 4-6) or multi-cycle (Figure 4-5) execution-latency instructions. In order to properly
schedule both type of instructions, instructions must be classified according to the two
following criterions:

• The manner the instruction wakes its dependent instructions up. In case of a multi-
cycle execution-latency instruction, it is classified as wakeup in selection. In case of a
one-cycle execution-latency instruction, it is classified as wakeup in advance. 

• The manner the instruction is woken up by its producers. In case all producer are
multi-cycle instructions, it is classified as woken up in selection. In contrary, it is
classified as woken up in advance. This classification is conservative in case an
instruction depends on a both a one-cycle and a multi-cycle execution-latency
instructions. In case the last ready producer is the multi-cycle instruction, consumer
instruction will be forced to wait for the complete scheduling of the actual consumer
level.

4.3.2 Implementation of the Two-Matrix DLS proposal
Figure 4-7 shows a scheme of the Two-Matrix DLS implementation. Two parts are
distinguished: a) the base two-cycle latency scheduling loop and b) the additional wakeup
logic in charge of preparing (wakeing up in advance) instructions for the opportunities of
executing them back-to-back, that it may appear. The elements of the base two-cycle latency
scheduling logic are the Wakeup Matrix A and the Selection Logic. Wakeup Matrix B wakes
instructions up in advance in order to take benefit of the opportunities for back-to-back
execution. 

In decode stage and rename stage, instructions are classified according to their own
execution-latency and the execution-latency of their producer instructions, respectively.
Therefore, one-cycle execution-latency instructions are classified as wakeup in advance, and
multi-cycle instructions are classified as wakeup in selection. Moreover, an instruction is
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classified as woken up in advance if at least one producer has one-cycle of execution-latency.
This woken up in advance instructions are the candidates for back-to-back execution
prepared by Wakeup Matrix B. In contrary, an instruction is classified as woken up in selection
if any producer instruction has one-cycle of execution-latency. This later class also contains
instructions whose source operands are available in rename phase. 

At dispatch time, all instructions, independently of their classification, are allocated into
wakeup matrix A. The output of the selection logic becomes the input of the wakeup matrix A
in next cycle. Therefore, regardless of instruction classification (wakeup in advance or
wakeup in selection) instructions wakeup their dependent instruction in Wakeup Matrix A
once they are scheduled. Each selection cycle, the selection logic picks the oldest
instructions that remain in its input, considering resource availability at issue ports.  

FIGURE 4-7 Block diagram of the Two-Matrix DLS proposal. Wakeup Matrix A and Selection Logic correspond to conventional
two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic, the rest of the elements are required to implement TMDLS. One-cycle execution
latency instructions wake their dependent instructions up in the Wakeup Matrix B through blue path. Multi-cycle
instructions wake their dependent instructions up in the Wakeup Matrix B through the red path. All instructions wake
their dependent instruction up in the Wakeup Matrix A in selection. 

In Wakeup Matrix B, in contrast to Wakeup Matrix A, only woken up in advance
instructions are allocated, at dispatch time. This Wakeup Matrix B wakes instructions up in
advance when their wakeup in advance producer-instructions start competing for selection
(“blue path”). But also, instructions classified as wakeup in selection can wakeup dependent
instructions in wakeup matrix B (“red path”). According to the classification of an instruction
into either wakeup in advance or wakeup in selection, filter logic decides between wakeup
signal coming from “blue path” or “red path”, respectively. Ready instructions at the output of
Wakeup Matrix B do not proceed to selection phase until the current producer level is
selected. 

The zero-detection logic (ZDL) detects if all wakeup in advance instructions currently
competing for selection have been actually selected, and therefore it is safe for a ready
woken up in advance instruction in Wakeup Matrix B to proceed to selection in the next cycle.
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M-logic prevents these ready woken up in advance instruction from competing for selection
until ZDL activates. 

Scheduling a wakeup in advance instruction group that is competing for selection may
take one or several cycles:

• If the scheduling takes one cycle, then the scheduling of the instruction group
(producer level) overlaps with the wakeup in advance, in Wakeup Matrix B, of their
dependent instructions (consumer level). The ZDL detects that all wakeup in advance
instructions have been scheduled. Then, producer and consumer instructions are
scheduled in consecutive cycles and back-to-back execution is performed. 

• If the scheduling takes several cycles, then behavior in first cycle differs from behavior
in remaining ones. In first cycle, woken up in advance instructions in wakeup matrix B
wakeup, and they wait for the activation of ZDL. In the elapsed time between the first
and the last scheduling cycle, selected wakeup in advance instructions also wake
dependent instructions up in wakeup matrix A. Next cycle after waking up an
instruction in wakeup matrix A, its request signal will be in the input of the select stage,
and then it will compete for selection. 

Two ready bit-vectors arrive to the M-Logic from the Wakeup Matrix A and the Wakeup
Matrix B. Meanwhile an instruction classified as woken up in selection only becomes ready in
the Wakeup Matrix A, an instruction classified as woken up in advance is set ready by both
matrices. Since selection logic only must observe the request once, M-Logic is in charge of
filtering the signal arriving secondly. 

An instruction may become ready in both matrices in the same cycle or in different cycles.
In the input of M-Logic both ready signals of an instruction may activated in different cycles if
that instruction is classified as woken up in advance. First, the ready signal is activated in
wakeup matrix B when the producer instruction is in the input of the selection logic. Later,
when the producer is selected, the ready signal is activated in Wakeup Matrix A. 

The ready signals are activated in the same cycle, when the latest arriving operand of an
instruction allocated in wakeup matrix B is produced by an instruction whose execution
latency is greater than or equal to the scheduler-logic latency.

Figure 4-8.a shows detailed implementation of M-logic. When the ready signal of an
instruction is activated in the wakeup matrix A, the request signal will be in the input of the
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select stage in the next cycle. The ready signal of an entry in the wakeup matrix B will be in
the input of the select stage in next cycle only if the output of the ZDL is activated. 

FIGURE 4-8 a) Logic M. Slice corresponding to one entry of the issue queue. “ready_Ai” and “ready_Bi” stand for a ready signal

coming from the wakeup matrix A and B, respectively. “seli” signal nullifies request signal when the request signal

has been previously granted. b) ZDL. Slice corresponding to an issue-queue entry. seli” signal indicates that instruc-

tion was selected by selection logic. “request_ABi” signal stands for the request to Selection Logic. 

In Figure 4-8.b, we show, in detail, an slice of the ZDL. Every cycle, ZDL determines if all
requesting wakeup in advance instructions have been selected. If this condition is met, then
load input in M-Logic is set. Non continuous box contains the logic which is replicated for
every issue-queue entry. For every requesting instruction in the issue-queue, ZDL checks if it
has been selected the current cycle. Moreover, instructions either selected in previous cycles
or classified as woken in selection are not accounted by ZDL. 

Selection logic observes only one request signal for every instruction (Figure 4-8). The
issued bit (seli) filters out a request signal that arrives to the input of the select stage after

selecting the instruction. 

4.3.3 Implementation Considerations about ZDL
In Two-Matrix DLS proposal, ZDL is in the critical path of the select phase. Since it may
increase processor cycle time, in this section we will study the implementation of this logic. 

Selection logic is implemented using a matrix of bits [GoNi+01][SaWi04]. Each row codes
the priority of an instruction with respect to the other valid instructions in IQ. Each column
indicates if the instruction is requesting for execution. The evaluation of this bit matrix has 3
phases (Figure 4-9). First, row-request signals are propagated horizontally, in parallel, until
they reach their transposed columns. Second, request signals are propagated vertically, in
parallel, in order to inhibit younger requesting instructions. Third, for each row, granti signal is

evaluated by checking its priority against all requesting columns. In Figure 4-9, red arrow
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indicates the critical path of bit matrix calculation, that corresponds to propagation of reqn-1

across the matrix and calculation of grant0 signal after reqn-1 signal arrives to first row. Calling

a hop ([SaWi04]) to either horizontal or vertical distance between two contiguous matrix
elements, circuit delay requires 3xN hops to evaluate seli signal. 

FIGURE 4-9 Worst case delay of an arbiter based on a bit-matrix. Each little box represent a bitcell of the matrix bit. “req” signals

propagate as indicated by arrows and as a result “grant” bit vector is calculated. 

ZDL has three gate levels (Figure 4-8.b). First two levels are replicated per IQ-entry. First
gate level of ZDL is evaluated in parallel with first phase of selection logic. In the second gate
level of ZDL, the NORi gate evaluates just after seli signal has been evaluated. Third gate

level is a N-input NOR gate implemented as a chain of two-input OR-gates, except for the last
one which is a two-input NOR-gate. In Figure 4-9, blue arrows show propagation of requests
across the matrix. All these requests signals last N hops to reach the last row (N-1) of the
matrix. After 2xN hops, the first seli signal (seln-1) of the last row is stable, and just after the

first NOR-gate of the chain evaluate while rows evaluate their seli signals. Therefore,

evaluation time for ZDL equals to 2xN+N+2 hops, this means a similar circuit delay as a bit
matrix of N+1 IQentries. 

We can suppose that the delay increment due to ZDL is similar to enlarging the issue
queue by one entry in processor models different from DLS proposals. In the evaluation of
following chapters, we conservatively enlarge the IQ by one entry to all processor models not
using DLS. 

4.4 Two-Matrix DLS Results
In this section, we present results of Two-Matrix DLS proposal in comparison with other
models. Results are obtained according to simulation parameters described in Section 3.5 for
processor configuration IQint-32 of Table 3-2, but, as we have just explained in previous
section, all models except Two-Matrix DLS will have 33 IQentries. Models for this comparison
are the following: 
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• ID model: in this processor model, scheduling logic consists in an ideal scheduling
logic of a single cycle of latency. Branch missprediction impact on performance has
been counteracted ([BrSt+01]) 

• B model: in this case, latency in the scheduling-loop is two cycles 

• B-Double model: the same as B model, but the number of IQentries has been doubled
(64). This model is intended for showing us what is more cost-effective: dedicating
added IQ entries to either expose more parallelism or favour the back-to-back
execution of dependent instructions

• SW model: this processor model has an scheduling logic based on the one presented
in [StBr+00]. Concerning to the implementation of this model, it must be reminded that
it requires two wakeup logics (matrices) similarly to our proposal Two-Matrix DLS. One
of this wakeup logics tracks dependences of instructions with their producer
instructions, the same than in B model. The other wakeup logic tracks dependences of
instructions with their grandparent instructions 

• SF model: this processor model implements a Select-Free scheduling logic as
described in [BrSt+01] 

• TMDLS: this model corresponds to a processor with a Two-Matrix DLS scheduling
logic 

4.4.1 Performance Results of Two-Matrix DLS
In Figure 4-10 of this section, we show performance as the speedup with respect to the B
model. In Table 4-1, we show IPC results of B model. 

TABLE 4-1 IPC of B model with processor parameters described in Chapter 3, configuration IQint-32 except for IQsize equal to
33. HM and HM-mcf stand for the harmonic mean and the harmonic mean of IPC without the mcf benchmark

As expected, ID model outperforms any other processor model for all benchmarks. In this
case, for a 33 IQ-entry issue-queue, pipelining the scheduling logic supposes a 9.0% of
performance degradation on average (HM-mcf). 

Our proposal, TMDLS, shows that it is able to tolerate the latency in the scheduling loop. It
outperforms a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop in a 6.8%. TMDLS outperforms B model
for all benchmarks, as it was expected. At the latest, a woken up in advance instruction starts

bzip2 crafty eon gap gcc gzip mcf

1.95 1.93 2.07 2.01 1.56 1.72 0.12

parser perl twolf vortex vpr HM HM-mcf

1.03 1.60 0.91 2.39 0.76 0.76 1.43
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competing for selection after producers selection, which is the same than B model, therefore it
only can perform as bad as the B model. In comparison with ID model, TMDLS model
reaches a 2.9% of ID model performance, on average (HM-mcf). 

FIGURE 4-10 IPC speedup of ID, SW, SF, TMDLS and B-Double over the B model. All processors have 33 IQ-entries except for the
TMDLS with only 32 IQ-entries.

Focusing on speculative proposals and our proposed model, both proposals manage, on
average, to outperform B model. On average, SW model outperforms B model a 4.4%,
however it shows some performance degradation in some individual benchmarks (bzip, eon,
perl and vortex) because of misspeculation. In comparison with TMDLS model, SW performs
worse than TMDLS for all benchmarks. Focusing on SF model, it performs much better that B
model either for individual benchmarks or on the average (6.4% over B model). However,
although SF model outperforms SW model, in twolf, SW model slightly improves SF model. In
comparison with TMDLS model, SF still performs slightly worse on average (0.3%) although
in gzip and vpr SF model improves TMDLS model a 0.5% and a 0.9%, respectively. 

Both TMDLS model and SW model require two wakeup matrices in their implementation.
Because of that, we evaluated the B model with twice the number of entries in the issue-
queue, B-Double model. On average, B-Double model outperforms B model a 2.6%,
therefore doubling the number of IQentries to expose more parallelism is not cost-effective in
comparison with favoring back-to-back execution of dependent instructions. However, in gap,
gcc and vortex, B-Double manages to improve both of them (SW or TMDLS). Finally, it must
be remarked that Wakeup Matrix B only holds woken up in advance instructions meanwhile,
in SW model, both matrices must hold all instructions in the issue-queue. On average, we
measured that the occupation of Wakeup Matrix B was a 46.6% less than the occupation of
Wakeup Matrix A. In other terms, on average, there are 13.6 instructions allocated in Wakeup
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Matrix B. Therefore, it could be explored the possibility of switching off (clock gating) free IQ-
entries of the Wakeup Matrix B of even shrink it. 

In Figure 4-11, we show performance for floating-point benchmarks of the SPEC 2000
benchmark suite. We plot results for the ideal scheduler, the two-cycle pipelined scheduler (B)
and our proposals TMDLS. 

As expected, for floating-point workloads, the latency in the scheduling-loop has almost no
impact on performance. On average (HM), B model is within the 2.6% of ID model
performance. Because of the long execution-latency of floating-point instructions, the latency
in the scheduling-loop is hidden and therefore, producer floating-point instructions are able to
wakeup dependent instruction in time for back-to-back execution. In fact, although floating-
point instructions are predominant for these benchmarks, there is always a part of integer
instructions (one-cycle execution latency). Because of this, B model does not performs equal
to ID model for floating-point benchmarks.

Our proposal, TMDLS model, performs within the 1.2% of the ID model. Results shows
that TMDLS model is able to schedule back-to-back dependent instructions in the integer part
of the floating-point benchmarks. Therefore, on average, TMDLS outperforms B model a
1.2%. 

For the rest of latency-tolerant mechanisms in this thesis, we will not show results for
floating-point bench ma ks since the latency in the scheduling-loop does not suppose a
serious problem from the performance point of view. 

FIGURE 4-11 Performance impact of latency in the scheduling-loop for floating-point benchmarks of SPEC 2000 benchmark suite. 
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4.4.2 Number of Misspeculated Instructions
In previous section, performance results show that SF and Two-Matrix DLS proposal have
similar performance. However, in this section, we study another important metric, the number
of misspeculated instructions. This metric indirectly measures the power dissipation that
supposes the wasted work. 

Executed instructions are classified into: misspeculated and not-misspeculated
instructions. On one hand, the number of not-misspeculated instructions is equal to the
number of committed instructions, which is 100 millions (Chapter 3). On the other hand, the
number of misspeculated instruction corresponds to wasted work because of the speculative
nature of the processor. This wasted work is classified according to the different sources of
speculation we have modeled in our processor: branch predictions (Br), load latency
prediction (L1), memory dependence prediction (SSet) and scheduling prediction (MSched)
only for SW and SF models (Chapter 3). 

Concerning to these misspeculation categories, it must be noticed each misspeculated
instruction supposes a different amount of wasted work depending on the category. A
misspredicted branch supposes that instructions of the wrong path must be flushed all over
the pipeline. An instruction misspeculated because of latency missprediction supposes that
Wakeup, Select, Payload and Register File phases must be carried out again. When a
memory dependence is not observed, dependent instructions all over the processor back-end
are invalidated and re-dispatched from RIB. In SF model, a misscheduled instruction must be
selected and read again the Payload and Register File, meanwhile in SW model, a
misscheduled instruction must compete for selection again. 

Figure 4-12 shows the arithmetic means of misspeculated instructions classified by the
four different sources of misspeculation per committed instruction. For each one of the four
categories, the percentage of misspeculated instructions has been calculated as the ratio
between instruction misspeculated for that reason (Br, L1 SSet or MSched) and the number of
committed instructions.

TMDLS model misspeculates less instructions than the speculative proposals. In
comparison to SF model, TMDLS speculates less instructions since a reduction in the number
of misspeculated instructions is observed in each category. However, in comparison with SW
model, some categories of misspeculation are favorable to TMDLS and another ones to SW.
In Branch missprediction category, TMDLS model misspeculates close to SW model. In
latency-missprediction category, TMDLS speculates more than SW model, a difference of 2.9
on the average (AVG). In contrary, in category memory dependences misspredictions, SW
model misspeculates more than TMDLS model, a difference of 2.9 on the average (AVG). We
can conservatively assume that these spare misspeculated- instructions in SSet category can
be offset with the ones of L1 category. Finally, since TMDLS model does not mischedules
instructions, all the instructions misscheduled by SW model, 17.1%, are wasted work. As
conclusion, we state that TMDLS model misspeculates less instructions than the speculative
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proposals, even more in case of TMDLS this reduction does not suppose a performance
degradation in comparison with them. 

FIGURE 4-12 Arithmetic mean of the percentage of misspeculated instructions classified according to the different sources of mis-
speculation. AVG and AVG-mcf stand for arithmetic mean with and without the mcf benchmark. 

4.5 Enhancements to Two-Matrix DLS
In this section, we analyze Two-Matrix DLS behavior and we propose several improvements
to it. After that, we will show results, performance and the number of misspeculated
instructions.

4.5.1 Analysis of Two-Matrix DLS Behavior
In Two-Matrix DLS proposal, back-to-back scheduling of one-cycle producer instructions and
their dependent instruction may be achieved when the producer-level instruction has just
been scheduled. The frequency of these opportunities determines how far we are from a non-
pipelined scheduler (ID model), in such a case, every cycle there is an opportunity to execute
back-to-back dependent instructions. In this section, we measure the wavelength. We define
wavelenght as the number of cycles devoted to completely schedule wakeup in advance
instructions. 

Table 4-2 shows in the first column, the average percentage of execution cycles in
SPECInt2000 in which there are no ready woken in advance instructions. Next four columns
show the percentage of execution cycles that the wavelength was 1 cycle, 2 cycles, 3 cycles
and 4 or more cycles, and also, there exists at least one woken in advance instruction waiting
for start competing for selection. 
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TABLE 4-2 Average execution cycle distribution in SPECInt 2000 in TMDLS model according to: existence of ready woken in

advance instructions and wavelengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 or more cycles. 

Columns no_WA and 1 cycle represents the percentage of time that Two-Matrix DLS is
behaving ideally, this is, every cycle the producer level is scheduled. Column 2 cycles
represents the percentage of time that TMDLS is behaving like a two-cycle pipelined
scheduling loop. Finally, columns 3 cycles and 4 cycles represent the amount of time that the
producer level takes more than two cycles to be scheduled. However since wakeup in
advance instructions also wake their dependent instruction in selection, then TMDLS behaves
also like a two-cycle pipelined scheduler. 

In the rest of the section, we describe three enhancements to Two-Matrix DLS proposal
These proposals will look for reducing as much as possible percentages on righter columns of
the Table 4-2, so that behavior of Two-Matrix DLS approaches more the Ideal behavior (non-
pipelined scheduler). In a later subsection, we present their evaluation.

4.5.2 Fusing Dependent Instructions 
The enhancement proposed in this subsection take advantage of programs characteristic: a
large number of instructions has only one source operand. Moreover, at dispatch time, some
two-operand instructions have already available one of them. Consequently, only one
operand must be tracked by the wakeup matrix. 

Table 4-3 shows the average percentage of committed instructions in SPECInt 2000
classified according to the number of unavailable source operands when instructions are
dispatched into the issue-queue. A 48.5% of instructions are waiting only for one source
operand in the issue-queue. Moreover, we have observed that half of two source-operand
instructions have one of them available at dispatch time. 

TABLE 4-3 Instruction distribution according to unavailable source register operands at dispatch time for ideal (ID) model. 

Fusion mechanism has been already proposed to tolerate the scheduling-loop latency
[KiLi03a]. In this thesis, we use a straight-forward and very limited implementation of this idea
to enhance Two-Matrix DLS proposal. The idea is to reduce the number of occasions that
woken up in advance instructions are prevented from competing for selection, which occurs
when producer-level wakeup in advance instructions take more than one cycle to be
scheduled. 

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 52.5 37.2 7.2 1.4 1.7

Avg-mcf 49.8 39.9 7.2 1.5 1.7

0 1 2

% of instructions 30.9% 48.5% 20.6%
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Our proposed fusion-mechanism fuses instructions in the consumer level with instructions
in the producer level. On behalf of simplicity, it only fuses consumer instructions with only one
unavailable source operand at dispatch time. Later, we detail the remaining restrictions of the
fusing mechanism. 

In Figure 4-13, we show an example of scheduling with the fusion mechanism. A Wakeup
in advance producer instruction (I1) is fused with a consumer instruction (I3). The cycle after I1
has been selected, an issue-port is reserved for the fused consumer instruction I3. Instruction

I3 is issued the following cycle, so that, both instructions I1 and I3 are executed back-to-back.

Moreover, if the fused consumer instruction is a one-cycle execution latency instruction, it
wakes their dependents once the fused producer instruction is selected, then consumer
instruction can be executed back-to-back with their dependent instructions.

FIGURE 4-13 Scheduling example of fusion in Two-Matrix DLS. Instruction I3 is fused with Instruction I1

The proposed algorithm to fuse instructions is simpler and less aggressive than previous
proposals ([HuKi+06], [KiLi03a], [SaWi04]). In rename phase, each instruction looks for a
producer instruction to be fused with. Following restrictions must be satisfied:

• The producer instruction must be classified as wakeup in advance 

• Only one source operand is not available for the consumer instruction 

• If the consumer instruction is a load instruction, it must not be predicted to be memory
dependent on a store instruction 

• Both the producer and the consumer instructions belong to the same basic block.
Thus, on branch missprediction recovery, no additional action is needed due to fusion 

• Only one consumer instruction is fused with a producer instruction. The fused
consumer instruction is the first in program order that satisfies these restrictions 

• An already fused consumer instruction can not be the producer instruction of a new
fusion. That is, only pairs of producer-consumer instructions are allowed to become
fused 

When a producer instruction is selected, next cycle an appropriate issue-port according to
instruction operation is reserved for the fused consumer instruction. 

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I1 add r1, r2, r3 IQ Wa S P R E Wr
I2 sub r1, r2, r4 IQ Wa RI S S P R
I3 add r1, r3, r5 IQ Wb ARI S P R E
I4 sub r5, r9, r8 IQ IQ IQ Wa S P R
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If a fused consumer instruction is one-cycle latency, then it is tagged in order to wake their
dependent instructions up after its fused producer instruction is selected. Back-to-back
execution of fused consumer instruction and their dependent instruction can be performed.

To maintain the same pressure over the issue-queue entries than in other processor
models, in our evaluations we allocate two issue queue entries to fused pairs of instructions.
The idea is measuring the performance improvement due only to hiding the scheduling loop
latency, and avoid masking this improvement with the possible improvement due to
increasing issue-queue's effective size. 

4.5.3 Adding Instruction Age to Promote Instructions to Selection Phase
During the scheduling of wakeup in advance instructions, woken in advance instructions are
not allowed to compete for selection although their producer instructions may be already
selected. The idea to improve Two-Matrix DLS is to make use of instruction age in order to let
some woken in advance instruction safely compete for selection before producer-level
instructions will be completely scheduled.

A woken in advance instruction is allowed to compete for selection only if it is older than
the oldest wakeup in advance instruction which is competing for selection. This approach is
conservative because not all woken in advance instructions whose producer instructions are
already selected are allowed to compete for selection. An instruction competing for selection
that is older than the woken in advance consumer instructions but younger than the already
selected producer instructions, prevents the consumer instruction from competing for
selection. 

The implementation of this selection policy is simple in a issue-queue that maintains the
instructions physically ordered by compacting the issue queue entries [FaFi98] or by using a
circular structure [LePi+01]. In selection phase of these schedulers, a request signal
generates a kill signal to disable lower-priority request signals. This mechanism adds another
kill signal: a request signal from a wakeup in advance instruction disables younger request
signals from woken in advance instructions.

Figure 4-14 shows an example of the mechanism just described. All four instructions are
labelled as wakeup in advance, but only instruction 3 is labelled as woken up in advance.
Instructions 1, 2 and 4 form a producer level, and instruction 3 forms the consumer level.

In cycle 1, instructions 1, 2 and 4 are ready and they are one-cycle instructions. During
cycle 2, instruction 3 is woken up in advance. In cycle 3, as instruction 3 is younger than
instruction 2, it is not allowed to compete for selection. Instruction 2 is older than instruction 4
and then, it is selected in cycle 3. In cycle 4, instruction 3 is allowed to compete for selection
because it is older than instruction 4; then instruction 3 is selected. Being the oldest
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instruction of both the producer level and woken in advance instructions ensures that data
dependences of instruction 3 are satisfied. 

FIGURE 4-14 Scheduling example with Age mechanism

4.5.4 Filtering Instruction With No Consumer Instruction 
This enhancement makes use of the observation that there is a representative fraction of
instructions that do not have consumer instructions in IQ at issue time. In Two-Matrix DLS
proposal, when these instructions belong to a producer level, they may prevent the
instructions that have been woken in advance by the instructions of the producer level from
competing for selection. Table 4-4 shows the percentage of times for each producer-level
scheduling duration that, after first scheduling cycle, in a cycle all instructions competing for
selection do not have consumer instructions in the issue queue.

TABLE 4-4 Percentage of times for each producer-level scheduling duration that, after first scheduling cycle, in a cycle all
instructions competing for selection do not have consumer instructions in the issue queue. 

The idea is that producer-level instructions without consumer instructions in the issue
queue do not prevent woken in advance instructions from competing for selection. In order to
do this, at dispatch time, any instruction classified as wakeup in advance is tagged as without-
consumer. Later, at dispatch time of the first consumer instruction, mechanism untags the
producer instruction if it still remains in the issue queue. An instruction tagged as without-
consumer is not accounted by ZDL and then, this instruction does not prevent woken in
advance instructions from competing for selection. 

4.6 Results of Two-Matrix Enhancements
In this section, we present results of enhancements and base Two-Matrix DLS. We use
simulation parameters described in Section 3.5 for processor configuration IQint-32 of Table
3-2. Note that, the same than in previous results, DLS models have only 32 entries in the IQ

cycles bzip2 crafty eon gap gcc gzip

2 cycle 4.3 2.4 1.5 3.0 1.6 3.5

3 cycles 0.9 1.1 0.5 0.6 0.5 2.2

cycles mcf parser perl twolf vortex vpr

2 cycle 0.02 1.5 2.3 0.6 3.4 0.6

3 cycles 0.00 0.5 0.5 0.3 2.7 0.1

Cycles
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. add r8r7, r6 Wa S P R E Wr
2. sub r11r0, r9 Wa RI S P R E Wr
3. add r2r9, r3 IQ Wb ARI Wa/S P R E Wr
4. add r4r1, r12 Wa RI RI RI S P R E Wr
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instead of 33 entries in ID, B and speculative models. Enhancements to Two-Matrix DLS are
labelled in the following manner:

• TMDLS-F corresponds to the base TMDLS model with fusion enhancement

• B-F corresponds to Baseline model with the fusion enhancement 

• TMDLS-B makes use of instruction age to promote woken in advance instructions to
selection phase without waiting for ZDL activation 

• TMDLS-WC model, ZDL does not take into account instructions that have no
consumer instruction in the issue-queue 

4.6.1 Performance Results
In Figure 4-15, we show speedup results of enhancement proposals and base model with
respect the B model. 

FIGURE 4-15 Speedup of different enhancements to TMDLS with respect the B model. 

Focusing on TMDLS-WC model, on average, an improvement of a 0.3% is observed in
TMDLS-WC with respect to TMDLS. On average, TMDLS-WC model outperforms both
speculative schedulers SF and SW. However, in vpr, SF model is better despite of this
enhancement. In case of gzip, we observe that TMDLS-WC model really boosts performance
over TMDLS model scheduler a 1.7%. 

On the average, TMDLS-F delivers a better performance than TMDLS-WC and TMDLS
models, a 0.1% and 0.4% respectively. However, in bzip2, gap, gzip and vortex TMDLS-WC
outperforms TMDLS-F. In comparison with SF model, it outperforms TMDLS-F in vpr. The
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CHAPTER 4 Two-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
problem with TMDLS-F model is that it increases the number of misspeculated instructions as
we will observe in the following section. In order to isolate the performance impact of fusion
enhancement, we model a B model with fusion enhancement, B-F model. B-F model only
boosts performance of B model a 3.2% on average, rather a half than TMDLS does. B-F
model is not able to reach performance levels of Two-Matrix DLS schedulers or speculative
schedulers.

TMDLS-B performs, on average, the best than any other model except for ID. TMDLS-B is
within a 1.6% (HM) and 2.0% (HM-mcf) of ID performance. In eon, and perl, the other
enhancements behave better than B enhancement does. 

4.6.2 Misspeculated Instructions
In this section, we present the number of misspeculated instructions of TMDLS enhanced
models. As in Section 4.4.2, misspeculated instructions are classified in the following
categories: misses of execution latency because of L1 misses (L1), misses because of
memory-order violations (Sset), misses due to branch misspredictions (Br) and misses
because of speculative scheduling mechanism (MSched, only for SW and SF). 

FIGURE 4-16 Arithmetic mean of the percentage of misspeculated instructions classified according to the different sources of mis-
speculation. AVG and AVG-mcf stand for arithmetic mean with and without the mcf benchmark. 

Figure 4-16 shows the arithmetic means (AVG and AVG-mcf) of misspeculated
instructions classified by the four different sources of misspeculation per committed
instruction. For each one of the four categories, the percentage of misspeculated instructions
has been calculated as the ratio between instruction misspeculated for that reason (Br, L1,
SSet or MSched) and the number of committed instructions. These measurements are shown
for the TMDLS model an their enhancements. 

Br L1 SSet MSched Br L1 SSet MSched
AVG AVG-mcf
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In branch-missprediction (Br) category, on average (AVG-mcf), we observe that models
TMDLS-WC and TMDLS-B manage reducing missprediction. Since woken in advance
instructions can compete for selection earlier than in TMDLS models, then branch
missprediction penalty may be reduced. In case of TMDLS-F model, in case fused
instructions belongs to the wrong-path, then branch-missprediction penalty is slightly
increased. 

In the rest of the categories, we can observe that behavior is similar for all TMDLS
enhancements. 

4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the idea of the Dependence-Level Scheduler (DLS). This
DLS is able to tolerate the latency in the scheduling-loop in a non-speculative manner. We
have also presented our first proposal of a pipelined non-speculative scheduler based on
DLS, Two-Matrix DLS. On average (HM-mcf), Two-Matrix DLS reaches a 2.8% of
performance of an ideal scheduler (non-pipelined scheduling-loop). 

We have compared our Two-Matrix DLS proposal with the two previous speculative
proposals that also tolerate the latency in the scheduling-loop: SW and SF ([StBr+00] and
[BrSt+01]). In performance terms, on average (HM-mcf), Two-Matrix DLS slightly outperforms
SF model, a 0.3%, and it outperforms SW by a 2.3%. Moreover, we have also proposed three
enhancements to Two-Matrix DLS model. On average (HM-mcf), these three enhancements:
fusion (F), age (B) and filter (WC) improve Two-Matrix DLS model by a 0.3%, 0.4% and 0.8%,
respectively. 

We have also measured the number of misspeculated instructions by each model. Either
Two-Matrix DLS and its enhancements misspeculate less instructions than SW and SF
proposals. On average (AVG-mcf), Two-Matrix DLS misspeculates less instructions than SF
model in all categories. In comparison to SW model, Two-Matrix DLS misspeculates more
instructions in L1 category, but in contrast Two-Matrix DLS misspeculates less instructions in
category Sset. Moreover, since Two-Matrix DLS does not misschedules instructions it saves a
13.6% of misscheduled instructions (MSched). Enhancements to Two-Matrix DLS behave
similarly to base Two-Matrix DLS, even more, some enhancements, WC and B, show a slight
improvement in the number of misspeculated instructions in category Br. These reductions in
the number of misspeculated instructions suppose a reduction in the power-dissipated. 
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CHAPTER 5

SINGLE-MATRIX
DEPENDENCE-LEVEL SCHEDULER

This chapter presents a second implementation approach to DLS, Single-Matrix DLS.

The aim of this proposal is removing the additional wakeup logic of Two-Matrix DLS

proposal. As a consequence, all instructions both one-cycle execution-latency

instructions and multi-cycle execution-latency instructions must wake their dependent

instructions up in the same wakeup logic only once. This mechanism looks for

opportunities for back-to-back execute dependent instructions in a safely manner

despite of the latency of the scheduling loop. 

In case of one-cycle execution-latency producer instructions, opportunities for back-to-

back execution are provided by the overlapping of selection phase of producer level

with wakeup in advance of consumer level. Before the consumer level starts competing

for selection, it must wait until the producer level has been scheduled. In contrary in

case of multi-cycle execution-latency producer instructions, their execution-latency

hides the scheduling-loop latency and therefore they can be executed back-to-back

with their dependent instructions. 

In the results section, we evaluate the Single-Matrix DLS and we compare it with the

two previous speculative proposals and the previous Two-Matrix DLS. In comparison

with the two previous speculative proposals, Single-Matrix DLS performs better (1.2%,

on average) than one of them but it losses a 0.3% with respect the other. In comparison

with Two-Matrix DLS, Single-Matrix DLS losses a 0.3% but in contrast, it requires a

unique wakeup logic. Similarly to Two-Matrix DLS, we improve performance of Single-

Matrix DLS by applying the three enhancements presented in previous Chapter 4. As a
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result of these improvements, Single-Matrix DLS manages to outperform the best one

of the two previous speculative proposals.

We also measured the amount of misspeculated instructions required by each model to

accomplish a workload. Results show that Single-Matrix DLS misspeculates almost the

same number of instructions as Two-Matrix DLS. In comparison with previous

speculative proposals, Single-Matrix DLS misspeculates less instructions than them at

a similar performance. Enhancements to Single-Matrix DLS do not have a great impact

in the number of misspeculated instruction, also. 
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the second proposal to tolerate the latency in the scheduling loop. The
improvement with respect proposal of Chapter 4 lays in the Wakeup Logic. In this Chapter 5,
the proposal only requires a single wakeup matrix to monitor dependences of both woken in
advance and woken in selection instructions. 

In Section 5.2, we present the idea and implementation of the Single-Matrix DLS proposal.
In Section 5.3, we show results of this new proposal in comparison with our previous proposal
and the two previous speculative proposals ([BrSt+01], [StBr+00]). We also present an study
of the impact on performance of latency between select stage and execution stage. In
Section 5.4, we analyses behavior of Single-Matrix DLS and we present three enhancement
to SMDLS. In Section 5.5, we present performance results of Single-Matrix DLS with its
enhancements. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.6.

5.2 Single-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
This approach was presented in the IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing
Symposium 2009 [GrMo+09]. From now on, we name to this approach as Single-Matrix DLS
(SMDLS). 

5.2.1 Idea of Single-Matrix DLS proposal
The aim of this proposal is removing the additional Wakeup logic of Two-Matrix DLS proposal.
In order to do that, in Single-Matrix DLS, each one-cycle execution-latency instruction in the
producer level only wakes their dependent instructions up in advance (in the consumer level).
These woken in advance instructions must wait until the producer level has been completely
scheduled before they are allowed to compete for selection. Meanwhile, multi-cycle
instructions wake their dependent instructions up in selection. These woken in selection
instructions compete for selection the cycle after becoming ready. 

To that end, we use a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop, with a wakeup logic and a
selection logic. This wakeup logic wakes instructions up either in advance or in selection. 

In Figure 5-1, we show the two hardware loops of our proposed scheduler, Single-Matrix
DLS. When a producer level starts competing for selection, each instruction in the producer
level with an execution-latency shorter than the scheduling-loop latency wakes up in advance
to its dependent instruction in the consumer level (blue arrow, Figure 5-1). This consumer
level, at the output of the wakeup logic, will not compete for selection until the producer level,
at the input of the select logic, has been scheduled.

Instructions with an execution-latency equal or lager than the scheduling-loop latency
wake their dependent instructions up in the wakeup logic once they have been scheduled
(black arrow, Figure 5-1).
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FIGURE 5-1 Two hardware loops in Single-Matrix DLS proposal. Instructions with a latency shorter than the scheduling-loop
latency wake their dependent instructions up in advance (blue arrow). Instructions with an execution latency greater
than or equal to the scheduling-loop latency wake dependent instructions up in selection (black arrow). 

As we stated in Chapter 4, the key observation of DLS idea is that all ready instructions in
the issue-queue are usually selected in one cycle. The fulfilment of this observation is
specially critical for Single-Matrix DLS proposal, much more than in Two-Matrix DLS proposal.
In Single-Matrix DLS, in case all ready instructions in the issue queue are not selected in one
cycle, the consumer level must wait for producer-level scheduling. 

In the output of wakeup logic, each instruction that becomes ready must know if it was
woken up in advance or in selection. If it was woken up in selection, that ready instruction will
compete for selection the cycle after becoming ready. In contrary, that instruction must wait
until the producer level is completely scheduled. Each instruction only wakes up once either in
advance or in selection. Each instruction is classified according to two criterions, its own
execution latency and the execution-latency of its producer instructions: 

• In case of a multi-cycle execution-latency instruction, it is classified as wakeup in
selection. In case of a one-cycle execution-latency instruction, it is classified as
wakeup in advance. 

• In case all producers are multi-cycle instructions, it is classified as woken up in
selection. Otherwise, it is classified as woken up in advance. 

In Figure 5-2, we show the two cycle timelines of a sequence of one-cycle execution-
latency instructions, in a 2-way processor. First cycle timeline corresponds to a two-cycle
pipelined scheduler and second cycle timeline corresponds to our proposed scheduler. Label
W means that instruction classified as woken up in selection becomes ready. Label AW
means that a woken up in advance instruction becomes ready. We also show a diagram of
how instructions are grouped into instruction levels (producer and consumer) and
dependences between instructions. Each level is represented with a different color from
another. A thick mark between cycle numbers means that the producer level has been
completely scheduled. 

In Figure 5-2.a, we show that the two-cycle pipelined scheduler is not able to schedule
back-to-back dependent instruction with their producer instructions. Since the execution
latency of the producer instruction is always smaller than the scheduling-loop latency, then
source operand availability status of dependent instruction is not set as ready in time for
scheduling dependent instruction back-to-back with their producer instructions. 

wakeup selection

multi-cycle

one-cycle
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In Figure 5-2.b, we show that Single-Matrix DLS is able to schedule dependent
instructions back-to-back with their producer instructions. First cycle, all instructions are in the
issue-queue but only I1 and I2 become ready at the end of the cycle. Both I1 and I2 conform

the producer level that starts competing for selection in cycle 2. In parallel with their selection,
they wakeup in advance to instructions in consumer level, this is, I3 and I4. At the end of cycle

2, all instruction in the producer level have been selected therefore I3 and I4 can compete for

selection in cycle 3. In cycle 3, the producer level (I3 and I4) compete for selection and also,

the consumer level (I5) is woken up in advance in the wakeup logic. In cycle 4, I5 competes for

selection. Since all the producer levels were scheduled in a single cycle, back-to-back
execution was always performed. In comparison with Figure 5-2.a, it takes two cycles less to
schedule the same instruction sequence. 

FIGURE 5-2 Cycle timeline of scheduling in Single-Matrix DLS proposal for a 2-way processor. W stands for wakeup of woken up
in selection instructions. AW stands for wakeup of woken up in advance instructions. 

In Figure 5-3, we show two cycle timelines of the scheduling of two-cycle execution-
latency instruction sequence for a 2-way processor. Cycle timeline a) corresponds to the
scheduling of a two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic and cycle timeline b) corresponds to the
scheduling of our proposal. 

In Figure 5-3.a and Figure 5-3.b, we show that both the two-cycle pipelined scheduler and
Single-Matrix DLS are able to execute dependent instruction back-to-back with their producer
instructions. Since execution latency of producer is two cycles, both schedulers are waking

I1  I2

I4  I3

I5

a) two-cycle pipelined scheduler

b) single-matrix DLS

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 W S P R E Wr
I2 W S P R E Wr
I3 IQ IQ W S P R
I4 IQ IQ W S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ W S

Cycle
1 2 3 4

I1 W S P R
I2 W S P R
I3 IQ AW S P
I4 IQ AW S P
I5 IQ IQ AW S
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dependent instruction up once the producer has been selected. This time, both schedulers
devote the same number of cycles to schedule the instruction sequence. 

FIGURE 5-3 Two Cycle timelines of the scheduling with a 2-way processor of a sequence of two-cycle execution-latency
sequence. (a) corresponds to Two-Matrix DLS scheduling and (b) corresponds to two-cycle pipelined scheduler. Wa
stands for wakeup in the wakeup logic of the WLa in both (a) and (b). 

In Figure 5-4, we show two cycle timelines of the scheduling of the same code as in Figure
4-6. We assume a 1-way processor, oldest-first selection-policy and all instructions are one-
cycle execution-latency. Cycle timeline a) corresponds to a two-cycle pipelined scheduler and
cycle timeline b) corresponds to Single-Matrix DLS. 

In Figure 5-4.a, we show that in case of back to-back execution is not possible, the two-
cycle pipelined scheduling-loop relies on available ILP to not to waste issue bandwidth. For
example, in cycle 3, since instruction I2 has not been woken up in time, then back-to-back

scheduling with instruction I2 is not possible. But, there exists ILP (I3 and I4) that avoids

wasting issue bandwidth. In cycle 6, we can find an example of the opposite. Instruction I5 can

not be scheduled back-to-back with instruction I4 because it is not ready yet. In this occasion,

there is not available ILP to fullfil issue bandwidth and then it is wasted. 

In Figure 5-4.b, we present a case in which the producer level takes several cycles to be
scheduled in our proposal. In that scenario, the consumer level stays woken in advance from
the first cycle of producer-level scheduling. This consumer level is not allowed to compete for
selection until the producer level completely scheduled. Back-to-back execution of the
consumer level could only be accomplished with producer instructions that were scheduled
previous cycle. In example, first cycle, instructions I1, I3 and I4 wakeup. In cycle 2, this

I1  I2

I4  I3

I5

a) two-cycle pipelined scheduler

b) Single-Matrix DLS

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 Wa S P R E E
I2 Wa S P R E E
I3 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I4 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6

I1 Wa S P R E E
I2 Wa S P R E E
I3 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I4 IQ IQ Wa S P R
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S
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producer level (I1, I3 and I4) wakes up in advance to the consumer level (I2 and I5) meanwhile

instruction I1 of the producer level is selected. In cycle 3, the producer level still competes for

selection and as a result I3 is selected. Last instruction of the actual producer level is selected

in cycle 4. Therefore, the consumer level can start competing for selection next cycle. In cycle
5, instruction I2 is selected and the consumer level (I6) is woken up in advance. In cycle 6, the

producer level is completely selected and finally, last consumer level can compete for
selection in cycle 7. 

FIGURE 5-4 Cycle timeline of the scheduling of the same sample of code. a) a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. b) Our pro-
posal. Producer level takes several cycles to be scheduled. RI labels stands for instruction at the input of selection
logic but it has not been selected. ARI stands for an instruction has been woken in advance.

In Single-Matrix DLS, if the producer level takes several cycles to be scheduled,
instructions in the consumer level may be executed back-to-back only with instructions
scheduled in the last cycle of the scheduling period. In Figure 5-4.b, we show that back-to-
back execution is possible in case of instructions I5 and I6 , but not in case of I4 and I5. In case

of instructions I1 and I2 back-to-back execution has not the chance to be accomplished since

I1 is not scheduled the last cycle of produced scheduling period (the same as in Two-Matrix

DLS).

As a brief summary of Single-Matrix DLS behavior, we state the following. First, in case the
producer level is completely scheduled in one cycle (Figure 5-2.b), Single-Matrix DLS
behaves like an ideal scheduler (not-pipelined), this is producer-level instructions and
consumer-level instructions are scheduled back-to-back. Second, in case the producer-level
scheduling takes two cycles (Figure 5-3.b), our proposal does not perform worse than a two-
cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. Third, in case the producer-level scheduling takes more than

I1  I3  I4

I2  I5

I6

a) Two-cycle pipelined scheduler

b) Single-Matrix DLS 

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I1 Wa S P R E Wr
I2 IQ IQ Wa S P R E Wr
I3 Wa RI S P R E Wr
I4 Wa RI RI RI S P R E Wr
I5 IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S P R
I6 IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ IQ Wa S

Cycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I1 W S P R E Wr
I2 IQ AW ARI ARI S P R
I3 W RI S P R E Wr
I4 W RI RI S P R E
I5 IQ Wb ARI ARI RI S P
I6 IQ IQ IQ IQ AW ARI S
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two cycles (Figure 5-4.b), woken up in advance instructions start to compete for selection
later than in a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. 

5.2.2 Implementation of the Single-Matrix DLS proposal
Implementation of Single-Matrix DLS is based on a conventional two-cycle pipelined
scheduler (Base). Main differences of Single-Matrix DLS with respect to the Base scheduler
are: 

• In the Base model, each instruction wakes its dependent instructions up only after
being selected. In Single-Matrix DLS, one-cycle instructions wake their dependent
instructions up before being selected. They wake their dependent instructions up in
advance using the one-cycle scheduling loop shown in Figure 5-5, blue path.

• In the Base model, instructions start competing for selection the cycle after becoming
ready. In Single-Matrix DLS, the selection phase of ready instructions dependent on
producer-level instructions may be delayed. This is necessary to prevent them from
being selected speculatively. In Figure 5-5, D-Logic and ZDL are in charge of this task.

In DLS, instructions are classified according to two criteria: their own execution latency
and their producers’ execution latency.

In decode phase, instructions are classified according to their execution latency. One-
cycle instructions are classified as wakeup in advance; multi-cycle instructions are classified
as wakeup in selection. In Figure 5-5, wakeup signals to Wakeup Logic come from one-cycle
and two-cycle latency scheduling-loops in blue and red, respectively. Only one loop is
significant for each instruction to wake its dependent instructions up. According to the
classification of an instructions into either wakeup in advance or wakeup in selection, filter
logic decides between wakeup signal coming from “blue path” or “red path”, respectively. The
wakeup signal is selected by a multiplexer controlled by the classification of the instruction. In
rename phase, producer instructions of every instruction are identified. Single-Matrix DLS
also classifies instructions according to the latency of their producer instructions. Instructions
that depend on at least an one-cycle instruction are classified as woken up in advance.
Instructions that do not depend on any one-cycle instruction are classified as woken up in
selection. This later class also contains instructions whose source operands are available in
rename phase. 

In Figure 5-5, the Wakeup Logic sets ready bits (ready0... readyn) for those instructions

that have been woken up. Ready woken up in selection instructions will compete for selection
next cycle after waking up. However, ready woken up in advance instructions must be
prevented by the D-Logic from competing for selection until selecting all one-cycle
instructions currently competing for selection (req0... reqn). Zero Detection Logic (ZDL) and D-
96 Non-Speculative Techniques to Enhance Instruction Scheduling
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Logic determine if ready woken up in advance instructions are allowed to compete for
selection next cycle. 

FIGURE 5-5 Single-Matrix DLS design. In black, conventional two-cycle pipelined scheduling logic. One-cycle execution latency
instructions wake their dependent instructions up through blue path. Multicycle instructions wake their dependent
instructions up through the red path. 

In Figure 5-6, we show, in detail, slices of the D-Logic and ZDL. Every cycle, ZDL
determines if all requesting wakeup in advance instructions have been selected. If this
condition is met, then load input in D-Logic is set. Consequently, D-Logic allows woken up in
advance instructions compete for selection next cycle; otherwise, D-Logic will retain woken up
in advance instructions at least one more cycle (Figure 5-6.a). Figure 5-6.b shows an slice of
ZDL. Non continuous box contains the logic which is replicated for every issue-queue entry.
For every requesting instruction in the issue- queue, ZDL checks if they have been selected
the current cycle. Moreover, instructions either selected in previous cycles or classified as
woken in selection are not accounted by ZDL. 

FIGURE 5-6 a) D-Logic. Slice corresponding to an issue-queue entry. Meanwhile, “readyi” stands for a request signal from

Wakeup Matrix, which corresponding instruction could or could not have been woken up in advance, “reqi” signal

stands for the request to the selection logic that means that instruction received permission to compete for selection.
b) ZDL. Slice corresponding to an issue-queue entry. “seli” signal indicates that instruction was selected by selection

logic. 
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5.2.3 Comparison of Single-Matrix with Two-Matrix DLS
In this section, we aim to show behavior differences of SMDLS and TMDLS. In these
timelines, we assume a one issue-width processor. The aim of this example code is showing
the behavior difference among both proposals: TMDLS and SMDLS. In Figure 5-7, two cycle
timelines show the scheduling of this code. This code has four instructions, in which
instructions 1, 3 and 4 are ready in cycle 1 and instruction 2 depends on instruction 1 and
then it is classified as woken up in advance. 

In Single-Matrix DLS (Figure 5-7), instructions 1, 3 and 4, that are classified as wakeup in
advance, become ready in cycle 1. In cycle 2, they wake in advance to their dependent
instructions (instruction 2) and they start competing for selection. Until cycle 4, this group of
three instruction is not completely selected and then ZDL activates. Therefore, instruction 2
must wait until cycle 5 for competing for selection despite of instruction 1 (producer) was
selected in cycle 2. Because of instruction 2 issue has been delayed more than necessary
then some performance losses may arise. 

FIGURE 5-7 Behavior difference of proposed mechanism: Single-Matrix DLS and Two-Matrix DLS. A bar between cycles indicates
that the zero-detection logic activate its signal; therefore, in next cycle, woken in advance instructions can compete
for selection. Not all activations of ZDL have been plotted. In case there is not any wakeup in advance competing for
selection ZDL also activates.

In Two-Matrix DLS (Figure 5-7), instructions 1, 3 and 4 become ready in cycle 1. Since,
they are wakeup in advance instruction, they wakeup to their dependent instructions
(instruction 2) in Wakeup Matrix B in cycle 2. Also, in cycle 2, instruction 1 becomes selected
and then, in cycle 3, instruction 1 wakes up to its dependent instructions (instruction 2) in
Wakeup Matrix A. Although, instruction 2 was woken up in advance in cycle 2, it also has
been woken up in selection in Wakeup Matrix A, then in cycle 4 it starts competing for
selection despite ZDL has not been activated, yet. Since instruction 2 is older than any other
competing for selection instruction it becomes selected. Although instruction 2 competes for

Cycles
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I1 add ..., r1 W S P R E
I2 add r1, ... IQ AW ARI ARI S P R E
I3 add ..., r2 W RI S P R E
I4 sub ..., r7 W RI RI S P R E

a) Single-Matrix DLS

b) Two-Matrix DLS
Cycles

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I1 add ..., r1 Wa S P R E
I2 add r1, ... IQ Wb Wa S P R E
I3 add ..., r2 Wa RI S P R E
I4 sub ..., r7 Wa RI RI RI S P R E
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5.3 Single-Matrix DLS Results CHAPTER 5
selection before than ZDL activation, because of instruction 2 is woken up through wakeup
matrix A, it must wait two cycles after its producer selection, at least (like in a two-cycle
pipelined scheduling logic). 

The difference among schedulings in Figure 5-7 is the scheduling cycle of instruction 2. In
Single-Matrix DLS, the consumer level (I2) is only woken up in advance and therefore it only

starts to compete for selection after complete producer-level scheduling. In contrary, in Two-
Matrix DLS, the consumer level (I2) is woken up either in advance (firstly) and in selection

(secondly) therefore an instruction in the consumer level can start to compete for selection
after the producer level has been completely scheduled or its producer instruction has been
selected. 

In throughput terms, both proposals perform equally. However, in Two-Matrix DLS, at
most, a woken in advance instruction (i.e. instruction number 2) will start competing for
selection two cycles after the producer instruction has been selected. In the worst case, Two-
Matrix DLS behaves as a conventional two-cycle pipelined scheduler. Meanwhile, in Single-
Matrix DLS, a woken in advance instruction only relies on complete producer-level
scheduling, which it can not be delimited in time terms. 

Either in Two-Matrix DLS and Single-Matrix DLS models, during the elapsed cycles waiting
for complete producer-level scheduling, new instructions can be added to the producer level
and therefore also to the consumer level. These new producer-level instructions either
depends on another multi-cycle instruction in the issue queue or they have just been
dispatched (no dependences). In case of new consumer-level instruction, they depend on
either a new instruction of the producer level or a just scheduled multi-cycle instruction. 

This difference in the scheduling is specially critical when delayed consumer instruction is,
for example, an unresolved misspredicted branch, a misspredicted load instruction, or even a
simple instruction on which other instructions depend on. 

5.2.4 Implementation Considerations about ZDL and D-Logic
Similarly to Section 4.3.3, we can suppose that the delay increment due to ZDL is similar to
enlarging the issue queue by one entry in processor models different from DLS proposals. In
the evaluation, we conservatively enlarge the IQ by two entries to all processor models not
using DLS. 

5.3 Single-Matrix DLS Results
In this section, we present results of Single-Matrix DLS proposal in comparison with other
models. Results are obtained according to simulation parameters described in Section 3.5 for
processor configuration IQint-32 of Table 3-2, but, as we have just explained in previous
section, all models, except for DLS models, will have 33 IQentries. Models for this comparison
are the following: 
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CHAPTER 5 Single-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
• ID model: in this processor model, scheduling logic consists in an ideal scheduling
logic of a single cycle of latency. Branch misprediction impact on performance has
been counteracted ([BrSt+01]) 

• B model: in this case, latency in the scheduling-loop is two cycles 

• SW model: this processor model has an scheduling logic based on the one presented
in [StBr+00]. Concerning to the implementation of this model, it must be reminded that
it requires two wakeup logics (matrices) similarly to our proposal Two-Matrix DLS. One
of this wakeup logics tracks dependences of instructions with their producer
instructions, the same than in B model. The other wakeup logic tracks dependences of
instructions with their grandparent instructions. 

• SF model: this processor model implements a Select-Free scheduling logic as
described in [BrSt+01] 

• SMDLS: this model corresponds to a processor with a Single-Matrix DLS scheduling
logic 

• TMDLS: this model corresponds to a processor with a Two-Matrix DLS scheduling
logic 

5.3.1 Performance Results of Single-Matrix DLS
In Figure 5-8 of this section, we show performance as the speedup with respect to the B
model. In Table 4-1, we show IPC results of B model. 

FIGURE 5-8 IPC speedup of ID, SW, SF, SMDLS and TMDLS over the B model. All processors have 33 IQ-entries except for the
TMDLS and SMDLS with only 32 IQ-entries.
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5.3 Single-Matrix DLS Results CHAPTER 5
We observe that SMDLS results are quite similar to the ones obtained by the previous
proposal, TMDLS model. As expected, TMDLS model is always better than SMDLS model,
not noticeable in some cases of Figure 5-8. This is because, at the latest, in TMDLS model, a
one-cycle execution-latency instruction wakes its instructions up on selection, meanwhile in
SMDLS model, dependent instructions must wait until ZDL activation. Nevertheless,
performance degradation is quite limited (HM-mcf: 0.2%) except for gzip, in that case SMDLS
degrades performance a 1.9% with respect to TMDLS.

In comparison with previous speculative proposals, SMDLS model outperforms to SW
model a 2.1% on average (HM-mcf), and in comparison with SF model, performance of
SMDLS model is a 0.1% better, on average (HM-mcf). However, SF model outperforms to
SMDLS model in crafty, gzip and vpr. 

5.3.2 Impact of Misspeculation
This section evaluates the amount of misspeculated instructions for each scheduling model.
From the point of performance, a misspeculated instruction negatively affects performance
when it is executed instead of a non-speculative instruction. Moreover, this metric can be
considered as an indirect measure of the power dissipated that supposes this wasted work. 

We have evaluated the sources of misspeculation that were explained in Chapter 3
(Section 3.4): branch misspredictions, execution latency prediction, memory dependence
prediction and in case of SW and SF model misspredictions because of the scheduler. Next,
we present results about the number of misspeculated instructions. 

5.3.2.1 Number of Misspeculated Instructions 

Figure 5-9 shows the arithmetic means of misspeculated instructions classified by the four
different sources of misspeculation per committed instruction. For each one of the four
categories, the percentage of misspeculated instructions has been calculated as the ratio
between instruction misspeculated for that reason (Br, L1, SSet or MSched) and the number
of committed instructions.

In comparison with TMDLS model, SMDLS model shows pretty similar percentages of
misspeculated instructions, except for categories branch misspredictions and L1 misses. 

In case of misspeculated instructions because of branch misspredictions, SMDLS model
behaves slightly worse than TMDLS model. Since woken in advance instruction scheduling
may be delayed in SMDLS model with respect to TMDLS model, in case misspredicted
branch resolutions is also delayed which supposes an increase in the number of
misspeculated instructions because of the misspredicted branch. 

Concerning to L1 misses, the slight improvement of SMDLS models with respect to
TMDLS in the number of misspeculated instructions because of load misses (also in AVG but
not appreciated in Figure 5-9) is also due to the delay experimented in the scheduling by
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CHAPTER 5 Single-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
woken in advance instructions. The chain of dependent instructions on a missed load is
scheduled with blindly predicted latency of L1 hit. So that, on L1 miss, instructions in the chain
of dependent instructions in the issue-queue will be re-scheduled. The missed load is set as
not ready in the wakeup matrix to stop scheduling dependent instruction and the same for its
dependent instruction. In case of SMDLS, a woken in advance instruction in this chain may be
delayed and then re-scheduling is cut off. 

FIGURE 5-9 Arithmetic mean of the percentage of misspeculated instructions classified according to the different sources of mis-
speculation. AVG and AVG-mcf stand for arithmetic mean with and without the mcf benchmark. 

5.3.2.2 Latency from IQ Stage to Execution Stage 

In this subsection, we show the impact on performance and in the number of misspeculated
instructions of enlarging the latency between IQ stage and Execution stage. By showing how
tolerant to this latency are the different models, we will show one of the weakness of the SF
model because its speculation checking mechanism is placed at the end of Register Read
stage. 

In Figure 5-10 shows harmonic means of IPC without mcf benchmark of different models
for different latency between IQ stage and Execution stage (from 1 cycle to 4 cycles). 

All models show a performance degradation if the latency increases, because both the
branch missprediction penalty an the load-instruction speculative window increase. However,
the performance degradation observed in SF model is greater than in the other processor
because the misscheduled penalty increases with this latency. More precisely, the rate of
misspeuclated instructions because of misschedulings ranges from 1.2% for 1-cycle latency
to 2.2% for 4-cycle latency, on average (AVG-mcf).
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FIGURE 5-10 IPC harmonic means without mcf benchmark for different models and latencies from select stage to execution stage. 

5.4 Enhancements to Single-Matrix DLS
In this section, we analyze Single-Matrix DLS behavior and we apply to Single-Matrix DLS the
same enhancements that were proposed for Two-Matrix DLS in Section 4.5. After that, we will
show results.

5.4.1 Analysis of Single-Matrix DLS Behavior
Similarly to Two-Matrix DLS, in order to study behavior of Single-Matrix DLS we present Table
5-1.a and Table 5-1.b. These tables show in the first column, the average percentage of
execution cycles in which there are no woken in advance instruction. Next four columns show
the average percentage of execution cycles that the wavelenght was 1 cycle, 2 cycles, 3
cycles and 4 or more cycles, and also, there exists at least one woken in advance instruction
waiting for start competing for selection. In case of two or more scheduling cycles, please
remind that meanwhile instructions in the producer level are being scheduled, new
instructions labeled as wakeup in advance can become ready. 

Comparing both tables, we observe that Single-Matrix DLS concentrates less time in
categories no WA and 1cycle than Two-Matrix DLS does. This difference in those categories
comes from 2cycles and 3cycles categories. In category ≥4cycles, Two-Matrix DLS accounts
for more time in this category than Single-Matrix DLS. This is due to Two-Matrix DLS sparses
the scheduling of the producer levels much more than Single-Matrix DLS. 

In order to enhance Single-Matrix DLS, we must look for reducing as much as possible
percentages in categories 2cycles, 3cycles and ≥4cycles of Table 5-1.a. Specially, categories
larger than 2cycles are harmful for Single-Matrix DLS performance because that time Single-
Matrix DLS is behaving worse than a two-cycle pipelined scheduling-loop. Time in category
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CHAPTER 5 Single-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
2cyles, Single-Matrix DLS does not perform worse that a two-cycle pipelined scheduling loop.
Finally, in the rest of categories, it behaves like a non-pipelined scheduling loop. So in the
following section we present results of Single-Matrix DLS with the three enhancements
presented in Chapter 4 for Two-Matrix DLS. 

TABLE 5-1 Average execution-cycle distribution in Single-Matrix DLS and Two-Matrix DLS model according to: existence of
ready woken in advance instructions and wavelengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 or more cycles.

a) Single-Matrix DLS

b) Two-Matrix DLS

5.5 Results of Single-Matrix DLS Enhancements
In this section, we present results of enhancements and base Single-Matrix and Two-Matrix
DLS. We use simulation parameters described in Section 3.5 for processor configuration
IQint-32 of Table 3-2. Note that the same than in previous results DLS models have only 32
entries in the IQ instead of 33 entries in baseline and speculative models. Enhancements to
base models are labelled in the following manner: 

• SMDLS-F and TMDLS-F correspond to the base SMDLS and TMDLS model with
fusion (F) enhancement, respectively 

• SMDLS-B and TMDLS-B make use of instruction age to promote woken in advance
instructions to selection phase without waiting for ZDL activation (B enhancement) in
base SMDLS and TMDLS, respectively 

• SMDLS-WC and TMDLS-WC model, ZDL does not take into account instructions that
do not have consumer instruction in the issue-queue (WC enhancement) in base
SMDLS and TMDLS, respectively 

5.5.1 Performance Results
In Figure 5-11, we show speedup results of enhancement proposals and base models,
SMDLS and TMDLS, with respect the B model. After that, we will study performance for each
enhancement. 

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 50.8 33.0 12.1 3.4 0.7

Avg-mcf 48.1 35.3 12.2 3.6 0.8

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 52.5 37.2 7.2 1.4 1.7

Avg-mcf 49.8 39.9 7.2 1.5 1.7
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FIGURE 5-11 Speedup of different enhancements to SMDLS and TMDLS with respect the B model. 

On average, all enhancements of Single-Matrix DLS manages to outperform both previous
base proposals SMDLS and TMDLS. In comparison with the respective enhancements of
Two-Matrix DLS, Single-Matrix DLS enhancements have an slightly lower performance. 

On average, a slight improvement is observed in SMDLS-WC (0.3%) with respect to
SMDLS. On average, WC enhancement let DLS schedulers outperform speculative
schedulers SF and SW. However, in vpr, SF still is better despite of this enhancement. In case
of gzip, we observe that WC enhancement boosts performance of SMDLS scheduler a 2.7%. 

In Table 5-2, for SMDLS-WC and TMDLS-WC, we show the average distribution of the
execution time according to the existence of ready woken in advance instructions and wave
lengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 of more cycles, similarly to Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-2 Average execution-cycle distribution according to: existence of ready woken in advance instructions and wave
lengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 or more cycles. Table a) for the SMDLS-WC model and Table b) for TMDLS-WC model. 

a) Single-Matrix DLS

b) Two-Matrix DLS

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 52.2 36.2 9.3 2.0 0.2

Avg-mcf 49.6 38.4 9.7 2.1 0.3

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 54.6 38.3 5.4 1.1 0.6

Avg-mcf 52.1 40.8 5.5 1.1 0.6
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CHAPTER 5 Single-Matrix Dependence-Level Scheduler
In comparison with Table 5-1, we observe that WC enhancement increases the
percentage of time for lefter columns (no WA and 1 cycle), meanwhile righter columns
decrease their weight. WC enhancement raises the percentage of time that scheduler is
behaving like an ID scheduler, therefore woken in advance instructions are enabled to
compete for selection more frequently and some performance increment is experimented.
Specially, gzip and vortex experiment a noticeable increase in the percentage of execution
time in wavelengths of one cycle in SMDLS-WC and TMDLS-WC: in gzip a 7.5 and 2.6 and in
vortex a 6.8 and 3.9. Although woken in advance instructions compete for selection early, it
does not mean a proportional performance impact because in base SMDLS and TMDLS can
take benefit of available ILP to sustain IPC despite of there exist really ready instruction
waiting for ZDL triggering. 

In Figure 5-11, on the average, SMDLS-F model delivers a better performance, a 0.5%
with respect to SMDLS model. However, in gzip and vortex SMDLS-WC model performs
better than SMDLS-F does. In comparison with SF model, SMDLS-WC model outperforms to
SMDLS-F model in vpr but on average it is better than SF model (0.6%). 

In Table 5-3, for SMDLS-F and TMDLS-F, we show the average distribution of the
execution time according to the availability of ready woken in advance instructions and wave
lengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 of more cycles, similarly to Table 5-2. It is important to remark that
no_WA category corresponds to the percentage of execution time that there were not woken
in advance instructions waiting for permission to compete for selection. In models with
Fusion, woken in advance instructions fused with their producers do not account as waiting
for permission to compete for selection since they will be issued the cycle after their producer
(wakeup in advance) instruction. 

TABLE 5-3 Execution-cycle distribution according to: existence of ready woken in advance instructions and wave lengths: 1, 2, 3
and 4 or more cycles. Table a) for the SMDLS-F model and Table b) for TMDLS-F model. 

a) Single-Matrix DLS

b) Two-Matrix DLS

Trend for both models SMDLS-F and TMDLS-F is the same, they accumulate more
percentage of time in no_WA category in comparison with models SMDLS and TMDLS in
Table 6-2. Categories 1, 2 and 3 cycles experiment a reduction, that means that fusion
manage to fuse woken in advance instructions with their wakeup in advance producer
instruction and then, wavelength is shortened. In category ≥4 cycles is sometimes
accumulated more time in models with Fusion than in SMDLS and TMDLS ones, since Fusion

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 63.3 23.3 7.7 3.7 1.6

Avg-mcf 61.3 24.7 7.8 4.1 1.6

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 66.4 26.6 4.5 1.4 1.1

Avg-mcf 64.5 28.3 4.6 1.5 1.1
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models perform better wavelength may be enlarged because more instructions flow through
the scheduler. 

In Figure 5-11, on average, SMDLS-B performs the best than any other enhancement of
SMDLS model. In fact, SMDLS-B performs, on average, within the 2.1% of ID model. In some
occasions like in eon, gzip and perl the other enhancements outperform the B enhanced
models. 

In Table 5-4, for SMDLS-F and TMDLS-F, we show the distribution of the execution time
according to the existence of ready woken in advance instructions and wave lengths: 1,2,3
and 4 of more cycles, similarly to Table 6-2. 

TABLE 5-4 Average execution-cycle distribution according to: existence of ready woken in advance instructions and wave
lengths: 1, 2, 3 and 4 or more cycles. Table a) for the SMDLS-B model and Table b) for TMDLS-B model. 
a) Single-Matrix DLS

b) Two-Matrix DLS

Both models SMDLS-B and TMDLS-B show increases in categories no_WA and ≥4cycles
in comparison with SMDLS and TMDLS, in Table 5-1. The increment in no_WA category is
due to scenarios in which woken in advance instruction waiting for permission to compete for
selection are let compete for selection thanks to B enhancement. In case of ≥4cycles, woken
in advance instruction that start competing for selection thanks to B enhancement can also
wakeup in advance to their dependent instruction, which can enlarge wavelengths.

From the point of view of performance, letting old woken in advance instructions compete
for selection than in base model SMDLS and TMDLS seems to be always good point.
However, in eon, because of an increase in the number of misspeculated instructions (a
0.22% more instructions) causes a performance degradation of SMDLS-B and TMDLS-B
models with respect to SMDLS and TMDLS models, respectively. 

5.5.1.1 Impact of the number of issue-queue entries

As we stated in Section 2.1.4, number of issue-queue entries determines exposed ILP and
then processor performance. By pipelining the scheduling-logic, we manage a shorter-delay
in the scheduling logic despite of the number of issue-queue entries. In this section, we
explore the performance evolution for different number of IQ entries of our proposals SMDLS
and TMDLS with respect the ID model an B model. On behalf of clarity, we do not show
performance results of our models with the proposed enhancements. 

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 52.1 32.9 7.0 4.2 4.5

Avg-mcf 49.4 35.4 7.1 4.3 4.7

no WA 1 cycle 2cycles 3 cycles ≥4cycles
Avg 54.4 33.3 5.3 3.1 3.4

Avg-mcf 51.8 35.7 5.1 3.2 3.6
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In Figure 5-12, we show average performance (HM-mcf) for different number of issue-
queue entries: 16, 32 and 64. We show our models SMDLS and TMLDS in comparison with
ID and B models. On behalf of clarity, we do not show performance results of our models with
their respective enhancements, except for TMDLS with age enhancement. 

FIGURE 5-12 Performance impact of the number of issue-queue entries. HM-mcf stands for the harmonic mean without mcf bench-
mark. Processor parameters are fixed, configuration IQint-64 Section 3.5

If we assume that by pipelining the scheduling-logic the number of issue-queue entries
can be doubled, then we can compare the ID model with 16 entries and our proposals with 32
entries. That comparison show that it worths doubling the number of entries of the issue-
queue in order to achieve a better performance. In case of 32 for ID model and 64 entries for
TMDLS and SMDLS models, it slightly worths doubling the issue queue. As we show in
Figure 5-12, TMDLS-B model with 64-entries performs a 1.1% better than ID model with 32-
entries. 

For a larger issue-queue, more than 64 entries, in our experimental environment, the
performance return of increasing the number of issue-queue entries becomes more and more
negligible. However, DLS proposals can be interpreted in a different manner. This is, since
DLS tolerates the latency in the scheduling loop, the delay of the scheduling logic can be
divided into stages at almost no performance cost. By alleviating the constraint of delay in the
scheduling logic, it could be explored the possibility of implementing less eager circuit designs
in terms of area and power dissipation. 

5.5.2 Misspeculated Instructions
In this section, we present the number of misspeculated instructions of SMDLS, TMDLS and
also the enhanced models. As in Section 5.3.2, misspeculated instructions are classified in
the following categories: misses of execution latency because of L1 misses (L1), misses
because of memory-order violations (Sset), misses due to branch misspredictions (Br) and
misses because of speculative scheduling mechanism (MSched, only for SW and SF). 
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Figure 5-13 shows the arithmetic means (AVG and AVG-mcf) of misspeculated
instructions classified by the four different sources of misspeculation per committed
instruction. For each one of the four categories, the percentage of misspeculated instructions
has been calculated as the ratio between instruction misspeculated for that reason (Br, L1,
SSet or MSched) and the number of committed instructions. These measurements are shown
for the SMDLS, TMDLS model and also their enhancements. 

For the different categories of misspredicted instructions, we observe that Single-Matrix
DLS is misspeculating the same number of instructions than their enhancements WC, F and
B. Even more, slight reductions can be observe in some categories with respect to the base
Single-Matrix DLS, this is due to the enhancements are performing better and then
misspeculations can be detected earlier. 

In comparison with Two-Matrix DLS enhancements, Single-Matrix DLS enhancements are
misspeculating almost the same number of instructions. As expected, independently of the
DLS proposal, Two-Matrix or Single-Matrix, enhancements have almost no impact on the
number of misspeculated instructions.

FIGURE 5-13 Arithmetic mean of the percentage of misspeculated instructions classified according to the different sources of mis-
speculation. AVG and AVG-mcf stand for arithmetic mean with and without the mcf benchmark. 

5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the second proposal of a pipelined non-speculative
scheduler based on DLS, Single-Matrix DLS. In this approach, single-cycle execution-latency
instructions always wake their dependent instructions up in advance. These instructions do
not compete for selection until the producer level is completely scheduled, in contrast to Two-
Matrix DLS. 
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On average (HM-mcf), Single-Matrix DLS is within the 3.1% of performance of an ideal
scheduler (non-pipelined scheduling-loop) in contrast to Two-Matrix DLS which is in a 2.8% of
ideal scheduler. 

We have compared our Single-Matrix DLS proposal with the two previous speculative
proposals that also tolerate the latency in the scheduling-loop: SW and SF ([StBr+00] and
[BrSt+01]). In performance terms, on average (HM-mcf), Single-Matrix DLS slightly
outperforms to SF model, a 0.1% on average (HM-mcf) and it outperforms SW by a 2.1%.
Moreover, we have also proposed three enhancements to Single-Matrix DLS model. On
average (HM-mcf), these three enhancements: fusion (F), age (B) and filter (WC) improve
Single-Matrix DLS model by a 0.3%, 0.5% and 0.7%, respectively. And therefore, they
manage to perform even better than the best of the speculative proposals (SF). 

Focusing on the number of misspeculated instructions, Single-Matrix DLS misspeculates
similarly to Two-Matrices DLS. Thus, Single-Matrix DLS misspeculates less instructions than
previous speculative proposals, SW and SF models. Single-Matrix DLS enhancements also
show a similar misspeculation behavior. Even more, enhancements WC and B misspeculate
less instructions than Single-Matrix DLS in category Br. 

We also measured the impact on performance of varying the latency between pipeline
stages IQ and execution. It revealed that our proposals, Single-Matrix DLS and Two-Matrix
DLS, degrade their performance at the same rate than Ideal Scheduler. But in case of SF
model, because its misscheduling-check mechanism is placed in Register Read stage, its
performance degradation rate is worse. As a consequence of this latency, rate of
misspeculated instructions because of misschedulings ranges from 1.2% for 1 cycle of
latency to 2.2% for 4 cycles of latency. 
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CHAPTER 6

SHARING ISSUE PORTS
OF THE SELECTION LOGIC

As we stated in Chapter 1, many authors have deeply studied either the wakeup logic

or the scheduling logic as a whole. Last proposal of this thesis mainly focuses on the

selection logic. 

Improving the poor scalability that shows a conventional design of the selection logic is

the aim of this chapter. We slice the selection logic into small and separate arbitration

domains, as a consequence area and delay of selection logic improve with respect a

conventional design. However, performance is degraded because of load unbalance

and distortion of selection policy as we stated in Chapter 2. 

The contributions of this chapter try to balance load among arbitration domains. As a

result, we propose four different Selection Logics based on a four-sliced arbitration-

domain Selection Logic. These proposals manage to share instructions from arbitration

domains with a surplus of ready instructions to deficient arbitration domains. 

We evaluate performance and deliver an approximated asymptotic analysis of area and

delay cost of these proposals. We observe that performance degradation with respect

an ideal selection logic are due to different reasons depending on IQ size. For IQs with

few entries, load balance seems the most important, meanwhile for a large IQ,

selection policy becomes the most important. As an example of achieved results, one

of our proposals, C4, for a 128-entry IQ, shows a performance degradation of a 0.8%

with respect an ideal scheduler and it manages to reduce area and delay to one fourth.

In comparison to a four-sliced arbitration-domain Selection Logic, C4 model requires

four times its area and delay but it increases performance a 3.9%. Moreover, we
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reduce the number of dispatch ports to the scheduling logic (either wakeup and

selection logic) to only one dispatch port and, as we will show in the result section,

there are almost no performance loss. 
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on the Selection Logic. As we stated in Chapter 1, few authors have
focused on the Selection Logic complexity separately from the Wakeup Logic. Most of them
limit their work only to individual arbiters, that compose the Selection Logic. However, few of
them consider the entire Selection Logic. 

As an alternative to reduce complexity of the Selection Logic, it can be sliced into
arbitration domains. However, a consequence of this is a performance degradation because
of load unbalance among arbitration domains. In this chapter, we propose to share the excess
of load among the under-used arbitration domains. 

In the next Section 6.2, we remind the sequential nature of the Selection logic and some
alternatives less complex than a conventional design. In Section 6.3, we present our
proposals that share load among arbitration domains. In Section 6.4, we evaluate our
proposals. And finally, in Section 6.5, we conclude this chapter.

6.2 The Sequential Nature of the Selection Logic
In superscalar processors, it is usual that several (if not all) issue-ports are able to issue the
same type of instruction (arithmetical, logical, shifts,...). In that scenario, arbiters that
supervise those issue-ports must operate sequentially (Figure 6-1), in contrary all of these
arbiters would select the same instruction. 

FIGURE 6-1 Dark grey box represents wakeup logic which produces the request bit vector (black arrow). Each white box repre-
sents an arbiter which produces a grant bit vector (slash pattern line). Once an instruction has been selected by an
arbiter, its request signal must be cleared in order not to be selected by subsequent arbiters. All arbiters can select
any type of instruction. 

In Figure 6-1, we show the scheduling logic composed by the wakeup logic, grey box, and
the selection logic. White boxes represents arbiters which conforms the selection logic. Input
signals to each arbiter are obtained by masking the request bit vector with the grant bit vector
of previous arbiters. Also, the request bit vector is masked with the instruction type to manage

non-homogenous1 issue-ports (not shown in Figure 6-1). We call this model ID (in fact, it is
the same model than the ID model of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).

1. non-homogenous issue-ports: we mean that issue ports differ in the type of accesible execution resources and there-
fore not all issue-ports are suitable for some instructions. 
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request
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CHAPTER 6 Sharing Issue Ports of the Selection Logic
In this chapter, we make use of the term arbitration domain. By arbitration domains, we
refer to the group of issue-queue entries which may request, all of them at the same time, to
either the same arbiter or the same group of stacked arbiters. IQ entries of an arbitration
domain can be physically or logically delimited. The physical distribution of IQ-entries
requests to arbiters delimits physical arbitration domains. But in case a group of non-stacked
arbiters has the same physical arbitration domain, each arbiter can delimit its own logical
arbitration domain. Therefore, although each IQ entry may request to any arbiter of the
physical arbitration domain, the instruction in that IQ entry only requests to the one that was
logically assigned to. 

In ID model, since each stacked arbiter monitors the request (readiness) status of all
issue-queue entries, thus we say that there is only a physic arbitration domain which
comprises the entire IQ (all IQ entries). 

6.2.1 Selection-Logic Delay Reduction
An approach to remove the sequential nature in a stacked design of the Selection Logic is to
assign each instruction to only one arbiter (issue-port), at dispatch time (Figure 6-2.a). We
name this model Parallel Arbiters (PA). Although all IQ entries may request to any arbiter, the
distribution of instructions in dispatch time, delimits logical arbitration domains. Since each
instruction only request to only one arbiter, it is assured that these logical arbitration domains
are separate. Therefore, arbiters can operate in parallel. 

FIGURE 6-2 Dispatcher chooses to which arbiter each instruction requests. Thick black arrows represent request bit vectors, dif-
ferent arrows mean that ready instructions in each bit vector are different and separate from the others. IW stands for
issue width. a) an instruction only requests to an arbiter. All arbiters operate in parallel. b) an instruction requests to a
group of stacked arbiters. Groups of stacked arbiters operate in parallel but arbiters in a group work sequentially.
Each instruction in the IQ is tagged in order to identify to which arbiter or group of arbiters it will request. 
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grant1grant0grantIW-2 grantIW-q

requests
grant0grantIW-2

b) Grouped Parallel Arbiters (GPA)
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An intermediate approach between the two previous designs consists in grouping arbiters
(Figure 6-2.b). Dispatcher assigns each instruction to one group of arbiters. Arbiters in a
group operate sequentially (stacked), meanwhile groups of arbiters operate in parallel. This is,
each group of stacked arbiter has separate logical arbitration domains. This approach is
similar to the Integer Issue-queue in the Alpha 21264 [FaFi98]. We name this model Grouped
Parallel Arbiters (GPA). 

Although the number of instructions assigned to each arbiter were approximately the
same, an arbiter could have no ready instructions assigned to it either in PA or GPA model.
Therefore, its corresponding issue-port does not issue any instruction, meanwhile several
ready instructions may still be waiting for selection in the other arbiters. We name this fact as
load unbalance.

Selection policy is applied locally by each arbiter since each arbiter only observes a subset
of the ready instructions in the entire IQ (local selection policy). Some selection policies, like
oldest-first, are specially sensitive to this restricted view of ready instruction which may
degrade performance. 

So far, in selection logics of Figure 6-2, we have only presented logical arbitration
domains. In Figure 6-1, we presented the ID model that only has one physically arbitration
domain. In Figure 6-3, we show an approach in which issue-queue is physically sliced into
separate equally-sized physical arbitration domains, one arbitration domain for each arbiter.
That is, each issue-queue entry belongs to only one arbitration domain, and then an
instruction in that IQ entry can be only issued through the corresponding issue-port. Some
processors like Power 4 [TeDo+02] and Power5 [SiKa+05] have implemented a similar
scheme. We name this model as C1. 

FIGURE 6-3 Instruction position in the IQ determines the arbiter which the instruction requests for execution to. Dispatcher
chooses to which arbiter each instruction requests. There are IW arbitration domains. Each IQ entry only requests to
a single arbiter. Arbiters operate in parallel. 

Added to load unbalance and local selection policy, this approach has another drawback
due to its separate arbitration domains. In a scenario in which issue-ports are non-
homogenous, instructions require to be dispatched to a suitable arbitration domain. This fact
may limit dispatch task and then it may produce dispatch stalls. 

Some considerations can be done relating to delay, area and number of dispatch ports.
Concerning to delay, selection logic models: PA, GPA and C1 reduce delay in comparison to a
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ID design since arbiters are operating in parallel. Moreover, since inputs to arbiter determines
its delay (Section 2.2.2) then delay is reduced even more in C1 model. Because the number
of inputs to an arbiter determines its area (Section 2.2.2), C1 model is smaller than ID, PA and
GPA models. Number of dispatch (write ports) of scheduling logic elements is another sizing
factor. Meanwhile wakeup and select logics in ID model require as many write ports (at least)
as dispatch bandwidth, models: C1, PA and GPA can reduce the number of write ports in
wakeup and select logics [LePi+01]. 

Assuming a 4-way Selection logic with oldest-first matrix-based arbiters, we can estimate

area and delay. In order to simplify analysis, we consider area of an arbiter as O(M2) being M
the number of input requests to the arbiter (Section 2.2.3). In case of delay of a matrix-based
design, we account for the number of hops [SaRu+07] that signal must cover in matrix both
horizontally and vertically, therefore for an arbiter of M inputs, delay is O(3xM). In Table 6-1,
we show a summary of area and delay of ID, PA, GPA and C1 model. In this table, N stands
for the number of IQ entries. 

TABLE 6-1 Summary of Area and Delay estimations of ID, PA, GPA and C1 models. N is the number of IQ entries. 

Although ID, PA and GPA models show the same area cost, delay is quite different. In
comparison with ID model, GPA model reduces to a half delay of ID and to a fourth in case of
PA model. The less complex of all models, C1 model, reduces area and delay to a sixteenth
of ID model. 

In Figure 6-4, we show performance of selection logics presented in this section for an
issue width of 4 and an IQ size of 32 entries (rest of the processor parameters are described
in IQint-64 configuration of Table 3-2). There are 4 integer issue-ports, two of them are for
integer arithmetic instructions and the other two for integer arithmetic and memory
instructions (Table 3-1). All models, except C1-1p, have 4 dispatch ports (write ports) to either
the wakeup logic and arbiters of selection logic. In C1-1p model, we make use of a design
similar to [LePi+01] and then we reduce these 4 write ports to only one write port for each
physical arbitration domain in C1 model (wakeup logic, selection logic and payload). In the
overall, up to four instructions can be dispatched into C1-1p model but each arbitration
domain can only allocate a new instruction every cycle. This reduction in the number of write
ports supposes also a reduction in complexity. 

On average (HM-mcf), model GPA is in a 1.3% of the performance of ID model. However,
meanwhile PA model is within the 2.1% of ID performance, C1 model, which is the most

Area Delay

ID 4xN2 4x3xN

PA 4xN2 3xN

GPA 4xN2 2x3xN

C1 4x(N/4)2 3x(N/4)
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moderate in terms of area and delay, is within 3.5% of ID performance. Moreover, by limiting
the number of write ports and then reducing even more area and delay, C1-1p model
degrades performance of ID a 13.8%. Our proposals try to reach performance of PA and GPA
models at cost of C1-1p model. 

FIGURE 6-4 Performance results of several selection models: ID (Figure 6-1), PA Figure 6-2.a, GPA Figure 6-2.b, GC2 Figure 6-
3.b, C1 and C1-1p Figure 6-3.a. Processor model: 4 issue-width, 32 IQentries. Processor parameters described in
Section 3.5 for configuration IQint-64. 

Concerning to the dispatch policy, we adopt the equilibrium (equ) policy. Every cycle, the
dispatch policy allocates the same number of instructions to each arbitration domain. But, in
case of there is not enough instructions for all arbitration domains, it tries to balance the
number of instructions assigned to each arbitration domain. In Appendix A, we evaluate this
dispatch policy and compare it with some other non-adaptive dispatch policies. 

6.3 Main Idea of Sharing Issue-Ports
In this section, we explore several design alternatives to reduce both delay and size of
selection-logic. We exploit the fact that it is not needed to strictly apply a global selection
policy to the entire issue-queue in order to have a high-performance like an oldest first
scheduler (ID) does. All arbitration domains have the same number of IQ entries and the sum
of all of them is equal to the total number of entries in the issue-queue. The dispatch algorithm
is in charge of assigning instructions to arbitration domains. In this sliced IQ, like in C1 model,
some arbitration domains are not suitable to host certain type of instructions because they do
not arbitrate the required functional unit, thus dispatch is stalled if the arbitration domain,
where the next dispatching instruction must be allocated, is full. More information about the
four integer issue ports can be found in Table 3-1. We use the same simple dispatch algorithm
(equ) just described in Section 6.2. 
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In our proposed designs, an arbiter monitors only a subset of issue-queue entries.
Therefore, in a cycle, it may happen that all ready instructions in the issue-queue are
allocated in the same arbitration domain. As a consequence, in case that only one instruction
can be issued per arbitration domain, performance may be seriously degraded. Because of
this, we deploy several arbiters for each arbitration domain and also, the issued instruction
through an issue-port can be picked up from several arbitration domains. In other words, an
arbitration domain is able to deliver instructions to several of the issue-ports that have
associated the required functional unit. In this manner, despite all ready instructions are
placed in only one arbitration domain, all of them have the opportunity to be issued at the
same cycle. 

FIGURE 6-5 Selection-logic sliced into four arbitration domains. An issue-port can issue an instruction from several arbitration
domains. Figures a) and b) show different points of view of the idea. 

Figure 6-5.a shows a general scheme of our proposals in which we discern four arbitration
domains. The selection logic is split into four arbitration domains and each input to an arbiter
corresponds to a portion of the entire request bit vector from the wakeup logic. An arbitration
domain can have several stacked arbiters. Each arbiter outputs a grant bit vector of the size
of the arbitration domain (in this case, one fourth of the number of issue-queue entries). Each
one of these grant bit vectors is the input to a SEL element (from now on, as an input in SEL
element we refer an output grant bit vector of an arbiter). There is a SEL logic element for
each issue-port. The inputs of one SEL element come from the four different arbitration
domains and therefore four different arbiters. Each input of a SEL element has one picked up
instruction, at most. In the SEL element, each input is managed as a whole because only one
picked instruction can exist in each input at most. A SEL element chooses one input with a
picked up instruction (grant bit vectors with no picked instruction are not eligible) and after
that, this instruction will be issued through the associated issue-port. The possible picked up
instructions in remaining inputs are not considered. 
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In Figure 6-5.b, we show another point of view of the proposed idea. In this new approach,
it can be considered that each arbiter of a conventional design (Figure 2-22) has been
narrowed. As a consequence, each arbiter tracks only the relative age between certain
instructions. In Figure 6-5.b, the age is distinguished among instructions in the same
arbitration domain. The outputs of these arbiters feed to SEL elements. 

6.3.1 Considerations about SEL elements 
On behalf of simplicity, in figures (and also, we will represent in future figures), we have
schematically represented that grant bit vectors from four different arbiters input to a SEL
element which outputs the grant bit vector corresponding to the winning arbiter. That
instruction picked up by the winning arbiter will be issued to the issue-port of the SEL
element. In this section, we propose a little bit more detailed implementation for a SEL
element. 

Each SEL element is in charge of choosing which one of its inputs will be issued to the
issue-port, more precisely, it chooses the arbiter that will win the issue-port. In the straight
forward case that only one arbiter has a picked instruction, SEL-element decision is clear.
However, in case several input arbiters have a picked instruction, SEL element must take a
decision. In order to take that decision, we require to order arbiters according to their priority.
An option for the SEL element is bit matrix (Figure 6-6.a). Instead of instruction age
information (or dependences among instructions), a row of this matrix stores information
about priority of an input arbiter with respect to the others. Each arbiter with a picked
instruction request to its SEL element for the issue-port (ri =[0-3], Figure 6-6.a). Out coming

grant bit vector (gi = [0-3], Figure 6-6.a) of this matrix indicates which input arbiter has picked

the instruction that will be issued. Here, we have chosen a bit matrix because it allows to
implement any sorting criterion. Any other arbitration alternative, like a priority encoder, could
be also suitable as a SEL element. 

So far, we have always considered the bit matrix as a compact square-shaped logic
(Figure 6-6.a). However, this time we propose a distributed approach. In Figure 6-6.b, this
matrix is divided into rows, and each row is deployed near to the arbiter that it will control or
supervise. The grant signal produced by that nearby row sets as winning (or not) the picked
instruction by the arbiter. 

In Figure 6-6.c, we show in detail logic surrounding an arbiter of the selection logic
(rectangle of Figure 6-6.b). In the corresponding row of the SEL-element matrix (rowi), the

request signal (ri) will be set if the corresponding arbiter has a picked instruction. This

information is available even before the arbiter has calculated which is the picked instruction.
Note that, if there exist some ready instruction requesting to an arbiter, then it is assured that
the output of that arbiter will not be void. This information can be obtained from a wired-OR
gate (Figure 6-6.c) of the request bit vector at the input of the arbiter. Therefore, the chosen
arbiter by the SEL element can be known in parallel with arbiters operation. The result of this
wired-OR must be broadcast to the other rows of the distributed SEL-element matrix, and
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after that, each row takes a decision for its own supervised arbiter. Grant signal produced by
each row controls the advance to issue of picked instruction by each supervised arbiter. 

FIGURE 6-6 a) Matrix-based SEL element for a 4-input arbiter. ri = [0-3] stands for a request signal to the bit matrix and it is set in

case arbiter “i” has a picked instruction. gi = [0-3] stands for the grant signal calculated by matrix and it controls issue of

instruction picked by arbiter “i”. b) distribution of SEL element rows in the Selection logic. c) Detail of Selection logic
(rectangle in figure b), 

In the following sections, we present four proposals that aim to the aforementioned idea. In
the first proposal, we explore the possibility of supplying complete issue-width from a single
arbitration domain. Thus, surplus of picked instruction in an arbitration domain could offset the
lack of ready instructions in other arbitration domains. Second proposal reduces the number
of arbiters used in first design in order to reduce selection-logic delay and size. Third and
fourth proposals eliminate the stacked organization of arbiters in arbitration domains in order
to reduce delay. Finally, we estimate the delay of our proposed selection models. 

6.3.2 C4 Model
In Figure 6-7, we show the first proposed design for a selection-logic that we name C4. The
design uses four columns of arbiters. Arbiters in a row belong to the same arbitration domain
and they are stacked, so that they operate sequentially. Each arbiter picks up the oldest ready
instruction in its input.

In C4 model, first column of arbiters has higher priority than second column of arbiters,
and the same for the third and the fourth columns. The leftmost input of a SEL element is the
output grant bit vector of an arbiter in the first column of arbiters. Outputs of arbiters, that are
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in the same row (arbitration domain), are inputs of the SEL logic elements in a round-robin
fashion (Figure 6-7). In SEL elements, leftmost inputs have priority over rightmost ones.
According to this criterion, a SEL element selects the input (with picked up candidate) with the
highest priority. The SEL logic element can evaluate which input (with a picked instruction) is
selected when request bit vectors of arbiters in the latest column are know. Since priority input
is position-based, proposed implementation for the SEL element consists in a priority encoder
more accurately than a bit matrix (Section 6.3.1). Even more, grant signal in a bit-matrix
approach can be only retrieved once all the request are stable, meanwhile, in a priority-
encoder approach each grant signal can be retrieved once the previous requests signals are
stable. This last approach fits very well with C4 model because first operating arbiter is the
leftmost, which is also the most priority one for the SEL element.

Only up to two memory instructions can issue every cycle. Memory instructions are
dispatched to only two arbitration domains (latest two arbitration domains). Also, only arbiters
in the first column may select memory instructions in these arbitration domains. This manner,
it is guaranteed that memory instructions are picked by arbiters associated to issue-ports that
can issue memory instructions (ip2 and ip3). These decisions try to achieve a simple design
at cost of limiting issue-queue entries to which a memory instruction can be dispatched. Note
that, if arbiters in columns different from the first column may pick up memory instructions,
then the priority of inputs in SEL elements has to be changed dynamically. In contrary, the
issue of any picked up instruction may be delayed, in the worst case, until it becomes the
unique ready instruction in the IQ. 

FIGURE 6-7 C4 model: four arbitration domains and four stacked arbiters per domain. Black lines correspond to request bit vec-
tors and grey lines correspond to grant bit vector produced by arbiters. Issue-ports share separate arbiters of the four
arbitration domains. Only issue-ports 2 and 3 have access to a memory port. 

In C4 model, the oldest ready instruction in the issue-queue is always selected since all
arbiters select the oldest ready instruction and SEL elements choose arbiters of leftmost
columns first. Moreover, since the dispatch algorithm tries to allocate one instruction in each
arbitration domain, the overall scheduling of these four oldest-first local arbitration domains
could be close to a oldest-first global arbitration domain. However, it must be pointed out that
this organization of arbiters and SEL elements does not always guarantee that all issue-ports
issue an instruction in case there are enough ready instructions for all of them. For instance, if
only the two top arbitration domains have picked instructions and each arbitration domain has
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only picked two instructions then, only three instructions will be issued through issue-ports ip0,

ip1 and ip3. However, this under-utilization of issue-ports is quite rare in this model (almost not

noticeable according to our evaluation). Moreover, this situation can be easily solved. When
an arbiter picks up an instruction, in righter columns than the one of that arbiter, rest of the
arbiters that compete in the same SEL element do not pick up any instruction of their
respective arbitration domains. This manner, in the aforementioned case, the four instructions
are selected. 

6.3.3 C2 Model
C4 model can be considered as an over-sized model. The intuition is that, from the point of
view of performance, the ability to fulfill the issue-width from a single arbitration domain may
be not strictly required. Moreover, in C4 model, for small issue-queue sizes, performance may
drop because memory instructions can be allocated into only one half of the issue-queue. In
Figure 6-8, we show a new model where two columns of arbiters are removed and memory
instructions can be allocated into any arbitration domain (C2 model). This organization
reduces delay and size of selection-logic respect to C4 model. 

FIGURE 6-8 C2 model: two stacked arbiters per arbitration domain. Memory instructions can be dispatched to any domain and
issue-ports 2 and 3 have access to a memory port. 

Apart from the number of column of arbiters, main differences of C2 model with respect to
C4 model yield in the operation of SEL elements and multiplexers muxS. First, we describe
the new operation of SEL elements and after that, we describe muxS. 

SEL elements are grouped into two groups, one for each column, of two SEL elements
each. Grant bit vectors of each column of arbiters feed one of these groups of two SEL
elements. SEL elements belonging to the same group start the search of an input with a
picked up instruction from the same input but in opposite directions (obviously this starting
input is only checked by only one of the two SEL elements). The starting input is changed
every cycle following a round-robin policy. In this manner, if there is only one arbiter with a
picked instruction, then both SEL elements will match in the same chosen input. This duplicity
in selected instructions can be easily managed in later stages. 

Assuming a matrix-based SEL element, like the one in Section 6.3.1, updating the priority
input of the SEL element in a round-robin fashion is straight-forward. Each cycle, the content
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of each row of the matrix is updated in such a manner the least recently priority input
becomes the most priority. This update operation for one row can be carried out
independently of the priority update in other rows of the matrix because each row follows a
fixed priority sequence. 

Concerning to muxS multiplexers, in each arbitration domain, the input request bit vector
of the second arbiter is filtered if the output grant bit vector of the first arbiter was selected in
corresponding group of SEL elements. The controlling logic of muxS requires result
information from SEL elements associated to the first column of arbiters, this is which input
grant bit vectors of SEL elements have a picked instruction. Remember that this information
can be evaluated in parallel with arbiter operation. 

Other difference of C2 model with respect to C4 model is that memory instructions can be
dispatched to any arbitration domain. That is, the effective capacity for memory instructions in
the issue-queue increases in comparison with C4 model. However, as in C4 model, memory
instructions can be issued by only two issue-ports (ip2 and ip3), so that memory instructions
only request for selection to arbiters labelled as AM (all arbiters in second column). The
motivation for this decision is the same as in the ID model.

In the effort to reduce selection-logic area, the number of arbiters per arbitration domain
can not be further reduced since in order to issue more than one instruction from a single
arbitration domain, each arbitration domain must be able to pick up more than one ready
instruction. Therefore, we require at least eight arbiters in a four arbitration domain selection-
logic. However, in terms of delay of the selection-logic a step further can be taken. 

6.3.4 C2P Model 
In Figure 6-9, we show the C2P model. In difference with respect to C2 model, both columns
of arbiters work in parallel instead of in a stacked manner. In order to do that, the dispatch
algorithm not only decides to which arbitration domain the instruction is dispatched, but also it
decides to which column of arbiters the instruction will request for selection. We have
distinguished two phases in the dispatch algorithm. First phase decides the arbitration domain
and the second phase decides the arbiter column to which the instruction is assigned. The
operation of dispatch algorithm in each phase is like in previous models; it attempts that the
number of allocated instructions to each arbitration domain and each arbiter to be similar. As
an special case, memory instructions always request to the right arbiters (AM) so that they
can reach memory ports (ip2 and ip3). In this selection model, load unbalance may appear
among arbitration domains and also, among arbiters in the same arbitration domain. In other
words, the load unbalance increases with respect to C2 model because instructions are
distributed among eight possible destinations instead of the four possible destinations in C2
model.
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FIGURE 6-9 C2P model: Four arbitration domains and two parallel arbiters per domain.

As in C2 model, SEL elements are grouped into two groups of two SEL elements each. Each
group of SEL elements manages a column of arbiters (A or AM). The operation of a group of
SEL elements is the same as in C2 model. From a priority input, each SEL element searches
for an input with a picked up instruction. That priority input changes following a round-robin
policy.

6.3.5 C2P-e Model
In Figure 6-10, we present an enhancement of C2 model (C2P-e) whose goal is thwarting the
possible load unbalance caused by the dispatch algorithm in arbiters of the same arbitration
domain. On behalf of simplicity, since issue-ports ip2 and ip3 can issue to ALU and memory
functional units and also issue-ports ip0 and ip1 can only issue ALU functional units, then only
picked up instructions in arbiters of the left column (A) can be issued through issue-ports (ip2
and ip3) formerly associated to right column of arbiters (AM). 

FIGURE 6-10 Enhanced C2P model (C2P-e): Four arbitration domains and two parallel arbiters per arbitration domain. Picked up
instructions by left arbiters can be issued through issue-ports ip2 and ip3. 

In C2P-e model, there are two additional SEL elements and multiplexers. Each grey
colored SEL element is paired with a white SEL element of the left column of arbiters. The
operation mode of SEL elements is equal to the ones in C2P model, except for grey colored
SEL elements. Grey colored SEL elements choose from the left (A) column of arbiters the
inputs with a picked up instruction that could be issued per issue-ports ip2 and ip3. These
SEL elements choose inputs that were not chosen by the other SEL elements (in white)
associated to left arbiters. A grey colored SEL element initiates the scan of the inputs in same
priority input that paired SEL elements but it skips first input with a picked instruction (this first
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input will be chosen by paired SEL element). To operate, grey SEL elements use the same
information that paired SEL elements. Grey multiplexers decide if the instruction that has
been picked up by the leftmost column of arbiters is issued through a right issue-port. Each
multiplexer selects the input provided by left grey SEL element only if corresponding SEL
element associated to right arbiter does not have an input with a picked instruction. 

6.3.6 Selection-Logic Delay
In this section, in Table 6-2, we present an estimation of area and delay of the proposed 4-
way selection-logic models, similarly to Table 6-1. These cost analysis is delivered in terms of
issue-queue entries (N). We have not considered in this asymptotic analysis the cost of
multiplexers of our models because they are independent on the number of entries in the IQ.

All our proposed models reduce area and delay with respect to the ID model. In terms of
delay our most eager model, C4, shows a delay reduction of 75% with respect the ID model.
Model C2 still has two columns of stacked arbiters, nevertheless it halves delay of C4. Even
more, C2P and C2P-e models go an step further and they only require a 6.5% of delay of ID
model. In area terms, our proposals also require less area. C4 model only requires one fourth
of ID model, meanwhile C2, C2P and C2P-e models only require one sixteenth of ID model
area. On the contrary, in comparison with C1 model, all our proposals increase area and
delay: C4 model four times, C2 model two times and C2P double C1 area but they has the
same delay. 

TABLE 6-2 Summary of area and delay estimations of our proposed selection-logic models.  

6.4 Evaluation
In this section, we present performance result for proposals of previous section, added to ID
model (Figure 6-1) and C1 model (Figure 6-3). Our models and C1 model have been sliced
into four arbitration domains. ID model has four write ports (dispatch ports) in wakeup and
selection logic meanwhile sliced models have only two write ports in each arbitration domain.
This is, although the overall number of dispatch ports to the scheduling logic still is four, each
arbitration domain can allocate up to two instructions every cycle. In Appendix B, we show
performance differences between two and four write ports to each arbitration domain. 

Models have been evaluated for a range of issue-queue entries: 16, 24, 32, 64 and 128.
Rest of the processor parameters can be found in configuration IQint64 of Table 3-2. We want
to isolate the performance impact of IQ size in our proposals, due to that we fix the rest of the
parameters. 

ID C4 C2 C2P C2P-e C1 PA GPA

Area 4xN2 16x(N/4)2 8x(N/4)2 8x(N/4)2 8x(N/4)2 4x(N/4)2 4xN2 4xN2

Delay 4x3xN 3xN 3x(N/2) 3x(N/4) 3x(N/4) 3x(N/4) 3xN 2x3xN
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6.4.1 C4 Model
In Figure 6-11, we show the harmonic mean of IPC of all benchmarks without mcf. For an IQ
with a small number of entries, C4 model performs quite worse than ID model (7.9% for 16-
entry IQ). This performance degradation is due to the impact of stalling instruction dispatch
when a burst of memory instructions clogs the two only arbitration domains that C4 model has
to accommodate this instruction type. For an IQ with a large number of entries, once
arbitration domains are large enough to tolerate bursts of memory instructions, C4 model
reaches a performance similar to ID model. For instance, with 128 entries, the performance
degradation of C4 model with respect to ID model is less than 0.8%, meanwhile selection-
logic delay is reduced about 75%. 

FIGURE 6-11 IPC harmonic mean for SPECInt2000 benchmark suite, except for mcf. Results are shown for different issue-queue
sizes: 16, 24, 32, 64 and 128. 

As in C4 model, C1 model can dispatch memory instructions to only two arbitration
domains. The performance of C1 model also depends on availability, in each cycle, of ready
instructions in all arbitration domains. That is, load unbalance is critical. 

In C1 model, each arbitration domain can issue up to one instruction per cycle. In case
that several ready instructions are concentrated into a single arbitration domain, issue
bandwidth of the IQ is downgraded to one. This scenario is specially harmful in case a
misspredicted instruction in any arbitration domain depends on one of those delayed ready
instructions. In difference with respect to C1, C4 model reaches a better performance. In that
scenario, C4 model increases throughput since a single arbitration domain may fulfill issue-
width. 
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6.4.2 Memory-Dispatch Stalls in C4 Model
In order to enlighten the performance degradation in C4 model due to memory dispatch stalls,
we simulate a new selection model. This new selection model, that we name C4A, is an
extension of C2 model. C4A model has four stacked columns of arbiters, two more than C2
model. The outputs of each column of arbiters are the inputs to a SEL element. The latest two
columns of arbiters arbitrate ALU and memory instructions, meanwhile first two columns
arbitrate only ALU instructions. Thus in C4A model, memory instructions can be allocated in
any arbitration domain. As we observe in Figure 6-11, for an IQ with a small number of
entries, performance of C4A model increases significantly with respect to C4 model because
the effective capacity of the IQ for memory instructions has increased. However, for an IQ with
a large number of entries, performance of C4A model decreases with respect to C4 model
and it is similar to C2 model performance. This is because C4 model guarantees that if a
memory instruction is the oldest-ready instruction in an arbitration domain, then it will be firstly
picked and after issued. From the point of view of performance, that is beneficial since load
instructions usually are the head of a chain of dependent instructions and therefore, load
misses may be detected earlier. However, C4A model may delay the issue of the oldest
memory instruction, that has been picked by an arbiter. A SEL element chooses one input,
with a picked instruction, from the four possible inputs and the priority input of the SEL
element changes every cycle following a round-robin policy. 

6.4.3 C2, C2P and C2P-e Models
In the remaining proposed models showed in Figure 6-11, memory instructions can be
allocated in any arbitration domain. Therefore, in comparison with ID model, the observed
performance degradation is produced by the dispatch stalls. These dispatch stalls occur when
there is not an available dispatch port to allocate an instruction in a free issue-queue entry.
Another source of performance degradation is that the oldest-first selection policy is not
globally observed.

In order to evaluate the performance degradation due to two previous factors, we conduce
a simulation of the ID model in which the allocation of instructions in issue-queue is restricted.
The issue-queue is split into four equally-sized partitions. Every cycle, up to two instructions
can be dispatched in each partition. The size of each one of the four stacked arbiters is the
entire issue-queue, the same as in the ID model. We name to this model BAS2.

We can consider that performance degradation due to dispatch-port reduction is evaluated
by comparing ID model with BAS2 model. Thus, the performance degradation due to
selection policy can be assimilated to the difference between BAS2 model and a proposed
model. 

The comparison between ID model and BAS2 model shows us a performance degradation
(less than 1.3%) due to dispatch stalls. Then, for C2 and C2P-e models, the performance
degradation due to selection policy is less than 2.7% for the overall evaluated range of IQ
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entries. The weight of dispatch stalls in performance degradation decreases as the number of
IQ entries increases, meanwhile selection policy becomes more and more important. 

For an IQ with a small number of entries, C2, C2P and C2P-e largely outperform C4 model
because these models tolerate better bursts of dispatching memory instructions. Up to 32 IQ
entries, C2 and C2P-e models are the most cost-effective designs because they reduce delay
and also their performance is within a 2.5% of the ID model (C2P-e model with 16-entry IQ).
For an IQ with a large number of entries, C4 model outperforms C2 model, however,
selection-logic delay and also the number of arbiters are doubled with respect to C2 model.
For these large issue-queues, the selection approach of C4 model guaranties issuing a load
instruction if it is the oldest instruction in an arbitration domain. This allows early load miss
resolution. However, this performance gap decreases when the number of entries in the
issue-queue increases. This is because there exists more chances of all arbitration domains
have at least one ready instruction (less load unbalance). 

In C2P model, the oldest ready instruction of an arbitration domain is not assured to be
issued first. This is produced because the dispatch algorithm not only distributes instructions
among arbitration domains, but also instructions are associated to only one of the two arbiters
in a given arbitration domain. Therefore, the load unbalance is more critical. Actually, it may
exists load unbalance among arbitration domains and load unbalance among arbiters of the
same arbitration domain. C2P-e model tries to reduce the effect of the load unbalance among
arbiters of the same arbitration domain, which increases performance with respect to C2P at
least a 1.1% in the evaluated issue-queue range. 

6.4.4 Summary
For an IQ with less than 32 entries, the effective dispatch bandwidth can limit performance,

as we observe in C4 model. Also, the capacity to issue more than one instruction from a
single arbitration domain has a very positive effect on performance, as we notice when
comparing C2 and C2P-e models with C1 model. Also, C2 and C2P-e models outperform PA
model (at least 0.6%, for C2P-e model with 16-entry IQ) and also they have a smaller area
and delay. For IQs with more than 32 entries, added to the capacity of feeding issue from a
single arbitration domain, it is also important to maintain a selection policy closer to the global
oldest-first selection policy than C2 and C2P-e models do. By instance, C4 model with an
128-entry IQ reaches a 99.2% of the performance of the ID model. In comparison with PA
model, C4 model has similar delay but much smaller area. 

For a 32-entry IQ, in Figure 6-12, we show the IPC for each benchmark and the harmonic
mean (HM) with and without mcf benchmark (HM-mcf) for ID and our proposed models. We
observe that performance behavior of our proposals is quite uniform. This is, they show
similar performance trends in the average than for individual benchmarks. It only must be
remarked that C4 in perl performs slightly better than ID. This is due to a greater number of
memory order violations in ID model. 
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FIGURE 6-12 IPC of our proposals and ID model for SPECInt 2000 benchmarks and an 32-entry IQ. Also, the harmonic mean (HM)
with and without mcf benchmark (HM-mcf) are showed. 

6.4.5 Number of Dispatch Ports per Arbitration Domain
So far, in previous sections, our results have been obtained modelling two dispatch ports per
arbitration domain. Since the size of issue-queue grows with the number of write ports
(dispatch ports), we evaluate the performance impact of reducing the number of dispatch
ports per arbitration domain. 

FIGURE 6-13 Harmonic Mean of proposed selection-logics with one (1p) and two dispatch ports per arbitration domain. These
results are shown for different issue-queue sizes.
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In C1 and C4 models, an straight forward reduction in the number of dispatch ports
produces a serious performance degradation because, every cycle, only two memory
instructions can be dispatched into the entire issue-queue. Because of this, we develop two
modified models, one for C1 and the other for C4 model, named C1-1p and C4-1p models,
respectively. In these models, the overall number of dispatch ports is eight, but only up to four
instruction are dispatched every cycle. Each one of the four arbitration domains is sliced into
two partitions and each one of this partitions has one dispatch port. The size of arbiters is still
the same as in C1 and C4 models. 

In Figure 6-13, we plot harmonic mean of IPC with either two and one dispatch ports in
each arbitration domain. Performance differences are very small. The observed performance
degradation is due to dispatch stalls when the number of instructions to dispatch is greater
than the number of non-full arbitration domains, whose dispatch ports are available. Also, the
dispatch algorithm may not balance the number of allocated instructions into each arbitration
domain. For C2 and C2P-e models and up to 64-entry issue-queues, performance
differences, due to the reduction of the number of dispatch ports, decrease when the number
of entries in the issue-queue increases. 

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we face the very sequential nature of the selection logic, which requires
arbiters to be stacked when instructions for several functional units of the same type have to
be arbitrated. In this paper, we present an affordable design for the selection-logic in Out-of-
Order processors. 

We exploit the fact that it is not needed to strictly apply a global selection policy to the
entire issue-queue in order to have a high-performance like an oldest first scheduler (ID)
does. The selection-logic is sliced into separate arbitration domains which reduces delay and
area of the selection-logic with respect to a conventional design. However, this sliced design
has two drawbacks. First, load unbalance among arbitration domains degrades performance.
Second, instructions compete for selection in its local arbitration domain, which may lead to
scheduling differences with respect to a global non-sliced arbitration design and probably to
performance losses. The performance impact of each one of these drawbacks depends on
the number of entries in the issue-queue. For a small number of entries in the issue-queue,
load unbalance has a greater influence on performance degradation. In exchange, for a large
number of entries in the issue-queue, it is more important that selection policy were as close
as possible to the global age scheduling.

To be close to a global age scheduling, if possible, we dispatch one instruction to each
arbitration domain. Also, we try to balance the number of dispatched instructions to each
arbitration domain. In this manner, if each arbitration domain has the same number of
dispatched instructions, then new dispatched instructions have the same age from a point of
view of a global age selection. Note that each one of these new dispatched instructions has
the same relative age with respect to instructions in their own arbitration domains. 
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In this work, we have also observed a relationship between load unbalance and dynamic
instruction-scheduling: the lower the load unbalance is, the closer the selection policy is to a
global oldest-first selection policy. In order to reduce the degrading effect of load unbalance,
we propose to have several arbiters in each arbitration domain in order to pick more than one
instruction. Therefore, there is a ratio one-to-many between arbitration domains and issue-
ports instead of a ratio one-to-one. Thus, in case an arbitration domain has no ready
instructions, another arbitration domain may have a surplus of ready instructions which can
be issued to that issue-port which, otherwise, it would have been wasted. In our proposed
designs, we use either fixed or dynamic priority in order to choose between one of the input
arbiters of each issue-port. In our evaluation, the best priority policy is fixed for an issue-
queue with a large number of entries.

One of our proposed selection model designs (C4) is within the 0.8% of ID model with a
reduction in the selection-logic delay of a 75%. Another model, C2, halves delay and reduces
area of ID model, meanwhile, the performance of C2 is within the 2% of the ID. In proposed
model C2P-e, a step further in delay improvement is taken, it halves delay of C2 model and
performs within the 2.5% of ID model. Moreover, our proposals allow to distribute dispatch
ports among arbitration domains and then, in difference with the ID, our proposed designs
can reduce the number of dispatch ports to one (for each arbitration domain) at almost no
performance cost.
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
In Out-of-Order processors, the scheduling logic plays an important role in processor
performance. In fact, scheduling logic is in charge of exposing and exploiting Instruction Level
Parallelism available in executing program. 

Performance-critical scheduling-logic parameters are: number of issue-queue entries,
issue bandwidth and selection policy. 

• The number of issue-queue entries defines how far in the instruction stream the
scheduling logic is able to go for looking for ready instructions. For example, in case of
long latency instructions or cache misses, small issue queues are probable to become
clogged of non-ready instructions. A larger issue queue allows to find ready instruction
further in the instruction stream 

• Issue bandwidth determines the amount of ILP that the processor is able to exploit
from the issue queue. As a consequence, a wider issue give the capacity to the
processor to carry out more parallel work in every cycle, which usually means more
performance 

• The selection policy establishes issue priority of ready instructions when there is not
enough issue bandwidth to issue all ready instructions in the issue-queue. Because
not all ready instructions are equally critic for program-execution completion, choosing
the most critic instruction is a requirement in high-performance processors. In other
words, selection policy determines the shrewdness of the scheduling logic to issue the
most critic of all. Because of this, by comparing the two typical selection policies,
oldest-first selection policy reaches outperforms position based policy

The problem with these scheduling-logic parameters is that scheduling-logic complexity is
also related with these parameters. More precisely, area and delay of wakeup logic and
selection logic, that conforms the scheduler, directly increases with the number for issue-
queue entries and the issue bandwidth. 

There exit several options to soften or even break up the relation among scheduling-logic
complexity and these parameters. In this thesis, we have followed two alternatives: pipelining
the scheduler and slicing the selection logic into arbitration domains. 

7.1.1 Pipelining the Scheduling Logic
One option to soften pressure of the scheduling-logic delay over the cycle time consists in
pipelining the scheduling logic. 

The drawback of pipelining the scheduling logic sources from the fact that wakeup logic
and selection logic conform a critical hardware loop. As a consequence of separating wakeup
phase and select phase into two separate stages, performance may be seriously degraded.
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Specially in integer workloads, this performance degradation yields in the impossibility of one-
cycle execution-latency instructions to wakeup their dependent instructions in time for back-
to-back execution. 

To face this problem, we propose the idea of the Dependence-Level Scheduler (DLS). The
idea consists in waking up in advance instructions that depend on one-cycle execution-
latency instructions. By advancing wakeup, selection phase of one-cycle producer
instructions and wakeup in advance of dependent instructions is overlapped. Thanks to this
overlap, there exists an opportunity to schedule back-to-back dependent instructions despite
of producer execution-latency. 

In difference with previous proposals, DLS does not speculate with the scheduling of these
woken in advance instructions. Therefore, they are not allowed to compete for selection until
one-cycle execution-latency producer instructions have been scheduled. This condition is
checked for groups of instructions (producer and consumer) and not for individual
instructions. This approach yields in the complexity of a individual checking mechanism. 

We proposed two implementations around the idea of DLS: Two-Matrix DLS and Single-
Matrix DLS. Both models improve performance with respect a two-cycle pipelined scheduler.
Even more, they also overcome performance of one of the two previous speculative
proposals and in case of Two-Matrix DLS, it also overcomes the other previous proposal. 

The problem of DLS mechanisms is that woken in advance instructions may be
unnecessarily delayed and this causes: under utilization of the issue-bandwidth and not all
operand-ready instructions compete for selection, which distort selection logic behavior in
comparison with a non-pipelined scheduling-logic. This unnecessary delay is due to woken in
advance instructions must wait until all one-cycle execution-latency producer instructions
have been scheduled. It may happen that one-cycle execution-latency instructions, that are
still unscheduled, are not the producers of the waiting group of consumer instructions. 

Because of this, we proposed three enhancements to base DLS mechanism: filtering,
fusion and promotion by age. 

• Filtering. One-cycle execution-latency instructions with no dependent instructions are
not taken into account for allowing consumer instructions to compete for selection 

• Fusion. We proposed a novel and simple fusion mechanism which fused one-cycle
execution-latency instructions with its first dependent instructions. So that, that
dependent instruction may bring forward its competition for selection 

• Promotion by age. Those woken in advance instructions that are older than the oldest
instruction that is actually competing for selection overrides the condition of waiting for
the complete scheduling of producer group of instructions and they start competing for
selection 
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Thanks to these enhancements performance of DLS proposals reach a performance
within a 1.9% of an ideal not-pipelined scheduler. Added to this, they manage to reduce the
number of misspeculated instructions with respect to the previous speculative proposals. 

7.1.2 Slicing the Selection Logic into Arbitration Domains
We also faced the very sequential nature of the selection logic, which requires arbiters to be
stacked when several issue-ports are able to process the same type of instructions. An
alternative organization of the selection logic consists in slicing the Selection Logic into
separate arbitration domains, one for each arbiter. This is, each arbiter of the selection logic
only attends to a subgroup of IQ entries and this subgroup of IQ entries is separate from any
other subgroup. So that, the arbiter of each arbitration domain can work in parallel with the
other arbiters. 

Drawbacks of a sliced selection logic are: load unbalance and selection logic behavior
distortion with respect to a non-sliced selection logic. These drawbacks may degrade
performance.

• Load unbalance. Some arbitration domains have several ready instruction meanwhile
other ones do not have any 

• Local Selection Policy. The arbiter in each arbitration domain applies the selection
policy locally to ready instructions of its arbitration domain. This makes the scheduling
to be different from a global scheme 

The performance impact of each one of these drawbacks depends on the number of
entries in the issue-queue. For an issue-queue with few entries, load unbalance has a greater
influence on performance degradation. In exchange, for a large issue-queue, it is more
important that selection policy were as close as possible to the global age scheduling. 

To be close to a global age scheduling, if possible, we dispatch one instruction to each
arbitration domain. Also, we try to balance the number of dispatched instructions to each
arbitration domain. In this manner, if each arbitration domain has the same number of
dispatched instructions, then new dispatched instructions have the same age from a point of
view of a global age selection. Note that each one of these new dispatched instructions has
the same relative age with respect to instructions in their own arbitration domains. 

We also observed a relationship between load unbalance and dynamic instruction-
scheduling: the lower the load unbalance is, the closer the selection policy is to a global
oldest-first selection policy. In order to reduce the degrading effect of load unbalance, we
propose to have several arbiters in each arbitration domain in order to pick more than one
instruction. Therefore, there is a ratio one-to-many between arbitration domains and issue-
ports instead of a ratio one-to-one. Thus, in case an arbitration domain has no ready
instructions, another arbitration domain may have a surplus of ready instructions which can
be issued to that issue-port which, otherwise, it would have been wasted. In our proposed
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designs, we use either fixed or dynamic priority in order to choose between one of the input
arbiters of each issue-port. In our evaluation, the best priority policy is fixed for an issue-
queue with a large number of entries. 

One of our proposed selection model designs (C4) is within the 0.8% of ID model with a
reduction in the selection-logic delay of a 75%. Another model, C2, halves delay and reduces
size of ID model, meanwhile, the performance of C2 is within the 2% of the ID. In proposed
model C2P-e, a step further in delay improvement is taken, it halves delay of C2 model and
performs within the 2.5% of ID model. Moreover, our proposals allow to distribute dispatch
ports among arbitration domains and then, in difference with the ID, our proposed designs
can reduce the number of dispatch ports to one (for each arbitration domain) at almost no
performance cost. 

7.2 Future Work
In this section, we detail some possible directions of further research:

• In a further step to reduce area of the selection logic, it could be explored the
possibility of several IQ entries request to the same input of an arbiter. This manner,
we reduce the number of required arbiters, which may suppose a reduction in area
and delay of the selection logic. However, granted input of an arbiter stands for
selection of one or several ready requesting instructions and therefore some logic
must resolve the possible collision. The manner, these collisions are resolved may
lead to a degradation of the selection policy with respect to a conventional selection
logic, and therefore to a performance degradation

• We have explored some organizations that reduce area and delay of the selection
logic. In a second phase of this research, it could be explored the possibility to reduce
area and delay of the wakeup logic. In order to do that, we could make use of the
observation that an instruction usually depends on a nearby instruction in the
instruction-stream. In a matrix-based implementation of the wakeup logic, this
closeness of dependent instructions means that only the matrix diagonal has
significant inter-dependence information. We can take benefit from this and reduce the
dependence-tracking logic to the diagonal. Some mechanism would be required to
kept dependences of far away dependent instructions

• Provided the very sequential nature of the selection logic, it could be explored
pipelined designs for the selection logic as an option to overcome the delay of a
stacked organization in the selection logic. Again, tolerating the latency of the
scheduling loop would be main problem of this approach. As an approach to face this
latency in the scheduling loop, we can overlap latency in the scheduling loop with
execution latency of producer instructions. Instructions dependent on long execution-
latency instructions can be issued from arbiters in deeper stages of the pipeline and
instructions dependent on short execution-latency instructions from earlier arbiters.
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We will have to face the problem of wakeing up in time these instructions and perform
an accurate classification according to producers latency. 
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DISPATCH POLICIES

This appendix presents results of a brief study of different dispatch policies. As result,

we propose the dispatch policy that we will use for our experiments with sliced

selection logic proposals. 



Dispatch Policies APPENDIX A
A.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, we have presented some sliced organizations for the selection
logic in which it was required a dispatch policy to decide to which arbitration-domain the
instruction is dispatched. 

This problem about dispatch policy, that we present here, is similar to Instruction Steering
in Clustered Processors. Similarly to us, instruction coming from the processor front-end must
be steered to one of the available clusters (similar to our arbitration domains). In [BaMo00],
they identify the two main sources of performance degradation because of clusterization that
they try to reduce through the steering policy: load unbalance and inter-cluster
communication. 

Concerning to this steering problem, many works [AgFr05] [PaSa+05] [GoCr+05] [SaZi05]
have proposed novel mechanisms, however they mainly focus on reducing the penalties
because of inter-cluster communication. Because of this, although our dispatching problem is
pretty similar, in our case there is not any communication penalty because of assigning
dependent instructions to different arbitration domains. On the other side, the mechanisms
that they propose to face load unbalance are very complex in comparison with other non-
adaptive approaches. For example, in [GoCr+05] and [SaZi05], they predict the optimal
cluster for an instruction. In [AgFr05], they replicate instructions in clusters in oder to avoid
inter-cluster communication. In [BaMo00], they propose run-time adaptive steering policies. 

A.2 Dispatch Policies
In the search for a good dispatch policy, we looked for two characteristics: good load balance
and simplicity. As an starting point, we decided to implement some of the non-adaptive
steering policies proposed in [BaMo00] adapted to our problem:

• First-Fit (ff). In this policy, we assign instructions to the same arbitration domain until it
fills up completely. Then we move to the next cluster and do the same. 

• Modulo (modx). Instructions are assigned to arbitration domains in a modulo “x”

fashion where “x” is a small integer. For example, in the modulo 3 (mod3) policy the
first three instructions are assigned to first arbitration domain, the next three to second
arbitration domain and so on. Compared to First-Fit, this policy distributes instruction
more fairly among arbitration domains. 

• Dependence-based (dep). Neither of the previous policies leveraged program
information. The Dependence-based policy uses data-dependence information in
order to allocate dependent instruction in the same arbitration domain. This policy was
originally intended for minimizing inter-cluster communications. In our scenario, the
hope is to evenly distribute chains of dependent instructions across arbitration
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domains, since head instruction of each chain is likely to be ready then all arbitration
domains with at least one chain each will have ready instructions to issue. 

• Equilibrium (equ). This policy was proposed by us and it is the dispatch policy adopted
in this thesis. Every cycle, the dispatch policy allocates the same number of
instructions to each arbitration domain. But, in case of there is not enough instructions
for all arbitration domains, it tries to balance the number of instructions assigned to
each arbitration domain. 

In Figure A-1, we show average performance (HM-mcf) of proposed dispatch policies for
different integer issue-queue sizes: 16, 32 and 64. For the modulo policy, we probed different
values: 2, 3 and 4. As scheduling model, we have adopted the one presented in Figure 2-
24.a, model C1, which consists in dividing selection logic into four arbitration domains with
one arbiter per arbitration domain. Up to four instruction can be dispatched into an arbitration
domain per cycle.

FIGURE A-1 Performance of different dispatch policies for different issue-queue sizes in a sliced selection logic. Performance has
been calculated as the harmonic mean of SPECInt2000 benchmarks except for mcf. 

First-Fit policy is the worst performant policy of all, in fact it is does not look for balancing
load among arbitration domains. Because of this, performance degrades with the issue-
queue size. Modulo policies performs similarly. However, the bigger the modulo is the worse
performance it has. This is consequence of mod2 policy balances load better than mod4
does. Focusing on dep policy, although it performs quite well for small issue-queue sizes, it
does not for large one. An issue-queue with few IQ entries force dep dispatch policy to
distribute the same chain of dependent instruction across arbitration domain, as a
consequence load stays balanced. Finally, best policy for all issue-queue sizes is equ which is
aimed to balance load among arbitration domains. 
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In Figure A-1, in comparison to performance of an ideal selection logic, ID model (Figure
2-22), performance of our selection policy proposal (equ) is in less than a 1.7% of
performance. Finally, since equ is the best performant policy, we decided to use it in our
experiments for this thesis. 
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APPENDIX B

DISPATCH PORTS TO
SCHEDULING LOGIC

In this appendix, we evaluate the performance impact of reducing the number of

dispatch ports per arbitration domain in several sliced select logics. Specifically, we

show that, in our experiments, reducing from 4 to 2 dispatch ports has almost no

performance impact. 



Dispatch Ports to Scheduling Logic APPENDIX B
B.1 Performance Impact of Dispatch Bandwidth in Arbitration 
Domains
In the sliced select logics of Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, our experiments are delivered with 2
dispatch ports per arbitration domain. However, previously, we measured the performance
impact of varying the number of dispatch ports per arbitration domain. 

In Figure B-1, we show performance impact of reducing the number of dispatch ports per
arbitration domain. Performance has been calculated as the harmonic mean of SPECInt2000
except for mcf. Sliced selection logic models under consideration are: C1, C2 and C4, and
they implement the “equ” dispatch policy. For each selection model, experiments with different
number of dispatch ports have been carried out. First, each arbitration domain has two
dispatch ports (2p) and second, each arbitration domain has four dispatch ports (4p). Also, we
measured the impact of reducing the number of dispatch ports to 1 for C1 model (C1-1p).
These results are given for different number of IQ entries. 

FIGURE B-1 Performance impact of the number of dispatch port per arbitration domain. Performance has been calculated as the
harmonic mean of SPECInt2000 benchmarks except for mcf. 

Results are pretty clear, reducing the number of dispatch ports from 4 to 2 has almost no
performance cost. That means, that no more that two dispatch ports per arbitration domain
are required to completely allocate the dispatch bundle every cycle. However, as we showed
in model C1-1p, performance impact of limiting to only one dispatch port is noticeable. In
comparison with C1-4p, performance degradation ranges from 19.9% (16 IQ entries) to 6.7%
(128 IQ entries).
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